PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
PLANNING COMMISSION
CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS
January 13, 2016

AGENDA
MEETING CALLED TO ORDER AT 5:30PM
ROLL CALL
ADOPTION OF MINUTES OF December 9, 2015
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS – Items not scheduled on the regular agenda
STAFF BOARD COMMUNICATIONS AND DISCLOSURES
WORK SESSION – Discussion items only, no action taken
Snyderville Basin Planning Commission and Park City Municipal Planning Commission will
meet in a Special joint work session to discuss transportation issues.
Discussion item only, no action taken. Public input may be taken.
CONTINUATIONS
152 Sandridge Road, Plat Amendment —Subdivision to create a legal lot of record from a
metes and bounds parcel.
Public hearing and continuation to date uncertain

PL-15-02952
Planner
Grahn

45

PL-15-02943
Planner
Hawley

46

1251 Kearns Boulevard – The Yard Townhomes Master Planned Development PREApplication determination consisting of 21 residential townhomes, 2 residential flats for
determination of compliance with General Plan and zoning.
Public hearing and possible action

PL-15-02911
Senior Planner
Astorga

47

7520-7570 Royal Street East- Conditional Use Permit and Plat Amendment for 38
residential units on Lots F, G and H of the Silver Lake Subdivision plat as part of the Silver
Lake Community of the Deer Valley Master Planned Development.
Public hearing and continuation to February 10, 2016

PL-15-02966
PL-15-02977
Senior Planner
Whetstone

73

900 Round Valley Drive- Request to amend the Intermountain Health Care Master Planned
Development to allow the Peace House facility to be constructed on Lot 8 of the IHC/USSA
Subdivision plat, as partial fulfillment of required affordable housing, and other
administrative changes
Public hearing and possible action

PL-15-02999
Senior Planner
Whetstone

137

700 Round Valley Drive- Conditional Use Permit for new construction of the Peace House
facility to be located on a portion of Lot 8 of the IHC/USSA Subdivision plat for an
emergency shelter, transitional housing and support uses.
Public hearing and possible action

PL-15-03000
Senior Planner
Whetstone

259

2900 Deer Valley Drive, The Lodges at Deer Valley Phase 1, First Amended, Record of
Survey Amendment – Proposal to change the 62 parking spaces from convertible space to
common ownership.
Public hearing and continuation February 10, 2016
REGULAR AGENDA – Discussion, public hearing, and possible action as outlined below

8910 Empire Club Drive- Conditional Use Permit for construction of Building 5 of the Village
at Empire Pass Master Planned Development, consisting of 27 residential units, 1 ADA unit,
and 1 deed restricted unit located on Lot 15 Village at Empire Pass West Side Subdivision.
Public hearing and possible action

PL-15-02983
Senior Planner
Whetstone

287

8910 Empire Club Drive- Condominium record of survey plat for 27 residential units within
Building 5 of the Village at Empire Pass Master Planned Development.
Public hearing and possible recommendation to City Council on February 11, 2016

PL-15-03003
Senior Planner
Whetstone

379

ADJOURN

A majority of Planning Commission members may meet socially after the meeting. If so, the location will be announced by the Chair person. City business will not
be conducted.
Pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals needing special accommodations during the meeting should notify the Park City Planning Department
at (435) 615-5060 24 hours prior to the meeting.

PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
MARSAC MUNICIPAL BUILDING
DECEMBER 9, 2015
COMMISSIONERS IN ATTENDANCE:
Chair Adam Strachan, Preston Campbell, Steve Joyce, John Phillips, Doug Thimm, Nann
Worel
EX OFFICIO:
Planning Director, Bruce Erickson; Kirsten Whetstone, Planner; Francisco Astorga,
Planner; Anya Grahn, Planner; Polly Samuels McLean, Assistant City Attorney
===================================================================
REGULAR MEETING
ROLL CALL
Chair Strachan called the meeting to order at 5:35 p.m. and noted that all Commissioners
were present except Commissioner Band who was excused.
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
November 11, 2015
Commissioner Worel referred to 22 of the Staff report and the Motion to Continue the
density discussion on the IHC pre-MPD to December 9, 2015. She noted that she had
made the motion and it was seconded by Commissioner Phillips; however, the minutes did
not show that it was voted on. Commissioner Worel recalled that a vote was taken and the
motion passed. She corrected the minutes to reflect their vote pending verification with the
recording.
Commissioner Worel pointed out that the density discussion for the IHC pre-MPD was not
on the agenda this evening even though it was continued to December 9th. Director
Erickson stated that the item would be re-noticed when it is scheduled as an agenda item.
MOTION: Commissioner Phillips moved to APPROVE the minutes of November 11, 2015
as amended. Commissioner Worel seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
PUBLIC INPUT
There were no comments.
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STAFF/COMMISSIONER COMMUNICATIONS AND DISCLOSURES
Planning Director Erickson referred to the Steep Slope CUP applications on the agenda
and noted that Condition #15 was a new condition of approval that was reviewed by the
City Council three weeks ago. The condition prohibits excavation in the historic districts
th
th
after October 15 and before April 15 on a Steep Slope CUP. The reason for the
condition was to protect the neighborhoods because it is nearly impossible to do erosion
control and minimize storm water runoff and materials. This would avoid having big open
holes all winter long. Director Erickson clarified that the new policy is now a condition of
approval for steep slope applications.
Director Erickson stated that another policy change implemented by the City Council was to
change the criteria in the preservation plans for historic homes that are being lifted. The
criteria requires that a structural engineer approve the shoring plan and approve any
modifications to the shoring plan. In addition, a structure must be lifted and put back on
the foundation within 60 days.
Commissioner Thimm disclosed that he previously worked with Greg Brown of DHM
Design, who would be presenting the Alice Claim project this evening. His business
relationship occurred several years ago outside of Utah and he did not believe that
association would affect his decision on the Alice Claim project.
Commissioner Joyce asked about a second Planning Commission meeting in January.
Director Erickson stated that currently the agendas were organized so there would not be a
second meeting in January. However, depending on the outcome of the joint meeting with
the Snyderville Basin Planning Commission on January 13th, a second meeting may be
scheduled. Director Erickson remarked that it was also a matter of organizing Staff time to
prepare the Staff reports.
Commissioner Joyce reported that the people at the National Ability Center heard that the
Planning Commission needed a place to meet during Sundance. They were kind enough
to offer their facilities if the decision is made to schedule a second meeting in January.
City Council Member Liza Simpson asked if the Planning Commission had questions about
the recent City Council decision to reverse some of the recommendations for the sign
code.
Chair Strachan stated that he was unaware of the changes, but he was not offended that
their recommendation was changed. He remarked that the sign code is a thorny area of
law and the Code and he was not surprised that the City Council had looked at it
differently. He assumed the Council had specific reasons for making changes and he
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respected that as the final decision. Chair Strachan appreciated the fact that Ms. Simpson
had informed the Commissioners and gave them the opportunity to respond or ask
questions.
Council Member Simpson thanked the Commissioners for their service. She has enjoyed
her eight years on the City Council, but she would never want to be on the Planning
Commission because it is hard work and very detail oriented. Ms. Simpson appreciated
the care, consideration and thoughtfulness that all the Commissioners bring to their role.
Chair Strachan expressed appreciation to Ms. Simpson for her eight years on the City
Council and he wished her well.
Commissioner Phillips disclosed that due to past working relationships with the applicant,
he would be recusing himself from the Alice Claim matter this evening. He also disclosed
that the architect for 347 Ontario had spoken with him regarding the project and there was
a slight chance that he may be the contractor. For that reason he would recuse himself
from that item on the Consent Agenda.
Assistant City Attorney McLean stated that 347 Ontario was on the Consent Agenda and it
should be removed from the Consent Agenda for a separate vote.
Chair Strachan noted that this was Commissioner Worel’s last meeting as a Planning
Commissioner, as she would be moving on to the City Council. She will be missed. Chair
Strachan stated that he has served with Commissioner Worel for a long time and he has
nothing but respect and praise for her. He was certain she would do a great job on the City
Council.

WORK SESSION
Alice Claim aka Alice Lode Subdivision and Plat Amendment – Gully Site Plan Discussion
(Application PL-08-00371)
Commissioner Phillips recused himself and left the room.
Planner Francisco Astorga stated that this was a work session discussion regarding the
Alice Claim subdivision and Plat Amendment. He pointed out that in an effort to reduce the
size of the Staff report he had included three hyperlinks to the previous Staff reports and
Minutes. Unless the Planning Commission objected, the Staff would like to use this type of
format moving forward since most of the Commissioners read the Staff report
electronically. All of the Commissioners supported the new format.
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Planner Astorga reported that the Planning Commission had forwarded a negative
recommendation to the City Council on August 12, 2015. On October 8, 2015 the City
Council conducted a work session/site visit and took public input. The City Council
remanded this application back to the Planning Commission on October 29, 2015.
Planner Astorga explained that the negative recommendation that the Planning
Commission had forwarded was not on the current proposal being presented this evening.
The current proposal is an alternate plan that was submitted to the City following the
negative recommendation.
Planner Astorga stated that pages 47 and 48 of the Staff report contained an analysis
regarding compliance with the general provisions and development standards within the
HR-1, as well as the Estate District. Planner Astorga had the negative recommendation
plan available if the Commissioners needed it for reference. He also had the certified topo
boundary survey, the slope analysis, the currently proposed Gully site plan. Planner
Astorga also had the 2009 Gully site plan available if needed. He stated that the current
proposal takes a sliver from the Ridge Avenue subdivision, and that was available; as well
as two exhibits he had prepared showing the negative recommendation plan and the
current plan on one sheet for comparison.
Planner Astorga remarked that the Planning Department had made an effort to be
responsive and transparent. Letters were sent to property owners within 300 feet in
addition to posting the site. They were not required to do so by State law since this was
only a work session; however, based on the history of this application the Staff thought it
was best to be transparent. As a result of the noticing, on letter was received from two
neighbors and a second letter came in this afternoon. The letter had gone directly to the
Commissioners and he had not had the opportunity to provide a copy to the applicant.
Planner Astorga noted that the letters would become part of the public record and future
Staff reports and public hearings will include all documents.
Planner Astorga requested that the Planning Commission focus their discussion this
evening on the Gully Site Plan. The objective of the Staff and the applicant was to get
significant input and direction from the Commissioners.
Greg Brown with DHM Design represented the applicant. He introduced Mark Deemer
from his office and Joe Tesch, legal counsel. Jerry Fiat, the applicant, was also in
attendance and he was prepared to make comments or answer questions as needed.
Mr. Brown stated that after receiving a negative recommendation from the Planning
Commission they met with the City Staff to discuss a potential Gully Plan. He believed the
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new plan resolves the concerns of the Planning Department and the Planning Commission
that have been expressed over many years, and particularly this last year. Mr. Brown
remarked that the Gully Plan was presented to the City Council and they were asked to
come back to the Planning Commission with the new plan. The Gully Plan has significant
changes from the previous plans, and he hoped it was a plan that the Commissioners
could support.
Mr. Brown provided a brief presentation. He clarified that any mention of the “current plan”
would actually be referencing the plan that the Commissioners previously saw and
forwarded the negative recommendation.
Mr. Brown noted that the Staff report mentioned Site Plan B, which was done in 2009.
There were actually three plans that that were drawn by the City Staff at that time. The
plans were given to the applicant as something that might be more appropriate. Mr. Brown
stated that in making the revisions to the current plan they pulled out Plan B and used it as
a basis for the Gully Plan. He remarked that substantial changes were made to the Option
B plan. The Gully Plan proposed smaller lots than what was shown in Option B, which also
creates smaller building footprints. The houses are pushed further down the hill from what
shown in that plan. Lot 1 is the Estate Lot location that was changed several months ago
and they were showing that in a new location that was suggested by the Planning
Commission. Lots 7 and 8 were moved further down the hillside.
Mr. Brown emphasized that the Gully Plan was an iteration of a plan that many people
liked, and it also has added advantages beyond that plan.
Mr. Brown presented an overlay of the current plan and the gully plan. The red was the
current plan and the gully plan sites were shown in blue. He thought the overlay
comparison showed how the gully plan pulls everything down along the road, it eliminates
the upper road completely, and it pulls all of the houses that were on the hillside down
along the gully. Mr. Brown was prepared to explain how they proposed to accomplish
some of that later in his presentation. He thought the gully plan was a more compact
design.
Mr. Brown had data to show they had significantly reduced the disturbance on the site. He
believed this plan addresses the compatibility issue that was previously discussed,
because the Gully Plan is more compatible with the HR-1 zoning rather than the
surrounding neighborhood. Mr. Brown presented a slide showing how all of the houses
access off of Alice Court. An emergency vehicle turnout was provided at the transition
between the HR-1 zone and the Estate Lot. He noted that the Fire Department has seen
the plan but they were not far enough into the process to get their comments. The
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applicant would go through the review process with the Fire Department to make sure it is
designed to their satisfaction.
Mr. Brown summarized that the plan proposes 8 lots within the HR-1 District. The
maximum lot size gives a maximum footprint of 1,750 square feet per the LMC. The one
lot in the Estate Zone will be developed per the LMC and the defined disturbance envelope
will be much smaller within the 3 acre parcel. Mr. Brown noted that more evergreen trees
would be preserved than in the previous plan. However, two trees will be lost at the entry
and one on the Estate lot. Mr. Brown stated that the footprints are the maximum size, but
there will be more articulation within the façade of the house. He thought the houses could
potentially end up smaller than what was actually shown.
Mr. Brown indicated the piece of property that would be dedicated to the City for the
roadway. It is a little over a third of an acre. The lots that exit on that piece are zoned
HRL, and that will be dedicated to the City. Mr. Brown noted that Lots 123 and 129 are
owned by King Development. He clarified that Lot 123 is actually owned by an affiliate
company of King Development. He pointed out that for the purposes of the proposed land
swap, all parties were in agreement.
Mr. Brown presented a slide showing the open space and trails. They were still proposing
trails through the project. The open space was increased because they pulled the houses
down and made the lots smaller. The open space for the entire site was a little over 85%
of the land, which is a 10% increase over the previous plan.
Mr. Brown noted that the site is 8.65 acres as mentioned in the Staff report. However, there
was also .38 acres of HRL site. Combined the total was 9.03 acres for the entire project.
Mr. Brown indicated the area of the lower lots. He stated that Lot 123 was the triangular
piece shown in white and tan. Alice Claim was the white area with Lots 8 and 9 and the
blue area. They would like to swap the land that is now in the Alice Claim and add it on to
Lot 123, and take the land that is in Lot 123 and add it on to Alice Claim. That would allow
them to create two very nice building lots, Lots 8 and 9. It would be an even swap and the
area would remain the same at 2,050 square feet.
Assistant City Attorney McLean clarified that it was not called Lot 123. It is Lot 1 of the
existing Ridge Avenue Subdivision.
Mr. Brown outlined the key points of the gully plan. The homes are moved to the bottom of
the gully, several of the upper homes are now 60 feet lower in elevation, all of the homes
sites will access off the existing road alignment. The upper private drive has been
eliminated. The HR1 lots were reduced to a tenth of an acre, which allows a maximum
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building footprint of 1,750 square feet. The Estate Lot has a disturbance envelope of
slightly more than 8,000 square feet that is carved within the three acre Estate Lot. Mr.
Brown commented on General Plan compliance. He noted that the site was a brownfield
and the General Plan talks about being green and Park City wants to be the leader in
green development. Mr. Brown stated that a brownfield development is at the top of the list
in being green. As seen in previous photos and those who experienced the site before the
cleanup knows that it was a serious brownfield. Mr. Brown stated that the plan was
clustered to preserve open space and all of the easements would be platted as open
space. All of the development was moved to the toe of the slope, the homes will be Leed
for Homes rated, and access will be provided to the City’s gold rated trails system.
On the issue of finding for good cause, Mr. Brown stated that public amenities and
benefits, resolutions of existing issues related to historic uses, and the mining cleanup
were at the top of the list for good cause. The new plan was much more compact and it
was a very low density plan considering the full size of the site. Open space and trails
were benefits, as well as cleanup and minimal impact for health, safety and welfare.
Mr. Brown stated that the mine tailings were cleaned up, the open mine shaft was sealed,
the areas were revegetated, and the stream bed was cleaned up which helped water
quality in the City. The bike trail easements will be formalized. Access up to the City water
tank is improved with a new road. The road was realigned on to City property during the
cleanup. The density has been reduced from what would be allowed from a zoning
standpoint. Mr. Brown noted that the applicants have been through a thorough Planning
Commission and City Council process to achieve this plan. They used Best Planning
Practices and Design for the new plan. All of the large evergreen trees will be preserved
with the exception of two at the entry and one by the Estate lot. Mr. Brown noted that the
compact design further reduced the development portion down to 16% of the site. The rest
of the site is open space.
Mr. Brown stated that the applicants previously requested a CUP for the retaining walls.
They would need to ask for the CUP again and follow whatever process is required to bring
it back. They still plan on using the legal access off of Sampson. He provided an image
showing the existing Sampson platted right-of-way where their road would come off of that
and into the project. Mr. Brown noted that no other retaining walls over six feet were
proposed for the project.
Mr. Brown requested that the Planning Commission support the Gully Plan as proposed
and allow them to move quickly to redesign and resubmit this plan. He stated that all of the
planning documents and all engineering documents would be redesigned for this new plan.
The applicant’s engineers and consultants have spoken with the City Engineer and some
of the Districts and they all generally see this as an improvement from a utilities standpoint.
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The current plat would have to be re-drawn and submitted to Staff for a thorough review.
The next step would be to request a hearing before the Planning Commission as early as
possible in 2016.
Chair Strachan understood that the new lot size was a tenth of an acre. He asked for the
lot size under the 2009 plan. Mr. Brown was not completely sure but he thought it was .22.
Chair Strachan asked if it was also .22 in what the applicant was calling the “current plan”.
Mr. Brown answered yes. He recalled that they were trying for the same size houses in the
old Option B plan.
Chair Strachan noted that the Gully Plan moved the Estate Lot further up to the south. Mr.
Brown stated that moving the Estate Lot helped from a circulation standpoint. He noted
that the other plan had a T-intersection that connected to a specific area. The Tintersection was eliminated in order to pull the units down and create the emergency
vehicle turnout. Chair Strachan asked if there was any reasoning for putting the lot where
the tree is and on the steeper part of the slope. He thought they could move the lot closer
to the road, which would save the tree and put the lot on a lesser slope. Mr. Brown agreed
and offered to look at reconfiguring the lot.
Chair Strachan asked for the number of retaining walls and the heights under the Gully
Plan. Mr. Brown stated that the retaining walls for the entry would not change. He recalled
that they were three walls at 10’ each. Chair Strachan clarified that it would be the same
CUP request.
Commissioner Worel understood that there would be no parking on roads that are less
than 26’ wide. She asked Mr. Brown to show which roads would be less than 26’ wide. Mr.
Brown replied that it was potentially the road that goes up past the Estate lot. It is a gravel
road that accesses the water tank. The roads within the development will be 26’.
Commissioner Thimm asked if the paving ends at the dashed line that goes across the
road. Mr. Brown stated that the plan is to take the road improvement up to that area, and
the driveway for Lot 1 would come off that improved road section. Commissioner Thimm
clarified that anything beyond that would remain a gravel road. Mr. Brown replied that it
would be the existing gravel road.
Commissioner Worel asked Assistant City Attorney McLean about the procedure for the
CUP for the retaining wall since the Planning Commission already denied it. Ms. McLean
stated that the CUP has been appealed to the City Council, and both parties have
stipulated to have that be heard after a decision on the subdivision application. She
remarked that the Planning Commission could review the subdivision with the
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understanding that the entryway would have to be dealt with and that there is as an open
appeal before the City Council.
Commissioner Joyce thought it would be nice for the Planning Commission to have the
opportunity to review the CUP again and to provide comments to the City Council since the
Planning Commission denied the CUP because they had not approved the subdivision plat.
Commissioner Joyce clarified that when the Planning Commission denied the CUP they did
not go through the CUP review process.
Assistant City Attorney McLean stated that the denial included Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law that were not solely based on the fact of the subdivision being denied.
She thought they could look at whether or not they could legally find a way to bring back
the CUP. Commissioner Joyce stated that if there he a mechanism to re-examine the
CUP he would like the opportunity to look at it as a relevant application separate from the
subdivision. Ms. McLean reiterated that she would see if there is a legal way to bring it
back. However, the current stance is that the Planning Commission made a decision on
the CUP, it has been appealed and the City Council stipulated it to be heard after the
subdivision. She pointed out that because the entrance way is part of the subdivision, the
Planning Commission could provide input as part of their review of the Gully Plan. Ms.
McLean clarified that she did not agree with Commissioner Joyce’s assessment of the CUP
because the Planning Commission voted with Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. It
was associated with the subdivision and the two clearly go hand in hand. However, she
understood his concern and she would look into it.
Commissioner Thimm recalled there were other walls in the earlier plan that were 6’ or
more in height. Mr. Brown replied that he was correct. Commissioner Thimm asked that if
there was a change in the retaining walls in this newly proposed plat compared to the
old plat. Mr. Brown stated that an earlier plan in July showed 6’ walls within the
development. However, the site was regraded and those walls were reduced to 6’ and
lower. Commissioner Thimm clarified that the walls as currently shown were in the same
configurations in the “current” plan. Mr. Brown answered yes.
Assistant City Attorney McLean believed that even though the prior plan did not have
retaining walls that required CUPs, there was still extensive retainage that is no longer
needed. Mr. Brown agreed, but they were not part of the CUP. Ms. McLean clarified that
the new plan removes a significant amount of the retaining walls. Mr. Brown replied that
the entire upper road had retaining walls and they were redesigned at heights under 6’.
Planner Astorga noted that one retaining wall between Lots 3 and 4 is six-feet tall; and
three retaining walls between Lots 4 and 5 range from four feet to six feet.
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Commissioner Campbell pointed out that Mr. Brown first said the site was regraded to
reduce the height of the retaining walls, but later said the walls were redesign to reduce the
height. He asked for clarification and whether there has been grading since the Planning
Commission last saw the plan. Mr. Brown explained that the plan that was recommended
for denial had an upper road with retaining walls. At one time those retaining walls were
larger than 6’. The road was regraded to achieve a series of smaller walls. Planner
Astorga ask for clarification of regrading versus redesigning. Mr. Brown stated that it was
regraded on paper. The site had not been regraded and still looked the same as what the
Commissioners had seen.
Commissioner Joyce asked about the mechanism for approving a subdivision with a plat
amendment/land swap. Ms. McLean explained that the applicant would submit a plat
amendment to Lot 1 of the Ridge Avenue subdivision, which is the subdivision where Lot
123 sits, and that would be heard contemporaneously with this plat amendment. If the
Alice Claim comes back under this gully plan with this concept, the Commissioners would
also see an amendment to the other subdivision at the same time.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
Charlie Wintzer, an Old Town resident, stated that he has attended every meeting for this
process for the last ten years. He still has not heard the Staff address the issue of adding
density to substandard roads. Mr. Wintzer had taken the square footage of the footprint of
the buildings and multiplied it by ten feet, assuming that was the average cuts, the math
calculates to 1500 loads of dirt that would be carried down on substandard roads. In
addition, he factored in over-excavation for safety and working space, the importing of
gravel, sand, bedding materials, deliveries of construction materials and other things that
would result in thousands of truck trips up and down these substandard roads. It is the
cost endured by the neighbors to have this project extended. Mr. Wintzer was unsure why
they did not talk about the size and number of lots in the beginning. He had researched all
the previous minutes and was never able to find where the question was proposed or a
discussion on how to address the substandard roads. Mr. Wintzer stated that before they
look at site plans the City needs to decide whether or not this piece of property and the
streets that connect it to the town can support this kind of traffic.
Mr. Brown noted that the City Engineer has mentioned in previous meetings that he does
not see any fatal flaws in the transportation up to the project. The applicant was working
with the City Engineer on the intersection design in response to his request for further
studies.
Tom Gannick, a resident on Daly Avenue, stated that his concerns were also related to
substandard roads. He noted that it is impossible for a car to turn around on Ridge Road.
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King Road is slightly better because you can pull into someone’s driveway to turn around.
In the interest of public safety and the presence of snow, ice and standard conditions, it will
be very difficult for normal traffic to move through. If there is an emergency of a flood or
fire, it would definitely not work and people could die.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
Mr. Brown noted that dirt transport was also mentioned by Mr. Wintzer. He stated that
during the cleanup project a lot of dirt was moved off the site without a single incident or
complaint. Mr. Brown remarked that another advantage of this site is its size. It can
accommodate staging areas with room to build.
Chair Strachan asked if the applicant had considered phasing. Mr. Brown replied that
phasing had not been discussed with the gully plan. The applicant wanted to input from
the Planning Commission on the plan itself before getting too far into the details. He
assumed Mr. Fiat had thoughts on what he sees happening first. Mr. Brown remarked that
the infrastructure needed to go in before anything else could be done. As far as which
houses get built first has not been discussed.
Commissioner Worel thought it was a positive improvement to move the houses down and
to eliminate the upper road. Her concerns have always been the intersection, the retaining
walls, and the roads in and out of the site; and she did not believe those concerns were
mitigated with the gully plan. From a safety standpoint her concerns with the “current”
plan still exist.
Commissioner Joyce was happier with this proposal. He thought the plat map was more
what the Commissioners had wanted with the previous plan in terms of moving the houses
off the hill, more compact clustering, and smaller house sizes. He believed the 1750
square feet, the layout and the massing was compatible with the Historic District. In his
opinion, the applicant had fixed most, if not all, of his issues on those matters.
Commissioner Joyce thought it was still unfortunate that the retaining walls were still
required at the entrance. It would be better if the applicants could find a way to bring the
road in straight and eliminate the need to be a 30’ retaining wall. Commissioner Joyce
stated that in terms of other issues he thought filling in the mine had been resolved and the
setbacks were the same. In terms of roads, he thought it was unfortunate that Park City
has so many tiny roads, but they need to be careful because the City has never stopped
people from building on Sampson, Norfolk and similar roads in the past. They have
approved many subdivisions on Ridge Road and on steep slopes. Commissioner Joyce
thought the important fact was that the City Engineer had given his professional opinion
that did not believe the addition of nine houses would change the standards for the road.
The City Engineer was also confident that an intersection could be built that makes it all
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work. Commissioner Joyce stated that as a Planning Commissioner he trusts the City
Engineer. He encouraged the applicant to continue to work with the City Engineer on a
proposal to clean up the HRL section and utilize the extra space they have. In his mind, it
would go a long way towards making him feel more comfortable with the entry way. In
terms of the general plat map, Commissioner Joyce thought the applicants did all the right
things and he thanked them for their efforts.
Mr. Brown asked for clarification on cleaning-up the HRL section. Commissioner Joyce
replied that he was suggesting that they utilize the additional space as part of building the
entryway to improve that little section from a traffic standpoint. Mr. Brown stated that the
City Engineer is still no completely satisfied with their plan and he wants them to continue
working on it. However, the City Engineer felt it was possible to achieve a satisfactory
option. Commissioner Joyce requested that the applicants put a priority on resolving the
road issue sooner rather than later.
Commissioner Thimm agreed with Commissioner Joyce with respect to the roadway and
doing everything possible to improve the situation. He noted that in addition to the City
Engineer, an outside traffic engineer had provided a report that was agreed to by the City
Engineer indicating that there is not a fatal flaw. Recognizing that it is not a normal design
goal, sometimes it is the best you can get under certain circumstances. Commissioner
Thimm thought the plan appeared to be a more recognizable planning pattern in
comparison to other HR-1 zoning district sites. With the ability to save more of the trees
and not to disturb further up the slopes, he believed it was far superior to the original plan.
Commissioner Thimm like the land swap and the idea of thinking out of the box because it
softens the plan, which is also an improvement.
Commissioner Thimm understood from the presentation that the Fire Department still had
not fully reviewed the plan. He assumed that review would take place before this comes
back to the Planning Commission. He recalled a comment about there being room on-site
to build and stage and being able to spoil soil on the site. He hoped they would not spoil
any untouched site and leave the lesser disturbed areas in this plan to a bare minimum.
Commissioner Campbell thought this was a great example of how the process is supposed
to work. It was evident that the applicants listened to what the Planning Commission tried
to infer at the last meeting. This new plan feels more like the Historic District and it was
much closer to something he could support. Commissioner Campbell agreed with
comments from other Commissioners regarding the safety issues, and he would also like to
see more done to mitigate those issues. Commissioner Campbell had pulled up Google
maps which happened to catch a large dump truck trying to make the turn on King Road,
and how the truck was all the way into the other lane. He believed that was a problem for
everyone and not just the applicant. He was unsure whether the Planning Commission
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had the right require the applicant to fix it, but they would appreciate it if the applicant could
help find a good way to fix it.
Chair Strachan stated that substandard roads were his biggest concern. He believed that
the City Engineer saying that there is not a fatal flaw was different than saying there are
impacts that need to be mitigated under the Code. Chair Strachan remarked that the
impacts are real and obvious. It is the increase of cars, the potential for cars sliding down
the hill, snow plows and dump trucks getting in and out, and emergency vehicle access.
He echoed Commissioner Preston in asking the applicants to show how they intend to
mitigate those impacts. If that can be done, he believed the gully plan is a good plan that
comes closer to the intent and design of the HRL zone; with the exception being the Estate
Lot. Chair Strachan recalled that from the beginning he has always opposed the Estate
Lot. The hill is too steep and he did not like the fact it kills the tree. Chair Strachan was
not convinced that the Estate lot needed to be there. All of the houses are aligned as
prescribed by the HRL zone, but the Estate house sticks out. He suggested that pulling it
down toward the road might resolve some of the issues.
Chair Strachan stated that before they could get to the point of approval, the applicant
needed to show serious evidence of what was done to mitigate the impacts on the
substandard roads. Chair Strachan recommended that the applicant agree to bring back
the CUP to the Planning Commission and either waive the appeal or give it up entirely. He
pointed out that it could present a problem since the Planning Commission sent up a denial
of a CUP for the exact same retaining walls that they were again being asked to approve.
Chair Strachan thought the applicants were closer to getting through the process with the
gully plan, and if that were the case they might get an approval of the CUP. For purposes
of the Planning Commission and for clarity of the record it would be better to have the CUP
approved by the Planning Commission rather than a denial of the CUP contrasted against
a potential approval of the subdivision and plat amendment.
Commissioner Campbell referred to Chair Strachan’s comment that he would be looking to
the applicant to mitigate the substandard roads. He was unsure whether they could ask
the applicant to fix all the roads leading up to the development. Chair Strachan clarified
that he was only asking the applicant to show how they were mitigating the impacts.
Commissioner Campbell and Chair Strachan agreed that the City did not have the right to
prevent them from developing solely on the reason of not wanting 9 additional families
traveling those roads.
Jerry Fiat stated that the dump trucks used for construction will be smaller than normal
dump trucks and they will not have an issue negotiating the turn. He pointed out that the
only two issues on the road were due to people trying to run oversized trucks on the roads.
Mr. Fiat remarked that the problems have been with large equipment going to the resorts.
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Assistant City Attorney McLean remarked that this item would be re-noticed if the
applicants submit a complete amended application. Planner Astorga pointed out that it
would also include the amendment to the Ridge Avenue Lot 1 application. Mr. Brown
offered to work with the Staff to compile the correct documents for a full review.
8910 Empire Club Drive – One Empire Pass Conditional Use Permit for 27 residential
units, one affordable unit and one ADA unit on Lot 15, the Village at Empire Mass MPD
(Application PL-15-02983)
Commissioner Phillips returned to the meeting.
Planner Kirsten Whetstone reported that this was a work session item for 8910 Empire
Club Drive. It was Pod A within the Village of Empire Pass west side subdivision, and part
of the Flagstaff Master Plan Development. She noted that the Flagstaff development
agreement was amended on March 2, 2007. The Sections that apply to the Mountain
Village were outlined on page 123 and 124 of the Staff report. Also included was the
approval of the Village at Empire Pass, a small scale MPD, of which this is a required
conditional use permit for a single building.
Bill Fiveash, the managing partner for East/West Partners Utah, introduced Joe Drew with
IBI architecture and Eric Debrew, the Vice President of Design and Development.
Mr. Fiveash stated that the objective this evening was to get input from the Planning
Commission one some of the concerns they might have regarding the conditional use
permit application that was submitted on October 27th and scheduled on the agenda for
January 13th.
Mr. Fiveash provided a brief presentation. He noted that East/West Partners have been
working on this project since 2002. The original entitlements were granted in 1999 to
United Park City Mines. In 2002 East/West Partners purchased land from UPCM and
began development in the Empire Pass area. In 2004 they finished the first townhome
project, and subsequent condominium stacked flat buildings were completed in 2006,
2007, 2008 and 2009. The project that exists today was mostly completed by 2010,
including the 191 residents of which East/West Partners was the developer on the majority
of those, with the exception of Silver Strike Lodge. East/West Partners has owned Pad 5
since 2005, when the parcel was transferred to them. It was in the development cycle in
2007; however with the downturn of the economy it was put on hold. When the market
started to return in 2014 they started the concepting of the building. By early 2015 they
had the first meeting with Staff to make sure they understood all the parameters inside the
MPD development rights. IBI Architecture was hired in early April 2015 and they have
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been working on this project all summer. It was present to the Staff in August to make sure
they were on track to get the project designed for approval. Mr. Fiveash stated that the
th
official conditional use application was submitted on October 27 and between this work
session and the January 13th meeting they hope to achieve approval for both the
conditional use permit for the building, as well as the subsequent plat application.
Mr. Fiveash reviewed the Village at Empire Pass map to make sure everyone was familiar
with the site. He indicated Pad 5 on the nose of the Empire Pass Village. All the buildings
shown in gray were completed. The buildings in green and blue were proposed. He
presented an aerial from June 2015. Mr. Fiveash stated that the parcel itself was cleared
and grubbed in 2005 as part of the construction of the Flagstaff Building and the Silver
Strike Building. He pointed out that the entire site has already been cleared. Mr. Fiveash
stated that East/West Partners had figured out their entitlements and what they own, which
is 65,537 square feet of residential use according to the MPD. The design parameter was
to design a building with that residential component as well as support space for the
Empire Pass ski experience, such as the lobby area, the ski valet area and parking. The
shape of the building is subject to a volumetric study that was added to the MPD in 2004.
and gave the parameters for height in addition to the initial RD zoning, based on the
clustering of the density on that site. Mr. Fiveash stated that the design is also subject to
the Empire Pass Design Guidelines. After meeting with the Staff in August they submitted
the design to the Empire Pass HOA. A pre-requisite of the MPD is to obtain approval from
the HOA. That HOA approval was granted and included in the Staff report.
Joe Drew with IBI Group, the project architect, noted that the site sits at the end of Empire
Pass as the bookend to all of the buildings, and it has great views over Park City and the
entire Valley. Mr. Drew presented an aerial showing how the site was cleared as a staging
and lay down area for past buildings. Therefore, the perception of what exists today will
not be changed other than to construct the building approved through the MPD. Mr. Drew
pointed out that the infrastructure needed to service the building was already in place, such
as sewer laterals and power transformers, and they would tie into what already exist. Mr.
Drew stated that the strategy was to place a building on the site as sensitively as possible,
with respect to the Marsac Road, and to make that the driveway into the underground
parking garage is as minimal and subtle as possible. Mr. Drew reviewed the circulation
and parking plan. The requirement is 42 parking stall for the number of units proposed,
and currently they exceed that requirement. All of the mechanical and guts of the building
were placed in the parking garage and underneath a small portion of an amenity deck.
Mr. Drew presented the floor plans, and noted that there were three grades to the project.
The lower was the underground parking structure. Up one level a portion of the building
starts to daylight around the perimeter units. The rest of the building would be service and
ski locker areas. An amenity terrace comes out to a spa and hot tubs with a small fitness
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area adjacent. The next floor plate is the skier entrance into the building. The rest of the
floor plates are fairly repetitive all the way up to the upper floor. Mr. Drew reviewed the
elevations and noted that they worked hard to respect the massing. The building steps
down as it approaches the corners. The intent is to step down the building as it goes
towards Marsac to avoid the appearance of a large building towering over the roadway.
Mr. Drew remarked that the building was also designed with stepping to be sensitive to the
neighbors. He indicated the grade difference between the ski lift location and the roadway.
Mr. Drew stated that the project has gone through the DRT review process and he believed
it fully complied in terms of the materials and the craftsman look. Photo studies were
conducted to show the how this building would look in context with the adjacent building.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
There were no comments.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
Chair Strachan thought the proposal reflected the designs of the existing buildings. He
was around during the Flagstaff Agreement, as well as Director Erickson; and he believed
Mr. Erickson understood the agreement and the history as well as anyone. From his
recollection, Chair Strachan did not believe this proposal runs afoul of the Agreement.
However, he was still personally astounded at the density that was allowed under the
Flagstaff agreement, but that was not a battle for this project.
Commissioner Thimm thought the building design appeared to be consistent and fitting,
and part of a composition of buildings that will occur at Empire Pass. The fact that there
would be further disturbance beyond what was already graded is an advantage.
Commissioner Thimm commented on the volumetrics and asked if the building matched
the number of stories on the end.
Mr. Drew replied that the volumetric was applied to several of the building in the MPD.
However, it contemplates a number of things that were not feasible for the site as it
currently sits. He explained that they looked at the volumetric and worked through the
same questions and concerns with the Design Review Team. He referred to various
portions of the building and noted that they were conforming to those heights and in most
cases significantly less than the existing heights. Mr. Drew believed all of the existing
buildings were steel frame buildings. If this building were to be steel frame it would most
likely exceed those heights. He pointed out that the proposed building will be a concrete
frame which allowed them to shrink down the building per floor plate and have a much
thinner and narrower structure. Mr. Drew remarked that the setbacks would not allow a
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third story piece on the building because of site constraints. The third story piece is
missing but the rest of that element remains.
Commissioner Thimm asked if the actual submission would include building volumetrics
that shows that compliance. Mr. Drew offered to do an overall massing comparison based
on their analysis. Commissioner Thimm thought that comparison would be helpful.
Planner Whetstone noted that the Staff had not yet done their full analysis in terms of
volumetrics. They first needed to work through the agreements to get this project to the
point of a work session. Planner Whetstone stated that the Staff would review it against
the volumetric guidelines and point out any issues or concerns when this comes back for a
public hearing.
Commissioner Worel asked if the applicant intended to build more than the required 42
parking spaces. Mr. Drew stated that they were still in the design stages. They would at
least build the required 42 spaces, and they were potentially looking at adding a few more.
They would not know that for certain until the design and location of the mechanical system
is finalized. Commissioner Worel stated that in an effort to keep cars off the road, her
preference would be to only build what was required. Planner Whetstone pointed out that
the 42 required spaces reflects the 25% reduction that is required in the Agreement.
However, at the same time they need to make sure that the parking would be sufficient to
keep cars off the street.
The Commissioners had no further comments. Assistant City Attorney McLean requested
that the applicant provide Planner Whetstone with a copy of their presentation for the
record.
CONTINUATIONS (Public Hearing and Continue to date specified.)
1.

152 Sandridge Road, Plat Amendment – Subdivision to create a legal lot of record
from a metes and bounds parcel (Application PL-15-02952)

Chair Strachan opened the public hearing. There were no comments. Chair Strachan
closed the public hearing.
MOTION: Commissioner Joyce moved to CONTINUE 152 Sandridge Road Plat
Amendment to January 13, 2016. Commissioner Phillips seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
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2.

2900 Deer Valley Drive, the Lodges at Deer Valley Phase 1, First Amended, Record
of Survey Amendment - Proposal to change the 62 parking spaces from convertible
space to common ownership (Application PL-15-02943)

Chair Strachan opened the public hearing. There were no comments. Chair Strachan
closed the public hearing.
MOTION: Commissioner Joyce moved to CONTINUE 2900 Deer Valley Drive, Lodges at
Deer Valley Phase I to January 13, 2016. Commissioner Worel seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
CONSENT AGENDA
Chair Strachan moved 347 Ontario Avenue from the Consent Agenda for a separate
motion.
347 Ontario Avenue, Steep Slope CUP – Addition to non-historic house on a slope greater
than 30%. (Application PL-15-02940)
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing. There were no comments. Chair Strachan
closed the public hearing.
MOTION: Commissioner Joyce moved to APPROVE 347 Ontario Avenue Steep Slope
CUP based on the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Conditions of Approval as
found in the Staff report. Commissioner Worel seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed. Commissioner Phillips abstained from the vote.
Findings of Fact – 347 Ontario Avenue
1. The property is located on 347 Ontario Avenue. The legal description is Lot B of the
Ontario Three Subdivision, recorded with Summit County on July 17, 2015.
2. The property is located within the Historic Residential (HR-1) District and meets the
purpose of the zone.
3. There is an existing single-family home on this site; the applicant is proposing to
construct approximately 568 square feet of new space, not including the elevator.
The proposed footprint of this addition is 212.75 square feet.
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4. A single family dwelling is an allowed use in the HR-1 District.
5. The lot contains 2,273 square feet. This is a downhill lot with a slope of
approximately 56%.
6. The lot currently contains an existing house, constructed in 2000. The applicant is
proposing to construct an addition to the existing house.
7. A Historic District Design Review (HDDR) application is currently under review.
8. Access to the property is from Ontario Avenue, a public street.
9. Two (2) parking spaces are proposed on site. The applicant will renovate an
existing entrance into garage space to create a two-car side-by-side parking
configuration. A new entrance will be constructed as part of the addition.
10. The neighborhood is characterized by a mix of historic and non-historic residential
structures, single family homes, and duplexes. The streetscape on the west,
downhill side of the road, is dominated by garages and pedestrian entryways.
11. The proposal will create a single family dwelling of approximately 2,771 square feet,
including the basement area and two-car garage.
12. The mouth of the existing driveway is 16.5 feet. The applicant does not propose to
modify the existing driveway within the public right-of-way. The driveway within the
property line will be extended to accommodate the two-car garage. A portion of the
driveway bridge extends into the public right-of-way.
13. An overall building footprint of 937.75 square feet is proposed following construction
of the addition. The maximum allowed footprint for this lot is 1,000.3 square feet.
14. The proposed addition complies with all setbacks. The minimum front and rear yard
setbacks are ten feet (10’). The minimum side yard setbacks are three feet (3’).
15. The proposed addition complies with the twenty-seven feet (27’) maximum building
height requirement measured from existing grade. Portions of the house are less
than twenty seven feet (27’) in height.
16. The applicant submitted a visual analysis, cross valley views, and a streetscape
showing a contextual analysis of visual impacts of this house on the cross canyon
views and the Norfolk Avenue streetscape. Staff finds that the proposed house is
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compatible with the surrounding structures based on this analysis.
17. The building pad location, access, and infrastructure are located in such a manner
as to minimize cut and fill that would alter the perceived natural topography. There
is no existing significant vegetation on the lot. The applicant will plant two (2) new
trees in the front yard and re-vegetate the side yard following construction.
18. The site design, stepping of the foundation and building mass, increased articulation,
and decrease in the allowed difference between the existing and final grade
mitigates impacts of construction on the area that exceeds 30% slope.
19. The design includes setback variations as well as lower building heights for portions
of the structure in both the front and back where facades are less than twenty-seven
feet (27’) in height. The rear roofline slopes west with the downhill slope.
20. The proposed massing and architectural design components are compatible with
both the volume and massing of other single family dwellings in the area. No wall
effect is created with adjacent structures due to stepping, articulation, and placement
of the house on the lot.
21. The proposed structure follows the predominant pattern of buildings along the street,
maintaining traditional setbacks, orientation, and alignment. Lot coverage, site
grading, and steep slope issues are also compatible with neighboring sites. The
size and mass of the structure is compatible with surrounding sites, as are details
such as foundation, roofing, materials, window and door openings, and two-car
garages.
22. No lighting has been proposed at this time. Lighting will be reviewed at the time of
the HDDR and Building Permit application for compliance with the LMC lighting code
standards.
23. The findings in the Analysis section of this report are incorporated herein.
24. On September 18, 2015, the Planning Department received an application for a
Steep Slope Conditional Use Permit (CUP); the application was deemed complete
on October 8, 2015.
25. The property was posted and notice was mailed to property owners within 300 feet
on November 25, 2015. Legal notice was also published in the Park Record in
accordance with requirements of the LMC on November 21, 2015.
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Conclusions of Law – 347 Ontario Avenue
1. The CUP, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City Land Management Code,
specifically section 15-2.2-6(B)
2. The CUP, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City General Plan.
3. The proposed use will be compatible with the surrounding structures in use, scale,
mass, and circulation.
4. The effects of any differences in use or scale have been mitigated through careful
planning.
Conditions of Approval – 347 Ontario Avenue
1. All Standard Project Conditions shall apply.
2. City approval of a construction mitigation plan is a condition precedent to the
issuance of any building permits. The CMP shall include language regarding the
method of protecting adjacent structures, including the historic house to the west
from damage.
3. City Engineer review and approval of all lot grading, utility installations, public
improvements and drainage plans for compliance with City standards is a condition
precedent to building permit issuance.
4. This approval will expire on December 9, 2016, if a building permit has not been
issued by the building department before the expiration date, unless an extension of
this approval has been requested in writing prior to the expiration date and is
granted by the Planning Director.
5. Plans submitted for a Building Permit must substantially comply with the plans
reviewed and approved by the Planning Commission on December 9, 2015, and the
Final HDDR Design.
6. All retaining walls within any of the setback areas shall not exceed more than six feet
(6’) in height measured from final grade, except that retaining walls in the front yard
shall not exceed four feet (4’) in height, unless an exception is granted by the City
Engineer per the LMC, Chapter 4.
7. Modified 13-D residential fire sprinklers are required for all new construction on this
lot.
8. All exterior lighting, on porches, decks, garage doors, entryways, etc. shall be
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shielded to prevent glare onto adjacent property and public rights-of-way and shall
be subdued in nature. Light trespass into the night sky is prohibited. Final lighting
details will be reviewed by the Planning Staff prior to installation.
9. Construction waste should be diverted from the landfill and recycled when
possible.
10. All excavation work shall start on or after April 15th and be completed on or prior to
October 15th. The Planning Director may make a written determination to extend
this period up to 30 additional days if, after consultation with the Historic
Preservation Planner, Chief Building Official, and City Engineer, he determines that
it is necessary based upon specific site conditions such as access, or lack thereof,
exist, or in an effort to reduce impacts on adjacent properties.
11.The applicant shall enter into an encroachment agreement with the City Engineer’s
Office for the existing bridge in the right-of-way.

950 Empire Avenue, Steep Slope CUP – Construction of a new single-family dwelling
on a vacant lot on a slope greater than 30%. (Application PL-15-02842)
MOTION: Commissioner Thimm moved to APPROVE the remaining item on the Consent
Agenda. Commissioner Joyce seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
Findings of Fact – 950 Empire Avenue
1. The property is located at 950 Empire Avenue.
2. The property is located within the Historic Residential (HR-1) District and meets the
purpose of the zone.
3. On July 1, 2015 the City received an application for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP)
for “Construction on a Steep Slope” at 950 Empire Avenue. The application was
deemed complete on August 28, 2015.
4. The property was posted and notice was mailed to property owners within 300 feet
on November 25, 2015. Legal notice was also published in the Park Record in
accordance with requirements of the LMC on November 21, 2015.
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5. A single family dwelling is an allowed use in the HR-1 District.
6. The property is described as Lots 21 and the northerly one-half (½) remnant lot of
Lot 22 of Block 15 of the Snyder’s Addition to the Park City Survey.
7. The lot contains 2,812.5 square feet.
8. The total Building Footprint exceeds 200 square feet and the construction is
proposed on a slope of 30% or greater.
9. The lot is currently vacant.
10. A Historic District Design Review (HDDR) application is currently being reviewed by
the Planning Department and has not yet been approved.
11. There is minimal existing vegetation on this lot. This is a downhill lot.
12.Access to the property is from Empire Avenue, a public street.
13. Two (2) parking spaces are proposed on site. Two (2) separate single-car garage
doors lead to a two (2) car garage compliant with the required dimensions.
14. The neighborhood is characterized by a mix of historic and non-historic residential
structures, single-family homes and duplexes.
15. The proposal consists of a single-family dwelling of 3,586 square feet, including the
basement area and garage.
16. The driveway is designed with a maximum width of twelve feet (12’) before
expanding to accommodate the two (2) single-car garages. The driveway is
approximately twenty-four feet (24’) in length from the garage(s) to the existing edge
of Empire Avenue. The single-car garage doors comply with the maximum height
and width. The proposed driveway has an overall slope of 7.6% as measured from
the front of the garage to the edge of the paved street.
17. An overall building footprint of 1,201 square feet is proposed. The maximum
allowed footprint for this lot is 1,201 square feet.
18. The proposed structure complies with all setbacks. The minimum front and rear
yard setbacks are ten feet (10’). The minimum side yard setbacks are three feet (3’).
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19. The proposed structure complies with the twenty-seven feet (27’) maximum building
height requirement measured from existing grade. Portions of the house are less
than twenty-seven feet (27’) in height.
20. The applicant submitted a visual analysis, cross valley views and a streetscape
showing a contextual analysis of visual impacts of this house on the cross canyon
views and the Empire Avenue streetscape. Staff finds that the proposed house is
compatible with the surrounding structures based on this analysis.
21. The building pad location, access, and infrastructure are located in such a manner
as to minimize cut and fill that would alter the perceived natural topography.
22. The site design, stepping of the foundation and building mass, increased articulation,
and decrease in the allowed difference between the existing and final grade
mitigates impacts of construction on the are with a slope greater than 30%.
23. The design includes setback variations in the front and back and lower building
heights for portions of the structure in both the front and back where facades are
less than twenty-seven feet (27’) in height.
24. The proposed massing and architectural design components are compatible with
both the volume and massing of other single family dwellings in the area. No wall
effect is created with adjacent structures due to stepping, articulation, and placement
of the house on the lot.
25. The proposed structure follows the predominant pattern of buildings along the street,
maintaining traditional setbacks, orientation, and alignment. Lot coverage, site
grading, and steep slope issues are also compatible with neighboring sites. The size
and mass of the structure is compatible with surrounding sites, as are details such
as foundation, roofing, materials, window and door openings, and single car
garages.
26.This property is required to have independent utility services for water, sewer,
power, etc.
27. Lighting will be reviewed at the time of the HDDR and Building Permit application for
compliance with the LMC lighting code standards.
28. The findings in the Analysis section of this report are incorporated herein.
29. The applicant stipulates to the conditions of approval.
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Conclusions of Law- 950 Empire Avenue
1. The CUP, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City Land Management Code,
specifically section 15-2.2-6(B)
2. The CUP, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City General Plan.
3. The proposed use will be compatible with the surrounding structures in use, scale,
mass, and circulation.
4. The effects of any differences in use or scale have been mitigated through careful
planning.
Conditions of Approval – 950 Empire Avenue
1. All Standard Project Conditions shall apply.
2. City approval of a construction mitigation plan is a condition precedent to the
issuance of any building permits. The CMP shall include language regarding the
method of protecting the historic house to the west from damage.
3. A final utility plan, including a drainage plan, for utility installation, public
improvements, and storm drainage, shall be submitted with the building permit
submittal and shall be reviewed and approved by the City Engineer and utility
providers, including Snyderville Basin Water Reclamation District, prior to issuance
of a building permit.
4. City Engineer review and approval of all lot grading, utility installations, public
improvements and drainage plans for compliance with City standards is a condition
precedent to building permit issuance. .
5. A final Landscape Plan shall be submitted to the City for review prior to building
permit issuance. Such plan will include water efficient landscaping and drip
irrigation. Lawn area shall be limited in area.
6. If required by the Chief Building Official based on a review of the soils and
geotechnical report submitted with the building permit, the applicant shall submit a
detailed shoring plan prior to the issue of a building permit. If required by the Chief
Building Official, the shoring plan shall include calculations that have been prepared,
stamped, and signed by a licensed structural engineer. The shoring plan shall take
into consideration protection of the historic structure to the west and the non-historic
structure to the north.
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7. This approval will expire on December 9, 2016, if a building permit has not been
issued by the building department before the expiration date, unless an extension of
this approval has been requested in writing prior to the expiration date and is
granted by the Planning Director.
8. Plans submitted for a Building Permit must substantially comply with the plans
reviewed and approved by the Planning Commission on December 9, 2015, and the
Final HDDR Design.
9. All retaining walls within any of the setback areas shall not exceed more than six feet
(6’) in height measured from final grade, except that retaining walls in the front yard
shall not exceed four feet (4’) in height, unless an exception is granted by the City
Engineer per the LMC, Chapter 4.
10. Modified 13-D residential fire sprinklers are required for all new construction on this
lot.
11.The driveway width must be a minimum of ten feet (10’) and will not exceed twelve
feet (12’) in width.
12. All exterior lighting, on porches, decks, garage doors, entryways, etc. shall be
shielded to prevent glare onto adjacent property and public rights-of-way and shall
be subdued in nature. Light trespass into the night sky is prohibited. Final lighting
details will be reviewed by the Planning Staff prior to installation.
13. Construction waste should be diverted from the landfill and recycled when
possible.
14. All electrical service equipment and sub-panels and all mechanical equipment,
except those owned and maintained by public utility companies and solar panels,
shall be painted to match the surrounding wall color or painted and screened to
blend with the surrounding natural terrain.
15. All excavation work shall start on or after April 15th and be completed on or prior to
October 15th. The Planning Director may make a written determination to extend
this period up to 30 additional days if, after consultation with the Historic
Preservation Planner, Chief Building Official, and City Engineer, he determines that
it is necessary based upon specific site conditions such as access, or lack thereof,
exist, or in an effort to reduce impacts on adjacent properties.
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REGULAR AGENDA - DISCUSSION/PUBLIC HEARINGS/ POSSIBLE ACTION
1.

823 Norfolk Avenue, Plat Amendment – Combining Lot 6 and parts of Lots 5
and 7, Snyder’s Addition to the Park City Survey. (Application PL-15-02996)

Planner Anya Grahn reviewed the plat amendment for Lots 5, 6 and a portion of Lot 7,
Block 14 of Snyder’s Addition at 823 Norfolk Avenue. The plat will remove interior lot lines.
An existing historic house encroaches over the lot lines. Snow storage easements will be
obtained along Crescent Tram and Norfolk Avenue, as well as encroachment agreements
to resolve existing encroachments.
Planner Grahn stated that the historic house is largely over footprint and the Staff was
working with the applicant to find a way to reduce the footprint and possibly allow a second
story addition.
Planner Grahn modified Finding of Fact #9 on page 189 of the Staff report to remove the
duplicate “width is”.
The Staff recommended that the Planning Commission conduct a public hearing for the
823 Norfolk Plat Amendment located at the same address, and consider forwarding a
positive recommendation to the City Council based on the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Conditions of Approval as found in the draft ordinance.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
There were no comments.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
Chair Strachan requested that they not lose the chain link from the bicycle on the historic
structure. If it was no longer there, he would like to see a bike fabrication.
MOTION: Commissioner Phillips moved to forward a POSITIVE recommendation to the
City Council for the 823 Norfolk Avenue Plat Amendment based on the Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law and Conditions of Approval as found in the draft ordinance and as
amended to remove the second “width is” from Finding #9. Commissioner Thimm
seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
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Findings of Fact – 823 Norfolk Avenue
1. The property is located at 823 Norfolk Avenue.
2. The property is in the Historic Residential (HR-1) District.
3. The subject property consists of all of Lots 5 and 6 and a portion of Lot 7, Block 14,
Snyder’s Addition to Park City. The proposed plat amendment creates one (1) lot of
record.
4. This site is listed on Park City’s Historic Sites Inventory (HSI) and is designated as
Landmark.
5. The Plat Amendment removes two (2) lot lines going through the historic structure.
6. The proposed Plat Amendment combines the property into one (1) lot measuring
3,925.25 square feet.
7. A single-family dwelling is an allowed use in the District.
8. The minimum lot area for a single-family dwelling is 1,875 square feet. The
proposed lots meet the minimum lot area for single-family dwellings.
9. The proposed lot width is 50.01 feet along Norfolk Avenue and 50.00 along
Crescent Tram; this property has two frontages.
10. The minimum lot width required is twenty-five feet (25’). The proposed lot meets the
minimum lot width requirement.
11. The maximum building footprint allowed based on proposed lot size is 1,574.15
square feet. The house, historic shed, and non-historic shed equate to a footprint of
approximately 1,830. The historic structures are valid non-complying.
12.The minimum front/rear yard setbacks are twelve feet (12’). The minimum total
front/rear yard setbacks are twenty-five feet (25’).
13.The minimum side yard setbacks are five feet (5’).
14. The existing historic structure does not meet the north side yard setback or the west
rear yard setback along Crescent Tram. Per LMC § 15-2.2-4 indicates that historic
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structures that do not comply with building setbacks are valid complying structures.
15. All findings within the Analysis section and the recitals above are incorporated herein
as findings of fact.
Conclusions of Law – 823 Norfolk
1. There is good cause for this Plat Amendment.
2. The Plat Amendment is consistent with the Park City Land Management Code and
applicable State law regarding lot combinations.
3. Neither the public nor any person will be materially injured by the proposed Plat
Amendment.
4. Approval of the Plat Amendment, subject to the conditions stated below, does not
adversely affect the health, safety and welfare of the citizens of Park City.
Conditions of Approval – 823 Norfolk
1. The City Planner, City Attorney, and City Engineer will review and approve the final
form and content of the plat for compliance with State law, the Land Management
Code, and the conditions of approval, prior to recordation of the plat.
2. The applicant will record the plat at the County within one year from the date of City
Council approval. If recordation has not occurred within one (1) years’ time, this
approval for the plat will be void, unless a request for an extension is made in writing
prior to the expiration date and an extension is granted by the City Council.
3. A ten feet (10’) wide public snow storage easement will be required along the
Norfolk Avenue and Crescent Tram frontages of the property.
4. The property owner shall resolve the historic shed encroachment over the rear
property line and concrete stairs, concrete retaining wall, and stone retaining wall
over the front property line into the City Right-of-Way (ROW) by entering into an
encroachment agreement with the City Engineer.
5. The remaining stone retaining walls and stone steps encroaching over the north and
south property lines into private property shall either be removed or the applicant shall
enter into an encroachment agreement with their neighbors for these
improvements.
6. Modified 13-D sprinklers will be required for new construction by the Chief Building
Official at the time of review of the building permit submittal and shall be noted on
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the final Mylar prior to recordation.
7. Ten foot (10’) public snow storage easements shall be granted along the front and
rear property lines on Norfolk Avenue and Crescent Tram.
8. No vehicular driveway access is permitted off of Crescent Tram.
2.

Land Management Code Amendments regarding vertical zoning storefront
regulations in Chapter 15-2.5-2 Uses in Historic Recreation Commercial (HRC),
Chapter 15-2.6-2 Uses in Historic Commercial Business (HCB) and associated
definitions in Chapter 15-15, Defined Terms (Application PL-15-02810)

Chair Strachan believed the Commissioners understood the proposed amendment, with
the exception of which buildings would not be affected by the ordinance. He asked
Planner Whetstone to identify which particular buildings would be under the ordinance and
which ones would not. The buildings were pointed out on a map.
Planner Whetstone recalled that the Planning Commission had also talked about the
private event facility. She explained that “private events” was removed and replaced with
“private event facilities”, which was added as a conditional use but prohibited in store
fronts. Another primary change was the definition of “storefront” identified on page 310 of
the Staff report.
Planner Whetstone noted that the addresses on the right-hand side of the map exhibit
were within the Summit Watch project. It was the section where Main Street comes in from
Deer Valley. All of the Summit Watch addresses are currently excluded because they
either do not front on Main Street or they are more than 8-feet above. The only exception
was 738 Main Street which is directly opposite the Caledonian.
Director Erickson explained that the idea was to regulate the Main Street side of the
building but not the plaza side. Chair Strachan asked why they had carved out 804. Mr.
Erickson stated that 804 was the entrance to the parking garage and that building plaza
elevation is higher than 8’ above the street, which is outside of the regulatory area. It was
the same with 890 Main Street except where it comes back down to the road on Main and
comes back to the street. Mr. Erickson noted that Mustang and Vinto are less than 8 feet
above the street as it comes around the corner. The Staff did not want to over-regulate in
the Marriott zones and they wanted to keep Vinto and Mustang in that location.
Planner Whetstone pointed out that those buildings are not currently within the vertical
ordinance and Staff had originally proposed adding them to the regulations. Director
Erickson stated that it was more consistent that once they crossed Harry Reid’s bridge to
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be out of the vertical zoning. The Staff thought it was best to keep the office uses to the
south of Mustang and in 890 Main to remain in this particular operation. Planner
Whetstone noted that 875 Main Street was primarily a condominium building; however, it
has one commercial space on the elevated town lift plaza level above Main Street. It also
has one space which received a conditional use permit for the private ski club. The
windows in that space are higher and it is the only access on Main Street. Planner
Whetstone stated that 820 Park Avenue was the new development Rio Grande CUP,
which has an allowance for an office use in a storefront on Park Avenue. The Staff had left
it out and she asked whether the Commissioners thought it should be included and subject
to the vertical zoning. Planner Whetstone pointed out that another change since the last
meeting is that the Flying Sumo and the Town Lift are proposed to be included in the
vertical ordinance. She noted that the owner of the Flying Sumo agreed that it made
sense to be regulated by vertical zoning because he did not anticipate anything but retail
uses in those storefronts on Park Avenue and Main Street.
Chair Strachan asked the Commissioners for input on whether 900, 890, and 875 should or
should not be included in the vertical zoning.
Commissioner Phillips agreed with what was proposed; however, he thought that 820
should also be included. He understood that there was an existing CUP, but if that were to
change in the future he preferred to be pro-active. Director Erickson explained that the
regulatory outcome would be a legal non-conforming use. Commissioner Campbell asked
if the use changed whether the applicant would have to come back for another CUP.
Director Erickson replied that they would not have to come back for a CUP. He pointed out
that a new use might be a permitted use.
Planner Whetstone agreed that 820 should be included. Commissioner Joyce agreed with
820, but he was also struggling with 875 and 804. He gets nervous any time they talk
about zoning that is aimed at a particular constituent or zoning that applies to one building
but not another. Commissioner Joyce presented different scenarios to explain his
concerns. He preferred to move 875, 820 and the Main Street side of 804 into the vertical
zoning. Director Erickson understood Commissioner Joyce’s logic. Extending the vertical
zoning to 804 would address the private club use. Planner Whetstone was comfortable
with his suggestion. She clarified that 804 is currently excluded; and 820 was not included
because there is not a storefront there.
Commissioner Joyce clarified that it would be the Main Street side of 804 and all of 820
and 875. Planner Whetstone replied that he was correct, and it would bring the line up to
9th Street. Director Erickson stated that they were not negotiating, but rather moving
vertical zoning across the platform.
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Chair Strachan asked if the Commissioners had concerns with the language in the
proposed changes to the LMC. There were no concerns or changes. Chair Strachan
noted that the language needed to be changed to reflect the new boundary lines.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
Mike Sweeney had read through the document and he complimented Planner Whetstone
on a fabulous job. He thought the wordsmithing was clear and concise and he did not have
any issues with it. Mr. Sweeney stated that he always thought his property on the west
side of Main Street was commercial, and it was built that way for a reason. They did not
put commercial on the top of the plaza. They essentially donated property to the City in the
sense of protecting the view corridor by never building on the deck. Mr. Sweeney wants it
to remain as it exists today and he was comfortable with the Code changes.
Chair Strachan asked if Mr. Sweeney had an issue with the boundary line change. Mr.
Sweeney answered no.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
MOTION: Commissioner Joyce moved to forward a positive recommendation to the City
Council regarding LMC Amendments to Zoning Chapters 2.5, 2.6 and Chapter 15,
according to the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in the draft ordinance, and as
amended to include 820, 875 and the Main Street side of 804 in the vertical zoning per the
discussion this evening. Commissioner Thimm seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
3.

Land Management Code Amendments in Chapter 15-2.6-3(D) – Main Street
Balcony Enclosures to allow Main Street restaurant owners to construct
winter enclosures on balconies of non-historic buildings from November 15th
– April 15th which will allow winter dining on those enclosed decks.
(Application PL-15-02031)

Planner Grahn reported that over the past year the Staff has been working with the City
Council and the Historic Preservation Board to determine whether or not it was appropriate
to enclose Main Street balconies over the winter months. All parties found that it was
appropriate. Planner Grahn noted that the history of their discussions was outlined and
documented with Exhibit in the Staff report. The intent is to create a pilot program to
enclose the balconies with temporary but semi-permanent structures to replace white tents
from November 15th through April 30th, and not to exceed 30 days. However, to do so
requires an amendment to the Land Management Code.
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Planner Grahn noted that the proposed changes were outlined on page 372 of the Staff
report. The Staff requested that the Planning Commission review the changes and forward
a positive recommendation to the City Council.
Commissioner Campbell asked if others besides Riverhorse were requesting this. Planner
Grahn replied that it was only Riverhorse at this time. The balcony enclosure would have
to be directly accessible to the restaurant space and; therefore, other than Riverhorse only
Waso and 501 Main Street could currently meet that requirement.
Chair Strachan asked Planner Grahn to summarize the input from the HPB and the City
Council. Planner Grahn stated that the first concern was whether or not it was appropriate
on historic buildings, because removing and constructing the temporary structures creates
a lot of wear and tear. Therefore, it was decided to limit it only to balconies that were on
non-historic buildings. Planner Grahn reported that the HPB had mixed reactions, but the
majority of the Board felt it was an improvement from the white tents that remain up all
winter. The HPB was not concerned that the balcony enclosures would appear permanent
and misleading to people viewing Main Street in the winter months. They also thought it
would help enhance the level of customer service and the restaurant experience.
Commissioner Joyce understood that this was being proposed as a trial program. He
noted that currently a CUP can be applied for to leave up a temporary structure for 180
days. He asked why the Staff was proposing a zoning change instead of the current CUP
process. Planner Grahn replied that under the CUP process a structure could not be left up
for 180 consecutive days. The applicant would come to the Planning Commission to have
a tent approved for up to 14 days five times a year, or 70 days. She noted that exceptions
have been made for some of the resorts to leave tents up for a longer period during the
summer time for weddings, etc. Planner Grahn pointed out that the a balcony enclosures
is different because it is attached to the building and not a freestanding tent.
Commissioner Joyce thought it was unusual to be making a zoning change for a trial. He
thought a better approach would be to allow the same exception under the CUP that is
made for wedding tents during the summer.
Assistant City Attorney McLean replied that the Code does not allow for balcony
enclosures; therefore, it would not be allowed under the current CUP process. The only
way for this temporary program to move forward is through a Code change.
Chair Strachan wanted to know if they would have to amend the Code again if they
determine that the trial period is not successful. Ms. McLean explained that the City
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Council could decide not to allow balcony enclosures in the right-of-way; or they could
implement another Code change to reverse it.
Commissioner Worel questioned how the City Council could make that decision if it was
allowed by Code. Ms. McLean understood that if someone applied for a balcony enclosure
they would need an encroachment agreement. Planner Grahn explained that most of the
balconies already encroach over the right-of-way and require an encroachment agreement.
Some have an agreement and others do not. However, when people come in to make
changes to their balcony, they are required to get an encroachment agreement if they do
not already have one. Planner Grahn remarked that the City Council also has to review
any changes to balconies regardless of whether it is a new balcony or a modification to an
existing balcony. It also requires an HDDR by the Planning Department.
Planner Grahn explained that for the purpose of the pilot program, the process will be to do
an Administrative CUP, which is consistent with the summer dining deck program. The
CUP would run with the land but they would be required to apply for a building permit to
construct it and to demolish it every year. It would involve two building permits. She
pointed out that if someone came in with a request to enclose their balcony, they would get
an encroachment agreement with the City at the same time.
Commissioner Thimm understood that an applicant would have to obtain CUP approval for
the enclosure, put up the enclosure and take it down. He asked if the applicant would be
covered under the same CUP to put it up again the next year. Planner Grahn replied that
they would not have to reapply for the CUP but they would have to apply for new building
permits. Chair Strachan asked about the encroachment agreement. Planner Grahn
believed that the encroachment agreement also runs with the land. Ms. McLean explained
that encroachment agreements are generally licenses which can be revoked at any time.
Commissioner Phillips asked if the CUP would expire with the trial period. Ms. McLean
stated that the Staff could phrase it to have a sunset for the conditional use. Planner
Grahn favored a sunset because they would want the opportunity to revoke balcony
enclosures if it does not work out.
Commissioner Joyce asked if the Planning Department and the Historic Preservation
Board were comfortable with enclosed balconies. Planner Grahn stated that the Planning
Department was not in support. However, the HPB liked the idea because it was an
improvement over white tents. The HPB supports it from the standpoint of aesthetics.
Commissioner Joyce remarked that if white tents are the problem, he did not believe it
made sense to fix the problem by allowing balcony enclosures. The City Council has put
historic preservation as one of the top six priorities. There is a view walking down Main
Street and they have tried to preserve that view. One balcony enclosure breaks the view
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and changes everything. Commissioner Joyce remarked that everything he read about
enclosing balconies states that they are not part of the historic look, they block off other
buildings, and they should not be done. He referred to documents on page 413 of the Staff
report showing that the Planning Department was opposed when this idea was previously
presented. He pointed out that what was being presented this evening was the same exact
plan. The only difference is that the City Council has now decided to try it.
Commissioner Joyce stated that if these things are not good because it hurts their historic
image, making them temporary does not change anything. He believed that a permanent
enclosure could be made to look more historic and fit in better than a plastic temporary
enclosure. He pointed out that as proposed the balcony enclosures are only temporary,
but they are allowed to be up during the four most important months in Park City. Those
are the peak months with all the tourists. Commissioner Joyce noted that this proposal was
being driven by one restaurant who fundamentally wants to accommodate 20 additional
people for dinner. He thought it was counter to not only his view, but how the Planning
Department viewed it and initially thought it should not be allowed. Commissioner Joyce
was unsure at what point the City decided to give in to one constituent, because it was
counter to everything the City has done to try to preserve the Main Street corridor.
Commissioner Phillips agreed with Commissioner Joyce, and added that it would also be
an “energy hog”.
Commissioner Joyce was surprised when he read the minutes that the HPB was
concerned about patrons being turned away from the restaurant during the peak season,
and that was their logic for approving balcony enclosures. As a Board that is supposed to
be preserving the historic character and mining heritage of Park City, he could not
understand why the HPB would find this acceptable.
Planner Grahn stated that the Staff raised many of the same issues when they met with the
Building Department. They also had concerns that it would look like the plexiglass tent on
the Blue Plate Diner in Salt Lake. Planner Grahn remarked that the Planning Department
has been working with Riverhorse and the enclosure will be glass and steel to blend in with
the design of the buildings. Commissioner Joyce asked where there were other glass and
steel buildings along Main Street. He questioned whether a glass and steel building would
be approved under the current design guidelines. Planner Grahn clarified that if a balcony
enclosure is requested it would have to compliment and be consistent with the design of
the building. Since Riverhorse is already a steel and glass building, an enclosure would fit
in better than if it was attached to a wood frame building.
Director Erickson clarified that the opinion of the HPB was that a balcony enclosure was
aesthetically better than a white tent. He noted that it was an ongoing discussion with the
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HPB and the City Council. Mr. Erickson suggested that the Planning Commission forward
their opinion to the City Council to be considered when the Council makes the final
decision. He noted that this was a difficult issue for the Planning Department because
their mission is to preserve the street. Mr. Erickson pointed out the Staff’s previous
recommendation and he stood by the former Planning Director’s recommendation. He
emphasized that the Staff was following direction from the City Council to come up with a
compromise for allowing enclosures.
Chair Strachan stated that he agreed with Commissioner Joyce substantively. However,
he has never viewed his role on the Planning Commission to be looking at what is historic
and what is not. He does not have the skill set or the knowledge to say one way or another
whether a temporary structure fits with the form and feel of historic Main Street. Chair
Strachan stated that from a planning perspective he did not believe balcony enclosures
should be allowed. He was concerned that allowing one would open the door for many
more.
Commissioner Joyce wanted to know why permanent balcony enclosures would not be
allowed if temporary enclosures are allowed. If balcony enclosures are acceptable, why
would they have to be removed in April. In his opinion it would be better to allow the
owners to build a nice enclosure that fits in better, is insulated, and has good snow shed.
Director Erickson explained that the planning argument for taking down the enclosures is
that during the summer the balconies would obscure the view of the other buildings and
disrupt the rhythm and pace of the second floor. Mr. Erickson acknowledged that it could
also be a reason for not allowing enclosures during the winter.
Chair Strachan thought it was a policy decision that the City Council would make. He did
not believe it was an issue for the Planning Commission or a Code issue. He was not
opposed to sending a recommendation to the City Council, recognizing that the Council
decides what could occur on Main Street.
Commissioner Campbell asked if the Planning Commission could forward a neutral
recommendation. Chair Strachan replied that it the vote had to be aye or nay or a
continuation.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
Seth Adams, representing the Riverhorse, clarified that the Riverhorse originally
approached the idea for a permanent balcony enclosure; however, that was rejected
because it is over City property and the City did not want something permanent in the rightof-way. That created the situation for a temporary enclosure for 180 days. Mr. Adams
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noted that they do not have the capability for deck dining during the summer because they
do not have a Main Street spot on the street. For that reason, they approached it as a
winter time enclosure because they need it more in the winter. Mr. Adams noted that the
enclosure would be built by a very reputable company. It was designed to be built as a
permanent enclosure, but it was be redesigned to allow it to be put up and taken down.
Mr. Adams remarked that it would be well-built and would not look cheap. His preference
would be to leave it up 365 days, but since that was not an option he was willing to accept
a temporary time period so they could prosper as a restaurant and accommodate larger
crowds during the peak season.
Ruth Meintsma, a resident at 305 Woodside, focused on the energy issue related to the
enclosures. She commented on an interview with Matt Abbott earlier that day where he
spoke about the City’s current effort towards zero carbon footprint. The City was also
moving forward with sensitive issues such as outdoor fire pits and wood fireplaces. Ms.
Meintsma did not believe the proposed balcony enclosures accomplish what the City is
trying to accomplish. She had researched solariums and greenhouses, which was the
closest she could find similar to what was being proposed, and they are very energy
inefficient. Ms. Meintsma referred to language on page 5 of the Staff report which states,
“A building permit will insure that the enclosure addresses energy efficiency”. She thought
that was vague and asked if standards or specific criteria would be adhered to. Page 6 of
the Staff report under significant impacts states that there are no significant environmental
impacts; however Ms. Meintsma did not believe they know at this point whether there
would be environmental impacts. Ms. Meintsma referred to Exhibit 1 of the ordinance, and
noted that the fourth Whereas states, “The City’s goals include sustainability”. This
structure does not necessarily accomplish sustainability. The ninth Whereas states, “This
amendment is consistent with the General Plan.” Ms. Meintsma questioned whether it was
consistent with the General Plan. She believed there were still a lot of unanswered
questions that they could not know at this point. Ms. Meintsma referred to Item 10 which
states that the design must address snow shedding. She pointed out that if the enclosure
on the Riverhorse sheds at all it would shed on to the sidewalk. She thought aggressive
snow melt should be included in the energy efficiency evaluation of the structure. Ms.
Meintsma referred to number 19, materials, and thought it needed to go further than just
materials that complement the existing structure. She suggested that the criteria should be
a material that actually accomplishes a certain level of energy efficiency.
Mike Sweeney, stated that as a person sitting in the audience who has done a lot of
permitting in front of the Planning Commission, he was offended by the outrage that Mr.
Adams with the Riverhorse would build a “crappy” building. Mr. Sweeney did not believe
that was fair.
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Commissioner Joyce agreed and he apologized to Mr. Adams and Mr. Sweeney.
Commissioner Joyce clarified that his frustration was more with the City not allowing a nice
permanent structure that would meet normal development guidelines; and instead allowing
one that must meet difficult requirements of being temporary and having the ability to be
pulled apart and packed up. Commissioner Joyce stated that if Mr. Adams was allowed to
build a permanent structure he was confident that he would build something that was nicer,
solve more engineering problems, be better insulated to address energy concerns, and
look better on the historic street. He acknowledged that he had used a poor choice of
words.
Mr. Sweeney stated that with all the concerns about energy and everything else is involved
for this type of structure, the Riverhorse was doing their best and using the best technology
available. He understood that the Riverhorse is not the most energy efficient, and there
are other buildings in the community that are less energy efficient than what the Riverhorse
was trying to accomplish. Mr. Sweeney referred to Commissioner Joyce’s comment about
the historic district and whether or not it was acceptable to have balconies on Main Street.
He stated that Main Street has had balconies since for as long as he could remember.
Commissioner Joyce stated that he was aware that balconies are allowed on Main Street
and clarified that his comment related to enclosed balconies.
Mr. Sweeney remarked that if the real issue is enclosed balconies, he believed that in the
1800s people put up something to enclose their balconies to protect themselves.
Brian Markenan stated that he was an architect in town who was helping Mr. Adams move
this request through the process. Mr. Markenan understood that energy was an issue for
everyone. Since Mr. Adams would be paying for that energy, he was motivated to build
and complement that building. Mr. Markenan pointed out that this was a pilot program to
determine what will and will not work for the City and the Riverhorse. He remarked that
snow shedding would be remedied. The enclosure will have a low pitch to avoid fast slides
into the street. It would be held a foot and a half to two feet from the edge of the balcony
so a lot of the snow will dump on the side. A lot of snow will melt off and they will be
dealing with the runoff of the roof in a much different way than snow just sliding off. Mr.
Markenan stated that they anticipate using cleats and snow bars to hold back much of the
snow. He pointed out that it was not a cheap structure. It is an engineered metal and glass
building with a polycarbonate top that will withstand snow loads. It is also built to IBC
standards. Mr. Markenan stated that they have been working with the Building and
Planning Departments and he felt they had come to a good place for this trial.
Commissioner Thimm asked if this type of structure would comply with the State Energy
Code. Mr. Markenan was hesitant to say that it complies with the State Energy Code. He
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pointed out that it is a stand-alone structure. Commissioner Thimm noted that the Code
was a measuring stick in terms of sustainability that is required by the State. Mr. Markenan
replied that it was lacking in terms of having an R-49 roof. He suggested the possibility of
sliding in different panels in the future.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
Commissioner Campbell did not believe the balcony enclosures would sweep all the way
up Main Street, and he did not see it as a gigantic stain on the visual character of Main
Street. Chair Strachan noted that some of the Commissioners differed in that opinion. He
did not think there would be an abundance of enclosures but he felt certain that the
number would increase if the pilot program is passed. Commissioner Campbell suggested
crafting the language to limit the number. Commissioner Joyce asked how they could
justify allowing it for one non-historic building to serve food and deny it for another person
with a non-historic building who wants to enclose their balcony for storage or other uses.
Commissioner Campbell thought it would be easy to make that distinction because the
vibrancy a restaurant brings to the area benefits everyone. Chair Strachan thought it would
put the Staff in a difficult position of saying yes to some and no to others based on
vibrancy.
Planner Grahn noted that the City Council was only proposing the pilot program for
restaurants. The program would have to be adjusted to expand it to retail, office space,
private residences, etc.; and that would require going back to the HPB and the Planning
Commission.
Commissioner Joyce remarked that at some level the City was making a judgment of
whether or not to allow enclosed decks. Under the current constraints there was a
possibility for three and only one was currently interested in doing it. However, once it is
approved and the next person wants to enclose their balcony for a different entertainment
use, it keeps growing and growing. He thought the decision the City Council should be
making is whether or not enclosed balconies are okay. If the answer is yes, they should be
allowed to be permanent and done well.
Commissioner Campbell suggested that if the pilot program runs for three years, after that
time they could determine whether or not to allow permanent enclosures. He asked if
Commissioner Joyce would be more comfortable with that approach. Commissioner Joyce
clarified that he personally did not think enclosed balconies belong because they are not
part of the Historic Design Guidelines. He thought the decision needed to be consistent.
He could not justify saying it was fine for the five prime months but not for the rest of the
year. If the City Council thinks enclosed balconies are fine, then they should be allowed all
year long or not allowed at all.
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Commissioner Phillips wanted to make sure that the CUP would have a sunset date.
Assistant City Attorney McLean stated that they could make that recommendation as part
of the motion.
MOTION: Commissioner Joyce moved to forward a Negative Recommendation to the City
Council on the Main Street balcony enclosure amendments. Commissioner Worel
seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed 3-2. Commissioners Joyce, Thimm and Worel voted in favor of
the motion. Commissioners Phillips and Campbell voted against the motion.

WORK SESSION
The Planning Commission returned to work session for Annual Legal Training on the Public
Meeting Act.
Assistant City Attorney McLean stated that the Open Meetings Act is primarily about the
importance of transparency and openness in government so the constituents in the
community understand that decisions are being made in the public and not behind closed
doors.
Ms. McLean reminded the Commissioners to keep their disclosure forms updated with the
City Recorder.
Ms. McLean clarified that “Open” means “in public”. State Code requires the Planning
Commission to follow the rules and requirements of the Open Public Meetings Act. She
noted that the lesser Boards and Commissions follow the Act as well, including the Art
Board.
Ms. McLean commented on what constitutes a meeting. For the Planning Commission, it
is four members including the Chair. However, it was preferable to have more members
than just a quorum making decisions. She thanked the Commissioners for their diligence
in attending most meetings. Ms. McLean requested that they contact the Staff if they know
they will not be attending to make sure they have a quorum. A meeting cannot be held
without a quorum.
Chair Strachan asked the Commissioners to also let him know if they will not be attending;
however, he preferred that they use his personal email because he does not check his
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Park City email as often as he should. Ms. McLean suggested that they also email the
Planning Director and Louis in the Planning Department.
Ms. McLean clarified that if the Vice-Chair is acting as the Chair, he or she can vote on all
items. Chair Strachan asked if the Vice-Chair has to vote if it is not to break a tie. Ms.
McLean replied that the Vice-Chair must vote on all items.
Ms. McLean discouraged the Commissioners from discussing any City business, even
generally, if they are at a social gathering. She stated that email between the
Commissioners is permitted but it should not be about substantive matters. Ms. McLean
reminded the Planning Commission that their personal or business email could be subject
to a Grama request if they use it to conduct City business. That was the reason for giving
all the Commissioners a City email. She pointed out that the iPads they were given are not
City equipment, but the emails on the iPad are subject to these laws. Ms. McLean stated
that the Commissioners are allowed to text each other but not during a meeting.
Ms. McLean noted that electronic meetings are allowed as long as the City has an adopted
policy. Chair Strachan recalled that the Planning Commission had rejected electronic
participation. Ms. McLean thought the Planning Commission had a limited policy but it was
not a preferred process. She offered to look into it. Chair Strachan thought electronic
participation was a terrible idea. Commissioners Worel and Campbell agreed.
Ms. McLean discussed closed meetings, which typically do not occur at the Planning
Commission level. If a Commissioner has an issue he or she is uncomfortable raising in a
public meeting, they should contact her or City Attorney Mark Harrington prior to the
meeting to discuss it.
Ms. McLean commented on noticing requirements and public hearings. All meetings are
recorded and the recordings are kept indefinitely. Minutes are taken of all meetings. The
only exception to recording is a site visit.
Ms. McLean stated that violation of the Public Meetings Act is a Class B misdemeanor and
it would be enforced by the Attorney General or the County Attorney. She advised the
Commissioners to keep their discussions clear and concise so their comments can be
defended if necessary.

The Park City Planning Commission Meeting adjourned at 8:45 p.m.

Approved by Planning Commission: ___________________________________________
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Planning Commission
Staff Report
Subject:
Author:
Project Number:
Date:
Type of Item:

152 Sandridge Road Subdivision
Anya Grahn, Historic Preservation Planner
PL-15-02952
January 13, 2016
Legislative – Plat Amendment

Summary Recommendations
Staff recommends the Planning Commission conduct a public hearing and continue the
item to a date uncertain, to allow additional time for internal review. Staff has requested
that the surveyor provide additional analysis and clarification on conflicts regarding the
property boundaries. These updates have not been submitted. Staff will re-notice the
public hearing for this plat amendment when a Planning Commission hearing date is
determined.
Description
Applicant:
Location:
Zoning:
Adjacent Land Uses:
Reason for Review:

Joseph and Linda Armstrong
152 Sandridge Road
Historic Residential (HR-1) District
Single-family residences
Plat amendments require Planning Commission review and
City Council action
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Planning Commission
Staff Report
Subject:
Author:
Date:
Type of Item:

The Lodges at Deer Valley – Phase One – First Amended
Makena Hawley, Planner
January 13 2016
Legislative – Amendment to the Record of Survey

Summary Recommendations
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission conduct a public hearing and continue
the requested Amendment to the Record of Survey for The Lodges at Deer Valley,
Phase One, First Amended to February 10, 2016, to allow Staff additional time to work
through the application.
Description
Applicant:
Location:
Zoning:
Adjacent Land Uses:
Reason for Review:

The Lodges at Deer Valley represented by Marshall King
2900 Deer Valley Drive
Residential Development (RD) District
Recreation open space
Amendments to the Record of Survey require Planning
Commission review and recommendation with final action by
the City Council

Proposal
The Lodges at Deer Valley are proposing to change the 62 parking spaces from
convertible space to common ownership which requires a Record of Survey.
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Planning Commission
Staff Report
Subject:
Author:
Project #:
Date:
Type of Item:

The Yard Townhomes
Francisco Astorga, AICP, Senior Planner
PL-15-02911
13 January 2016
Master Plan Development Pre-Application Conference

Summary Recommendations
Staff recommends the Planning Commission hold a public hearing and consider making
a finding of preliminary compliance with the purpose of the General Commercial District
and the General Plan of the Master Planned Development Pre-Application for 23
residential units to be located at 1251 Kearns Boulevard, The Yard Townhomes, based
on the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and conditions of approval for the
Commission’s consideration.
Description
Applicant:
Location:
Zoning:
Adjacent Land Uses:

Reason for Review:

MJF 1998 Investment Parnership LP, Mark Fischer
represented by Elliott Workgroup Architecture, Craig Elliott
1251 Kearns Boulevard, aka “The Yard”
General Commercial (GC) District
Multi-unit housing to the west across Homestake Road.
Recycling center and power substation to the east.
Warehouse/storage, offices, retail, and housing to the
south on Ironhorse Drive. Restaurants and an event
space to the north, within the same site.
Master Plan Development Pre-Applications require
Planning Commission review and findings of compliance
with the Park City General Plan prior to submittal of the
full Master Planned Development application.
Any residential project with ten (10) or more residential
unit equivalents (20,000 square feet) require a Master
Planned Development.

Proposal
The applicant requests review of a Master Planned Development (MPD) PreApplication for a twenty-one (21) residential townhomes, two (2) residential flats, and a
small amenities space proposed to be constructed on the southern half of the site
known as “The Yard”, specifically on the existing commercial parking area. See
Exhibit B – Pre-MPD Plans.
The MPD Pre-Application is submitted for Planning Commission review prior to
submittal of the MPD Application. The requested residential housing, the Multi-Unit
Dwellings, requires approval of a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) by the Planning
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Commission. The required CUP has not been submitted to the City for review.
Process
A requirement for any MPD is a Pre-Application public meeting and determination of
compliance with the Park City General Plan and the specific zoning district. At the preApplication public meeting, the Applicant has an opportunity to present the preliminary
concepts for the proposed Master Planned Development. This preliminary review is to
focus on the General Plan and zoning compliance for the proposed MPD. The LMC
indicates that the public is to be given an opportunity to comment on the preliminary
concepts so that the Applicant can address neighborhood concerns in preparation of an
Application for an MPD. This is the purpose of this meeting.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission review the preliminary information for
compliance with the General Plan. As indicated on the LMC the Planning Commission
is to make a finding that the project complies with the General Plan. Such finding is to
be made prior to the Applicant filing a formal MPD Application. If no such finding can be
made, the applicant must submit a modified application or the General Plan would have
to be modified prior to formal acceptance and processing of the Application.
Background
On August 28, 2015, Staff received this MPD Pre-Application. The property is located
within the GC District. The subject property is located at 1251 Kearns Boulevard. The
site contains 4.60 acres (200,376 square feet). The subject MPD site contains 2.03
acres (88,317 square feet). The site had seven (7) parcels that were combined into
one lot of record in 2010 as the Yard Subdivision. Currently the site includes the main
building which presently houses the Blind Dog and Bone Yard restaurants/bars as well
as an event space. In June 2009 the City approved a Conditional Use Permit for an
Indoor Entertainment Facility and a Commercial Parking Lot. The proposed housing
project takes place over the approved commercial parking lot.
Purpose
The purpose of the General Commercial (GC) District is to:
A. allow a wide range of commercial and retail trades and Uses, as well as
offices, Business and personal services, and limited Residential Uses in an
Area that is convenient to transit, employment centers, resort centers, and
permanent residential Areas,
B. allow Commercial Uses that orient away from major traffic thoroughfares to
avoid strip commercial Development and traffic congestion,
C. protect views along the City’s entry corridors,
D. encourage commercial Development that contributes to the positive character
of the City, buffers adjacent residential neighborhoods, and maintains
pedestrian Access with links to neighborhoods, and other commercial
Developments,
E. allow new commercial Development that is Compatible with and contributes
to the distinctive character of Park City, through Building materials,
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architectural details, color range, massing, lighting, landscaping and the
relationship to Streets and pedestrian ways,
F. encourage architectural design that is distinct, diverse, reflects the
mountain resort character of Park City, and is not repetitive of what may be
found in other communities, and
G. encourage commercial Development that incorporates design elements related
to public outdoor space including pedestrian circulation and trails, transit
facilities, plazas, pocket parks, sitting Areas, play Areas, and Public Art.
General Plan Compliance
Park City has nine (9) defined neighborhoods within its corporate boundaries. Each
neighborhood represents a unique area of town that is separated from another by
definable landmarks. Within the 2014 General Plan, Bonanza Park is included as
part of the Bonanza Park & Prospector Neighborhood.
In January 2012, the City prepared the second draft of an Area Plan titled “Bonanza
Park, the Evolution of Place” known as the Bonanza Park Area Plan. This
document was completely separate from the General Plan. The City also hired
Gateway Planning to assist the City in developing a form-based code within
Bonanza Park. The City was to undertake a comprehensive approach to the
redevelopment of the Bonanza Park District. However, that specific Area Plan was
not adopted by the City and neither were form-based codes in Bonanza Park
Neighborhood.
Volume I of the General Plan contains goals, objectives, and strategies for each of
the four (4) Core Values: Small Town, Natural Setting, Sense of Community, and
Historic Character. The General Plan goals are copied below in italics below:
Small Town
• Goal 1: Park City will protect undeveloped lands, discourage sprawl, and
direct growth inward to strengthen existing neighborhoods.
The proposed project is in the middle of the Bonanza Park Neighborhood. It
is a complimentary land use and sited in an existing neighborhood that has
available infrastructure and resource capacity. The proposed project
encourages opportunities to enhance livability with access to daily needs, i.e.,
nearby supermarkets, trails, bus access. The proposal includes a pocket
park to meet the needs of residents within the project.
•

Goal 2: Park City will emphasize and preserve our sense of place while
collaborating with the Wasatch Back and Salt Lake County regions through
regional land use and transportation planning.
Only Objective 2D applies relating to materials and methods of construction
exhibiting a continuity of history and culture and compatibility with the local
character and community identity.
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•

Goal 3: Park City will encourage alternative modes of transportation on a
regional and local scale to maintain our small town character.
The proposal includes two (2) driveway access points off Homestake Road
internally connected. The internal driveway wraps around and provides direct
vehicular access to every single unit to Homestake Road. The site also has a
similar sidewalk system. The internal sidewalk is opposite to the driveway
within the perimeter of the pocket park. Due to the low volume traffic of the
site, staff does not find that a separate internally dedicated bike path is
essential. The site is within a quarter of mile (or less) of several bus stops,
grocery store, pharmacy/sundries store, and several retail shops. The
current proximity to the mentioned retail foster pedestrian and bicycle modes
of transportation.
As part of the future CUP and MPD applications staff recommends traffic
analysis on the two (2) proposed access points on Homestake Road. Staff
also recommends working with the Applicant regarding reviewing a
pedestrian/bicycle corridor for the possibility of a Rail trail is extension through
Bonanza Park, also in conjunction with the future CUP/MPD applications.

Natural Setting
• Goal 4: Open Space: Conserve a connected, healthy network of open space
for continued access to and respect for the Natural Setting.
The proposed site is currently used as a commercial parking lot with
insignificant amount of vegetation compared to its size. The submitted
preliminary Landscape Plans keeps the seven (7) existing trees on the west
end adjacent to the street and adds forty-eight (48) Lanceleaf Cottonwoods,
sixteen (16) Flame Amur Maples, eight (8) Austrian Pines, and three (3)
Bigtooth Maples, plus a good amount of shrubs. The proposed plan provides
a pocket park/passive open space within the development.
•

Goal 5: Environmental Mitigation: Park City will be a leader in energy
efficiency and conservation of natural resources reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by at least fifteen percent (15%) below 2005 levels in 2020.
The applicant listed in their project description that the design results in a
concept that is very energy efficient due to the reduced perimeter of exterior
wall space.
Discussion requested. Should the applicant provide additional
information regarding their energy efficiency?
Information could specifically be related to encouraging development
practices that decrease per capita carbon output, decrease vehicle
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miles traveled, increase carbon sequestration, protect significant
existing vegetation and contribute to the community emission reduction
goal (see Objective A). Should the City and the applicant look into
LEED accreditation or similar energy efficiency/conservation building
techniques, etc?
•

Goal 6: Climate Adaptation: Park City will implement climate adaptation
strategies to enhance the City’s resilience to the future impacts of climate
change.
Not Applicable to this proposed development.

Sense of Community
• Goal 7: Life-cycle Housing: Create a diversity of primary housing
opportunities to address the changing needs of residents.
The proposed project consists of twenty one (21) residential townhomes and
two (2) residential flats. Additionally, sixteen (16) of the townhomes are to
have the ability to have a one-bedroom flat as a lock-out or independent
residential unit on the lower level. The one-bedroom units could be added to
the townhomes or created to be a separate individual unit. These units would
provide flexibility in use and size to the townhomes. As indicated on the
applicant’s Project Description, they could be used as a guest residence, an
apartment for a parent, an apartment for a boomerang child, a home office, or
even as a family/theater room.
•

Goal 8: Workforce Housing: Increase affordable housing opportunities and
associated services for the work force of Park City.
The current concept contemplates that some portion of these one-bedroom
flats will be identified as affordable housing. Park City’s Affordable Housing
Resolution 13-15 requires fifteen percent (15%) of the total residential units
constructed to be affordable housing units. The proposed twenty three (23)
residential units yield 3.45 Affordable Unit Equivalents.

•

Goal 9: Parks & Recreation: Park City will continue to provide unparalleled
parks and recreation opportunities for residents and visitors.
The site is located in the middle of the neighborhood and has several
opportunities for various forms of transportation to get to parks and recreation
sites. The site will have a pocket park.

•

Goal 10: Park City will provide world-class recreation and public infrastructure
to host local, regional, national, and international events that further Park
City’s role as a world-class, multi-seasonal destination resort while
maintaining a balance with our sense of community.
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The site is located in the middle of the neighborhood and has several
opportunities for various forms of transportation to get to events and other
destinations.
•

Goal 11: Support the continued success of the multi-seasonal tourism
economy while preserving the community character that adds to the visitor
experience.
The proposal is a residential Multi-unit Building development. The ownership
of the project has not been specified. Nightly rentals are an allowed use
within the district that may support the continued success of multi-seasonal
tourism economy.

•

Goal 12: Foster diversity of jobs to provide greater economic stability and
new opportunities for employment in Park City.
Not applicable.

•

Goal 13: Arts & Culture: Park City will continue to grow as an arts and culture
hub encouraging creative expression.
Not applicable.

•

Goal 14: Living within Limits: The future of the City includes limits (ecological,
qualitative, and economic) to foster innovative sustainable development,
protect the community vision, and prevent negative impacts to the region.
Not applicable.

Historic Character
• Goal 15: Preserve the integrity, mass, scale, compatibility and historic fabric
of the nationally and locally designated historic resources and districts for
future generations.
Not applicable.
•

Goal 16: Maintain the Historic Main Street District as the heart of the City for
residents and encourage tourism in the district for visitors.
Not applicable.

Volume II of the General Plan contains information that supports the goals outlined
in Volume I. This includes the methodology recommended for accomplishing
strategies, neighborhood section, and appendix with trends, analysis, and data for
the City and region. Staff requests to point out the following items listed under the
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neighborhood section copied in italics below:
•

3.1 Bonanza Park and Snow Creek: A mixed use neighborhood in which
locals live and work.
The Bonanza Park & Snow Creek Neighborhood contains a variety of housing
types as well as commercial development. Ranging from the single-family
dwelling units that make up Snow Creek Cottages located adjacent to the
Shopping Center, to the multifamily dwelling units that make up Homestake,
Claimjumper, and Fireside Condominiums, the area is diverse in terms of
housing units and is home to many of the City’s more affordable units - not all
deed restricted, but de facto affordable units.
One of the greatest threats to the relatively affordable Bonanza Park
neighborhood is gentrification. As the City adopts new policies to create a
diverse neighborhood for locals, it is imperative that the locals be included in the
planning. The overriding goal for this neighborhood is to create new housing
opportunities while maintaining the existing affordable housing units. In the case
of redevelopment, any displacement of existing affordable units should be
required to incorporate those units within the new development area. In an effort
to support local start-up businesses and services, it is also essential to maintain
affordable leases in the area.
This neighborhood is also home to the City’s only Light Industrial zoning district
where automotive shops can coexist with a car wash, all within walking proximity
of residential units. These types of uses should be preserved as the City moves
forward with the concept of Form Based Code for this district. The City’s draft
Bonanza Park Area Plan recommends similar strategies to preserve this
neighborhood’s character.
As outdated buildings are replaced and existing buildings expand, the
neighborhood will evolve into a local, mixed-use district. The Rail Trail State
Park provides a main pedestrian spine for connectivity at the eastern end of the
district (Prospector Square). As the area redevelops, it is envisioned that this
spine will extend through the Bonanza Park Area.
As the neighborhood continues to evolve, multifamily residential uses should be
concentrated within the Bonanza Park redevelopment area. By directing higher
density redevelopment to this area, the neighborhood has the potential to
provide more Life-cycle Housing opportunities for Parkites, including starter and
empty nester (step down) housing.
The Area Plan for this neighborhood should include a limit on nightly rentals if
this district is to be protected as a locals neighborhood.
As indicated in this section above the overriding goal for this neighborhood is to
create new housing opportunities while maintaining the existing affordable
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housing units. The site does not contain any existing housing units; however, as
indicated on this preliminary application affordable housing is attempted by
creating smaller units with shared amenities and common area that could attract
workforce populations. The proposed residential multi-unit buildings comply with
the said concentration within the redevelopment area.
•

3.2[.1] Bonanza Park: An authentic neighborhood.
Authenticity during redevelopment can be a challenge. Incentives to further
subdivide properties to create multiple property owners within the district will
help create a truly authentic place. Also, consideration to human scale, infusion
of design elements representative of residents’ diverse roots, contemporary
design, and consideration for the local history of the district, can add to
placemaking and authenticity. The evolution of architectural design created over
time will lead to an authentic, diverse district. Also, the introduction of Form
Based Code will require incorporation of design elements found in a traditional
urban neighborhood, including sidewalks, landscaping, public art, and building
interest at pedestrian eye level.
Staff recommends that the applicant in their future MPD Application keeps in
mind placemaking and authenticity by emphasizing human scale, infusion of
design elements representative of residents’ diverse roots, contemporary
design, etc.

•

3.2[.2] Bonanza Park and Prospector: The local employment hub.
To reach the goal of creating more diverse jobs for Parkites, a collaborative
partnership approach to redevelopment must exist between the City, property
owners, local residents, and business owners. Participation from all parties is
necessary to create a desirable mixed use neighborhood in which existing and
new businesses choose to call home. The City has a goal to utilize economic
development tools to attract new businesses in cooperation with investors.
Private property owner participation is necessary for dedication of right-of-ways
to transform the neighborhood into a connected neighborhood with public
amenities. Infrastructure improvements that attract local residents and
businesses must be explored and negotiated, including technology infrastructure,
public utilities, sidewalks, bike lanes, trails, public parks, roads, transit, and
parking.
Section above not applicable to the proposal.

•

3.3 Bonanza Park: A model for sustainable redevelopment.
The Bonanza Park & Snow Creek Neighborhood will be a model for green,
sustainable redevelopment in balance with nature. The Bonanza Park Area Plan
is a blueprint for environmentally sensitive development. Many of the principles
identified in the Bonanza Park Area Plan reflect those emphasized by the U.S.
Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design for
Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND) rating system. LEED-ND evaluates
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neighborhoods on a variety of principles within three categories: Smart Location
and Linkage, Neighborhood Pattern and Design, and Green Infrastructure and
Buildings. The Bonanza Park Area Plan incorporates all of the highest ranking
LEED-ND principles, plus a few extras, from each of these categories.
Consideration should be given by the City to expand the Bonanza Park Area
Plan and Form Based Code to include the entire Bonanza Park and Prospector
neighborhood. Due to limits on density within the Prospector neighborhood, this
area could become a receiving zone for TDR credits and further alleviate growth
pressures on Greenfield development.
Discussion requested: The entire neighborhood is to become a model for
green sustainable redevelopment according to the General Plan. The City
is no longer pursuing the Bonanza Park Area Plan, which was supposed to
be a blueprint for development and many of its principles were
reflected/emphasized by the LEED-ND rating system. The Bonanza Park
Area Plan was also to incorporate the highest ranking LEED-ND principles.
Because the City was counting on the Bonanza Park Area Plan to assist
this neighborhood in providing LEED-ND principles, the only remaining
principle in the adopted General Plan specific statement is that that
Bonanza Park Neighborhood will be a model for green, sustainable
redevelopment in balance with nature as stated in this General Plan
Neighborhood Section.
•

3.4 Bonanza Park: Connected via new roadways, sidewalks, trails and a
park system.
Connectivity is lacking throughout the district. The existing pattern of roads is
disconnected, yet there is a great opportunity to fix this disconnection as part of
an overall redevelopment plan for the area. The BoPa Area Plan introduces new
rights-of-way opportunities, sidewalks, an extension of the rail trail leading to a
central park, and trails connections within and around the district.
Beyond the importance of creating additional rights-of-way (ROWs) for vehicular
access throughout the BoPa district is the need to utilize these ROWs for
pedestrian and cyclist movement. This will allow for alternative modes of
transportation thereby creating “complete streets.”
In addition to these connectivity recommendations for Bonanza Park, focus
should be given to improving the connection between BoPa and Prospector
Square. Bonanza Drive, running north/south within the eastern section of BoPa
is heavily trafficked as a vehicular corridor. Improved pedestrian connections
across Bonanza Drive should be considered. The idea of a new under (or bridge
over) Bonanza Drive to bring the rail trail further west into BoPa could create
ease of access as well as a sense of entry to this district.
Discussion Requested: The current application is for about a two (2) acre
site and will not assist in the mentioned existing pattern of disconnected
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roads. As mentioned in this GP section the Area Plan was to introduce
ROWs opportunities, sidewalks, etc. The focus was to allow for alternative
modes of transportation thereby creating “complete streets.”
•

3.5 Bonanza Park: Explore as a central hub for public transportation.
With the neighborhood centrally located within the City, a future public
transportation hub should be considered. Transportation routes that save
commuters time also result in saving the City money. To realize a change in the
preferred transportation options from the car to walking, biking, and public
transportation, a new look at the time efficiency of trips should be studied.
Connectivity from the Bonanza Park central district to the resorts would alleviate
traffic issues throughout the City. For example, a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) or
streetcar/trolley system connecting Bonanza Park to Kimball Junction and Main
Street would begin to change local commuting patterns.
Discussion Requested: The City was looking at this specific site as the
central hub for public transportation in the Bonanza Park Area Plan.

•

3.6 Bonanza Park: An important part of the Park City entry experience.
Due to its location along both of the entry corridors to Park City, the Bonanza
Park & Snow Creek Neighborhood is geographically tied to the Park City entry
experience. The scenic views that are currently afforded to those entering the
City are a defining characteristic of our town and should be preserved and
enhanced.
Currently, three sides of the Bonanza Park & Snow Creek Neighborhood are
located within the Frontage Protection Zone (FPZ). The FPZ helps to preserve
scenic view corridors by providing a significant landscaped buffer between
development and highway uses and by restricting the location and height of
structures in the zone. The FPZ also allows for future pedestrian and vehicular
improvements along the highway corridors.
In addition to investigating measures that would strengthen the FPZ, the City
should also look at ways to enhance the entry experience. This might include
installing public art, improving lighting or adding other elements that would
improve the entry corridors.
The subject area is not located along the two (2) entry corridors.

•

3.7: The aesthetic of the Bonanza Park area should be true to the current
character and the vision.
There are a four dominant architectural styles within the Bonanza Park district.
The entryway along Park Avenue and Deer Valley Drive emphasizes the ties to
the resort with repeated use of shed roofs, gables, and timbers. As one wanders
to the center of the district, known locally as Iron Horse, a more industrial design
is apparent, with split block, horizontal siding, and metal decorative elements,
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garage doors, and roofing. Residential areas have front porches with recessed
garages. The commercial buildings are traditional with exterior materials of brick,
stucco, or horizontal siding with symmetry of windows on the upper stories. The
niches within the neighborhoods shall become more defined as the area is
redeveloped.
The future MPD/CUP application would have to show a more defined character
than the current dominant architectural styles within the District.
General Commercial District Compliance
The proposal complies with the following lot and site requirements of the GC District:
•

Uses. All uses listed in LMC § 15-2.18-2 (B) Conditional Uses, including
residential uses, require approval by the Planning Commission. Residential
projects with 10 or more units require a Master Planned Development.
The required CUP has not been submitted to the City for review. Staff
recommends adding a condition of approval Multi-Unit Dwellings concurrently
or prior to the full MPD application. This MPD Pre-Application does not
guarantee an approved CUP as specific CUP codes have not been reviewed at
this time.

•

Lot Size. No minimum lot size.
The current lot is 4.60 acres (200,376 square feet). It should be noted that the
applicant only included the south portion of the lot to be included in the MPD
Pre-Application totaling 2.03 acres, (88,317 square feet). Staff recommends
adding a condition of approval which indicates that the site shall be subdivided
as the north portion of the site is not included in this MPD Pre-Application. The
Plat Amendment Application is handled through a Planning Commission review
and recommendation to the City Council. The applicant shall apply for a Plat
Amendment application concurrently or prior to the full MPD application.
During Plat Amendment and/or MPD Application all utilities must be identified
on the plan as the City Engineer will need verification that the dry utilities will
locate their facilities in the designated location. This MPD Pre-Application
does not guarantee an approved Plat Amendment as specific subdivision
codes have not been reviewed at this time.

•

Setbacks. The minimum setback around the exterior boundary of an MPD is
twenty five feet (25’) for parcels one acre in size. Front Yard Setbacks. The
Planning Commission may decrease the required perimeter Setback to the
zone Setback if it is necessary to provide desired architectural interest and
variation. It should be noted that the property to the east is a Rocky Mountain
Power (RMA) sub-station. Staff recommends that the applicant contact RMP
to determine their possible expansion needs in the future.
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The minimum (zone) front yard setback is twenty feet (20') for all Main and
Accessory Buildings and Uses. The twenty foot (20') Front Yard may be
reduced to ten feet (10'), provided all on-Site parking is at the rear of the
Property or underground. The minimum (zone) Rear Yard and Side Yard
setbacks is ten feet (10').
The applicant requests a twenty foot (20’) front yard setback and a ten foot
(10’) side and rear yard setbacks. While the proposal complies with the GC
District setbacks, once the MPD application is submitted and deemed
complete, the Planning Commission would have to make the findings for such
setback reduction.
•

Snow Release. Site plans and Building design must resolve snow release
issues to the satisfaction of the Chief Building Official. This is a MPD PreApplication request. Plans are not required to be shown in detail enough to
determine such compliance.

•

Clear View of Intersection. No visual obstruction in excess of two feet (2') in
height above Road Grade shall be placed on any Corner Lot within the Site
Distance Triangle. This provision must not require changes in the Natural
Grade on the Site.
This is a MPD Pre-Application request. Plans are not required to be shown in
detail enough to determine such compliance. Once the MPD application is
submitted, the Planning Department will be able to provide a thorough review.

•

Building Height. The Building Height requirements of the Zoning Districts in which
an MPD is located shall apply except that the Planning Commission may
consider an increase in Building Height based upon a Site specific analysis and
determination. At MPD Application the Applicant will be required to request a
Site specific determination and shall bear the burden of proof to the Planning
Commission that the necessary findings can be made. In order to grant Building
Height in addition to that which is allowed in the underlying zone, the Planning
Commission is required to make the summarized findings:
1. The increase in Building Height does not result in increased square
footage or Building volume over what would be allowed under the zone
required Building Height and Density…
2. Buildings have been positioned to minimize visual impacts on adjacent
Structures. […]
3. There is adequate landscaping and buffering from adjacent Properties and
Uses. […]
4. The additional Building Height results in more than the minimum Open
Space required…
5. The additional Building Height shall be designed in a manner that provides
a transition in roof elements in compliance with Chapter 5, Architectural
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Guidelines…
The GC District indicates that no Structure shall be erected to a height greater
than thirty-five feet (35') from Existing Grade. This is the Zone Height.
Applicable building height exceptions include:
1. Gable, hip, and similar pitched roofs may extend up to five feet (5')
above the Zone Height, if the roof pitch is 4:12 of greater.
2. Antennas, chimneys, flues, vents, and similar Structures may extend up
to five feet (5') above the highest point of the Building to comply with the
International Building Code (IBC).
3. Water towers, mechanical equipment, and associated Screening, when
enclosed or Screened, may extend up to five feet (5') above the height
of the Building.
4. Church spires, bell towers, and like architectural features, subject to
LMC Chapter 15-5 Architectural Guidelines, may extend up to fifty
percent (50%) above the Zone Height, but may not contain Habitable
Space above the Zone Height. Such exception requires approval by the
Planning Director.
5. An Elevator Penthouse may extend up to eight feet (8') above the Zone
Height.
This is a MPD Pre-Application request. Plans are not required to be shown in
detail enough to determine such compliance. It appears that an increase in
Building Height based upon a site specific analysis and determination will be
requested as there is a portion of the site that is over forty feet (40’), (35’ max.
+ exception #1 above). Once the MPD application is submitted, the Planning
Department will be able to provide a thorough review of the height as specified
on the LMC MPD section and will be able to make a recommendation to the
Planning Commission.
•

Architectural Review. Prior to the issuance of a Building permit for any
Conditional or Allowed Use, the Planning Department must review the
proposed plans for compliance with the Architectural Design Guidelines, LMC
Chapter 15-5.
This is a MPD Pre-Application request. Plans are not required to be shown in
detail enough to determine such compliance.

•

Vegetation Protection. The Property Owner must protect Significant Vegetation
during any Development activity. Significant Vegetation includes large trees six
inches (6") in diameter or greater measured four and one-half feet (4.5') above
the ground, groves of smaller trees, or clumps of oak and maple covering an
Area fifty square feet (50 sq. ft.) or more measured at the drip line.
The submitted Landscape Plan shows does not show any significant vegetation
to be removed during development activity.
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At full MPD Application the City will expect the Applicant to address all of the MPD
requirements outlined in LMC §15-6-5 which includes:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Density.
Footprint.
Setbacks
Open Space.
Off-street parking.
Building Height.
Site Planning.

H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Landscape/Street Scape.
Sensitive Lands Compliance
Employee/Affordable Housing
Child Care
Mine Hazards
Historic Mine Waste Mitigation

Department Review
This project has gone through an interdepartmental review at a Development Review
Committee meeting. No further issues were brought up at that time.
Notice
On December 30, 2015, the property was posted and public hearing courtesy notices
were mailed to property owners within three hundred feet (300’). Legal notice was
published in the Park Record on December 26, 2015.
Public Input
No public input has been received by the time of this staff report.
Alternatives
• The Planning Commission may approve the MPD Pre-Application as conditioned
or amended.
• The Planning Commission may deny the MPD Pre-Application and direct staff
to make Findings for this decision.
• The Planning Commission may continue the MPD Pre-Application to a date
certain (or uncertain) and provide staff and the applicant with direction on
additional information required in order to make a final decision.
Significant Impacts
There are no significant impacts to the City or neighborhood as a result of the MPD PreApplication.
Consequences of not taking the Suggested Recommendation
If the Planning Commission is not able to make a finding that the project complies with
the General Plan, the applicant must submit a modified application or the General Plan
would have to be modified prior to formal acceptance and processing of the Application.
Recommendation
Staff recommends the Planning Commission hold a public hearing and consider
making a finding of preliminary compliance with the purpose of the General
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Commercial District and the General Plan of the Master Planned Development PreApplication for 23 residential units to be located at 1251 Kearns Boulevard, The Yard
Townhomes, based on the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and conditions of
approval for the Commission’s consideration
Findings of Fact
1. The site is located at 1251 Kearns Boulevard.
2. The site is located within the General Commercial (GC) District.
3. The proposal is currently known as The Yard Townhomes.
4. The applicant requests review of a Master Planned Development (MPD) PreApplication for twenty-one (21) residential townhomes, two (2) residential flats, and
a small amenities space.
5. Sixteen (16) of the townhomes are proposed to have the ability to have a onebedroom flat as a lockout or independent residential unit on the lower level.
6. A lockout unit is an allowed use within the GC District.
7. The submitted project description indicates that some of the one-bedroom units
will be identified as affordable housing.
8. The townhomes are approximately 2,300 gross square feet in area with a garage
of approximately 530 square feet.
9. The one-bedroom flats add approximately 620 gross square feet, each.
10. Access to the property is from Homestake Road, an existing public street.
11. The subject site is currently being used as commercial parking area.
12. The MPD Pre-Application is submitted for Planning Commission review prior to
submittal of the full MPD Application.
13. Multi-Unit Buildings are a Conditional Use within the GC District.
14. The required Conditional Use Permit (CUP) has not been submitted to the City for
review.
15. Staff recommends adding a condition of approval that a CUP application for
Multi-Unit Dwellings is submitted concurrently or prior to the full MPD application.
16. There is no minimum lot size in the GC District.
17. The current lot is 4.60 acres (200,376 square feet).
18. The applicant only included the south portion of the lot to be included in the MPD
Pre-Application.
19. The proposed MPD area is 2.03 acres (88,317 square feet).
20. In order to process an MPD on a portion of the lot, the site shall be subdivided as
the north portion of the site is not included in this MPD Pre-Application.
21. The applicant requests a twenty foot (20’) front yard setback and a ten foot (10’)
side and rear yard setbacks.
22. The proposal complies with the GC District minimum setbacks.
23. Once the full MPD application is submitted and deemed complete, the Planning
Commission would have to make the findings for such setback reduction if
adopted criteria is met.
24. Site plans and Building design must resolve snow release issues to the
satisfaction of the Chief Building Official.
25. No visual obstruction in excess of two feet (2') in height above Road Grade shall
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be placed on any Corner Lot within the Site Distance Triangle.
26. The Building Height requirements of the Zoning Districts in which an MPD is
located shall apply except that the Planning Commission may consider an
increase in Building Height based upon a Site specific analysis and
determination.
27. At full MPD Application the Applicant will be required to request a Site specific
determination and shall bear the burden of proof to the Planning Commission
that the necessary findings can be made.
28. Once the full-MPD application is submitted, the Planning Department will be able
to provide a thorough review of the height as specified on the LMC MPD section.
29. The Planning Department must review the proposed plans for compliance with
the Architectural Design Guidelines, LMC Chapter 15-5.
30. The submitted Landscape Plan does not show any significant vegetation to be
removed during development activity.
31. At full MPD Application the City will expect the Applicant to address all of the
MPD requirements outlined in LMC §15-6-5.
32. Within the 2014 General Plan, Bonanza Park is included as part of the Bonanza
Park & Prospector Neighborhood.
33. In January 2012, the City prepared the second draft of the Bonanza Park Area
Plan.
34. The Bonanza Park Area Plan was not adopted by the City.
35. Volume I of the General Plan contains goals for each of the four (4) Core
Values: Small Town, Natural Setting, Sense of Community, and Historic
Character.
36. The proposal complies with the Small Town goals as proposed (in the form of a
MPD Pre-Application) and/or as conditioned.
37. The proposal complies with the Natural Setting goals as proposed (in the form of
a MPD Pre-Application) and/or as conditioned.
38. The proposal complies with the Sense of Community goals as proposed (in the
form of a MPD Pre-Application), and/or as conditioned.
39. The proposal complies with the Historic Character goals as proposed (in the
form of a MPD Pre-Application) and/or as conditioned.
40. Volume II of the General Plan contains information that supports the goals
outlined in Volume I.
41. The overriding goal for this neighborhood is to create new housing opportunities
while maintaining the existing affordable housing units (GP BOPA § 3.1).
42. The site does not contain any existing housing units; however, as indicated on
this preliminary application affordable housing is attempted. The proposed
residential multi-unit buildings comply with the said concentration within the
redevelopment area (GP BOPA § 3.1)
43. Staff recommends that the applicant in their future full MPD Application keep in
mind placemaking and authenticity by emphasizing human scale, infusion of
design elements representative of residents’ diverse roots, contemporary
design, etc. (GP BOPA § 3.2)
44. The entire neighborhood is to become a model for green sustainable
redevelopment according to the General Plan (GP BOPA § 3.3).
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45. The subject area is not located along the two (2) entry corridors (GP BOPA §
3.6).
46. The future MPD/CUP application would have to show a more defined character
than the current dominant architectural styles within the District (GP BOPA §
3.7).
Conclusions of Law
1. The preliminary MPD-Pre Application plans for the 23 residential units to be
located at 1251 Kearns Boulevard within the General Commercial (GC) Zone,
comply with the Park City General Plan and are consistent with the purpose
statements of the General Commercial (GC) District zoning.
Exhibits
Exhibit A – Applicant’s Project Description
Exhibit B – MPD Pre-Application Plans
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Exhibit A – Applicant’s Project Description
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Exhibit B – MPD Pre-Applications Plans

Pre - MPD

The Yard Townhomes
1251 Kearns Blvd.
Park City, Utah 84068

August 28, 2015

MJF 1998 Investment Partnership, LP

Pre - MPD
August 28, 2015
VICINITY MAP

ARCHITECT

SERVICE CONTACTS
BUILDER

ELLIOTT WORKGROUP
364 MAIN STREET
P.O. BOX 3419
PARK CITY, UT 84060
801.415.1839
CONTACT: CRAIG ELLIOTT,
AIA

CIVIL ENGINEER

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

INTERIOR DESIGN

PLUMBING ENGINEER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

LMC ANALYSIS

MPD DRAWING INDEX

Rocky Mountain Power
201 South Main St, Suite 2300
Salt Lake City,UT 84111
(866) 870-3419

Qwest Phone Company
Salt Lake City,UT
(800) 922-7387

Existing Zone
General Commercial (GC)

Park City School District
2700 Kearns Blvd
Park City
UT
84060
(435) 645-5600

Park City Fire Department
730 Bitner Rd
Park City, UT
84098
(435) 649-6706

Total Unit Equivalents (UE)
88,317 - 26,495 (30% Open Space) = 61,822
61822 x 3 (Total Floor Levels) = 185,466
185,466 / 2000 (LMC 15-6-8 Unit Equivalents) = 92.73 Allowed UE's

Park City Municipal Corp
1354 Park Ave
Park City
UT
84060
(435)658-9471

Comcast Cable
1777 Sun Peak Dr. #105
Park City,UT
84098
(435)649-4020

21 Units at 2300 SQ FT = 1.15 UE
1 Flat at 3500 SQFT = 1.75 UE
1 Flat at 2500 SQFT = 1.25 UE

Questar Gas
P.O. Box 45360
Salt Lake City,UT 84145
(800)541-2824

Division of Water Quality
288 South 1460 East
Salt Lake City,UT 84112
(801)538-6146

Snyderville Post Office
6440 Hwy 224
Park City
UT
84098
(800)275-8777

Snyderville Basin Water
Reclamation District
2800 Homestead Rd
Park City,UT
84098
(435)649-7993

Total Site Area
2.03 Acres (88317 SQ FT)

MPD Package
MPD-001
MPD-002
MPD-003
MPD-004
MPD-005
MPD-006
MPD-007
MPD-008

Cover Sheet
Aerial View
Project Surrounding Properties
Site Suitability
Landscape Plan
Elevations
Elevations
Perspectives

Total = 27.15 Proposed UE's
Parking Required
LMC 15-3-11
Single Family Dwelling Requires 2 Parking Spaces
A Lockout Unit Requires 1 Per Bedroom
3 (Spaces) x 16 (Townhomes w/Lockout Unit) = 48 Spaces Required
2 (Spaces) x 5 (Townhomes)
= 10 Spaces Required
2 (Spaces) x 2 (Flats)
= 4 Spaces Required
Total = 62 Spaces Required
Total = 67 Spaces Proposed

Cover Sheet

MPD-001

8/28/2015 2:55:30 PM

OWNER

1251 Kearns Blvd.
Park City, Utah 84068

PROJECT CONTACT INFORMATION

MJF 1998 Investment Partnership, LP

NORTH

The Yard Townhomes

SITE LOCATION

COPYRIGHT ELLIOTT WORKGROUP ARCHITECTURE, LLC, 2014
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The Yard Townhomes

Aerial View
MPD-002

1251 Kearns Boulevard

August 28, 2015
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The Yard Townhomes

Project Surrounding Properties
MPD-003

1251 Kearns Boulevard

August 28, 2015
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Buildable Volume - 40'
(35' + 5' Sloped Roof)
71, 365 SQFT = 81%
Property Area
88, 317 SQFT = 100%

GC Front Set Back 20'
GC Side & Back Set Back 10'

PROPERTY

BUILDABLE VOLUME

Buildable Volume - 40' with Open Space
Reduction
61, 822 SQFT = 70%

Buildable Volume - 40' with
Open Space Reduction
61, 822 SQFT = 70%

Maximun Building Developable Area
61, 822 SQFT x 3 Stories = 185, 466 SQFT

Required Min. Open
Space
16, 951 SQFT = 30%

Required Min. Open
Space
16, 951 SQFT = 30%

Proposed Buildings
54, 300 SQFT
30% of Max. Bldg.
Developable Area
BUILDABLE VOLUME WITH OPEN SPACE REQUIREMENT

BUILDABLE VOLUME W/ OPEN SPACE REQ. & PROPOSED BLDGS.

The Yard Townhomes

Site Suitability
MPD-004

1251 Kearns Boulevard

August 28, 2015
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D
C

E

B

A

The Yard Townhomes

Landscape Plan
MPD-005

1251 Kearns Boulevard

August 28, 2015
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1

North Elevation Townhomes A & B

2

South Elevation Townhomes A & B

Elevations
MPD-006

The Yard Townhomes
1251 Kearns Boulevard

August 28, 2015
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3

West Elevation Townhomes & Stacked Flats C & D

Elevations
MPD-007

The Yard Townhomes
1251 Kearns Boulevard

August 28, 2015
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1

3D View 1

Perspectives
MPD-008

The Yard Townhomes
1251 Kearns Boulevard

August 28, 2015
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Planning Commission
Staff Report
Application #s:
Subject:

PL-15-02966 and PL-15-02967
Goldener Hirsch Hotel and Residences CUP and Plat
Amendment
Author:
Kirsten Whetstone, MS, AICP- Senior Planner
Date:
January 13, 2016
Type of Item:
Conditional Use Permit and Plat Amendment- Work Session
and Public Hearing
Summary Recommendations
This is an introductory work session discussion and public hearing to review the
Goldener Hirsch Hotel and Residences CUP and Plat Amendment applications. No
action is requested. Staff recommends that the Planning Commission provide input and
direction to Staff and the applicant regarding the proposed site plan, architecture,
transfer of density, and parking. Following discussion Staff recommends the
Commission continue the public hearing to the February 10, 2016 Planning Commission
meeting.
Description
Applicant:
Location:
Zoning:

Adjacent Land Uses:

EccKids LLC, owner, represented by Christopher M.
Conabee
7520-7570 Royal Street East, Deer Valley Resort, Silver
Lake Village Lots D, F, G and H
Residential Development (RD) District subject to the 11th
Amended and Restated Large Scale Master Planned
Development Permit (Deer Valley MPD).
Deer Valley Resort, Park City Fire District Station, and
residential and commercial condominiums such as
Royal Plaza, Mount Cervin, the Inn at Silver Lake, Stein
Ericksen Lodge, Chateaux at Silver Lake, and Black
Bear Lodge.

Project
The proposal, known as the Goldener Hirsch Hotel and Residences, consists of 1)
amendments to the existing Goldener Hirsch Hotel located at 7570 Royal Street (Lot D)
and 2) construction of 38 residential condominium units within a single multi- story
building proposed on Lots F, G and H of the Deer Valley MPD. A plat amendment
application was also submitted requesting to combine Lots F, G and H into one 1.17
acre lot of record. The property is located within the Residential Development (RD)
Zoning District.
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The project includes removing 2 existing residential units, 843.48 sf total, from the
Goldener Hirsch Hotel to accommodate circulation connecting the new units to the
Goldener Hirsh Hotel and Silver Lake plaza area. Approximately 843 sf of residential
space is proposed to be transferred from the Goldener Hirsh Hotel to the new building.
A total of 68,843 sf of new residential construction is proposed for 38 residential units
ranging in size from 576 to 2,350 sf. The total residential floor area includes the 843 sf
transferred from the existing hotel. A 2,190 sf ADA unit is proposed on Level One to be
common area. Approximately 3,200 sf of meeting space is proposed for the new
building, along with common amenities. No commercial uses are proposed within the
new building.
Lots F, G, and H are undeveloped; however, they are currently utilized as surface
parking at Silver Lake primarily for Deer Valley Resort. Two levels of underground
parking, total of 109 spaces, are proposed with access off Sterling Court, a private
street that also provides access to the existing Goldener Hirsch Hotel and adjacent
condominium properties of Mount Cervin, Royal Plaza, and the Inn at Silver Lake. The
porte cochere area for the new building provides 3 to 4 additional surface parking
spaces. Sixty- eight (68) spaces are required for the proposed building.
Background
The Silver Lake Village subdivision is part of the Deer Valley MPD. The MPD was
approved originally on September 27, 1977 and most recently amended on March 23,
2011. This 11th Amended and Restated Large Scale Master Planned Development
Permit (Deer Valley MPD) assigns densities for the lots within the Silver Lake Village
subdivision. (See Exhibit 1 of the MPD document (Exhibit G). Lot F is allowed 11 Units,
Lot G is allowed 11 Units and Lot H is allowed 12 Units for a total of 34 Units.
The Deer Valley MPD allows these Units to be constructed as “Deer Valley Units”
without a size limitation, or as Unit Equivalents (UE), using the Land Management Code
definition of Unit Equivalents as 1 UE is equivalent to 2,000 square feet of residential
floor area that can be broken up into various sized units with the total square footage
not to exceed 2,000 sf multiplied by the number of UEs.
The applicant is requesting a total of 38 units utilizing the 34 UEs and 68,000 sf of gross
residential area, plus an additional 843 sf transferred from the Goldener Hirsh. An
additional 5% (3,400 sf) is allowed for support commercial uses and another 5% for
meeting rooms. The existing Goldener Hirsch Hotel, located on Lot D is allowed 6 Units
(12,000 sf) of residential area. The Hirsch currently has a total of 12,000 sf, in addition
to 3,221 sf of commercial space for the restaurant.
The Deer Valley MPD also approved a height exception for these lots as described in
footnote “A” of the Exhibit 1 of the Deer Valley MPD. The MPD states that the
development height limitation is tied to a base elevation of 8122’ with peak of roof not to
exceed 8186’ (USGS topographic elevation). Allows a height of 59’ with a 5’ allowance
for the peak of the roof to 64’.
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Purpose
The purpose of the Residential Development (RD) Zoning District is to:
(A)
allow a variety of Residential Uses that are Compatible with the City’s
Development objectives, design standards, and growth capabilities,
(B)
encourage the clustering of residential units to preserve natural Open Space,
minimize Site disturbance and impacts of Development, and minimize the cost of
municipal services,
(C)
allow commercial and recreational activities that are in harmony with residential
neighborhoods,
(D)

minimize impacts of the automobile on architectural design,

(E)
promote pedestrian connections within Developments and between adjacent
Areas; and
(F)

provide opportunities for variation in architectural design and housing types.

Land Management Code (LMC) and DV MPD Analysis
The proposal is reviewed for compliance with the lot and site requirements of the RD
Zoning District and the Deer Valley MPD as described below.
RD Zoning District and DV MPD
Lot Size
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No minimum lot size. Plat amendment to
combined Lots F, G, and H is proposed to create
one lot of record that is 1.17 acres (50,785
square feet)
Staff requests discussion regarding the
combination of Lots F, G and H.
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Building Footprint- Floor Area
Ratio (FAR)

No FAR required.
Density is per the Deer Valley MPD:
Lot F- 11 units
Lot G- 11 units
Lot H- 12 units
(Lot D- 12 units (12,000 sf- 12 UE))
The proposed CUP on F, G, and H proposes 38
units (68,000 sf), utilizing 34 (UE). One ADA unit
is also proposed to be held as common area.
843 sf are transferred from Lot D to the CUP for a
total of 68,843 sf on Lots F, G, and H.
Lot D is reduced by 843 sf to 11,157 sf.
Staff requests discussion regarding the
transfer of 843 sf (0.42 UE) from Lot D to Lots
F, G, and H.

Front yard setbacks

LMC- minimum of 25 feet, to front garage, 20 feet
to building.
Silver Lake Village plat- 25 feet along Royal
Street and 15 feet along Sterling Court.
Staff requests discussion regarding the
applicant’s request for a 20’ front setback on
Royal Street (complies with the current LMC)
and a 10’ setback on Sterling Court to
accommodate parking structure, bridge span,
and Porte Cochere. The first level meets the
15’ setback and the upper levels extend out 5’
to provide articulation. 10’ setbacks for levels
2-5 are requested for portions of the building.
The LMC allows the Planning Commission to
reduce side setbacks to 10’ between buildings
in MPDs and subdivisions.

Rear yard setbacks

LMC- minimum of 15 feet.
Silver Lake Village plat- 15 feet.
Minimum of 15 foot rear setbacks are proposed
along south property line.

Side yard setbacks

LMC- 12 feet.
Silver Lake Village plat- 12 feet.
Minimum of 12 foot side setbacks are proposed
along west property line.
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Building Height

Parking

Per Deer Valley MPD Exhibit 1 footnote
(Exhibit G)
The Deer Valley MPD states that the
development height limitation is tied to a base
elevation of 8122’ with peak of roof not to exceed
8186’ (USGS topographic elevations).
Allows a height of 59’ with a 5’ allowance for the
peak of the roof to 64’.
Staff requests discussion regarding the
request to extend to the 64’ building height
(elevation 8186’) for the elevator and stair
access to the pool area, as well as for
restroom/changing rooms at pool level. The
height of the roof over the circulation and
changing rooms complies with a 59’ height
over existing grade line.
Based on unit sizes, sixty-eight (66) parking
spaces are required for the 38 units (some units
require 1 space, others 1.5 spaces, and others 2
spaces). Plus two spaces for ADA unit is sixtyeight (68 spaces required).
Two levels of parking provide 109 parking spaces
plus 3-4 surface space for a total of 112 spaces.
Providing 44 extra parking spaces (for general
parking at Silver Lake and Deer Valley Resort).
Staff requests discussion regarding provision
of 44 extra parking spaces within the parking
structure for DV Resort parking. Currently
there are 70-100 cars using these lots at the
peak times. From Staff’s measurements there
are really about 45-50 code compliant spaces
(18’ by 9’) with 24’ wide drive aisles,
landscaped buffer areas, and proper turning
areas being utilized by up to 100 cars.
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Architectural Design

Residential Units

All construction is subject to the Deer Valley
Architectural Design Review Board. The plans
have been reviewed by the Board and found to
comply with the Deer Valley Guidelines. Staff will
review final plans for compliance with LMC
Chapter 15-5Architectural Design Guidelines, in terms of
general design, materials, articulation,
fenestration, lighting, mechanical equipment,
trash enclosure, bike parking, etc. and will verify
that plans submitted for building permit approval
are in compliance with the final approved CUP
plans.
Staff requests discussion regarding the
general architectural design as well as the
amount of glazing proposed, which is more
than typically found within the MPD. The
applicant will present a model of the
proposed building for Commission review.
38 units ranging in size from 576 sf to 2,350 sf
and one 2,190 sf ADA unit

Commercial space

No commercial space is proposed.

Support space

Common amenity areas are provided for the unit
owners, including storage areas, locker rooms,
fitness and pool area, lounge and lobby areas,
recreation room, and small business center
areas. 3,200 sf of support meeting space is
proposed.

Analysis
Within the Deer Valley MPD, each individual development is reviewed as a Conditional
Use Permit prior to issuance of any building permits. Conditional Use Permit
applications are reviewed based on the following criteria (Staff‘s preliminary analysis is
in italics):
(1) size and location of the Site;
The Goldener Hirsch Hotel and Residences consists of a three multi-story buildings
proposing 38 residential units ranging in size from 1,850 sf to 2,400 sf and 8 single
bedroom hotel rooms with 576 square feet each, and one 2,190 sf ADA unit. It is
located west of the Existing Goldener Hirsch Inn on Royal Street on Lots F, G and H of
the Silver Lake Village Subdivision. The lots consist of approximately1.17 acres (50,999
square feet). Excluding the ADA unit, the total residential floor area is 69,916 sf, utilizing
34 unit equivalents (UE). The MPD allows up to 68,000 sf of residential floor area on
this Lot. The site slopes down slightly from Royal Street along Sterling Court (private)
and the design proposes two levels of underground parking structure with five stories of
residential units above parking on the north and south building masses along with a
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center building mass of six stories built into a hill on the west side of the lot. The garage
entrance is at grade with street and built into the slope of the lot so that the back of the
garage is underground. The building pad is relatively level and undeveloped, though
utilized as surface parking for Silver Lake area and Deer Valley Resort.
(2) traffic considerations including capacity of the existing Streets in the Area;
The site is served by Royal Street, a public road that connects to Marsac Avenue. The
current use of the site is as a parking lot for over 70 vehicles. The applicant is
proposing a total of 109 stalls in a single garage to allow parking for the project as well
as provide some parking for Deer Valley Resort. Traffic may decrease as the availability
of parking for daily skiers is reduced and owners of the units are within walking distance
of the resort. Bus service is provided to this area. At this time the applicants are not
certain the project will have a shuttle service. This density has been anticipated since
approval of the Deer Valley MPD in 1997. A Construction Mitigation Plan is required at
the time of Building Permit issuance to describe how excavated materials will leave the
site. The Chief Building Official and City Engineer recommend a condition that downhill
truck traffic use Marsac Avenue as part of the CMP.
(3) utility capacity;
The applicant is working with SBWRD to relocate sewer utilities into Sterling court. The
resulting relocation will also address platting of easements for existing utilities on
Sterling Court. A final approved utility and grading plan is required prior to issuance of a
building permit. Adequate sewer, electric, gas, and phone service is available. Dry utility
locations need to be shown on the plans to ensure that the areas are sufficient and that
they can be adequately screened.
(4) emergency vehicle Access;
Primary emergency access is from Royal Street with two access points into the area.
The applicant is proposing a bridge and coordinated heights of 14 ft minimum with
PCFD in order to allow appropriate access into Sterling Court.
(5) location and amount of off-Street parking;
Sixty-eight (68) off-Street parking spaces are required for the 38 units and one ADA
unit. The applicant indicates that 18 spaces will be vacated by the existing Goldener
Hirsch Inn due to improvements within the existing garage. The Goldener Hirsch will
continue to meet the parking requirements for the remaining residential units. The
proposed underground parking structure will have 109 spaces and 2-3 surface spaces
will be provided near the front drop-off area. Approximately 44 extra parking spaces are
provided for the Silver Lake area of Deer Valley Resort.
(6) internal vehicular and pedestrian circulation system; Access to the Goldener Hirsch
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Hotel and Residences is from Sterling Court, a private street. A drop-off area is located
in the front of the building and a bus stop is located nearby on Royal Street. A
pedestrian path system is proposed consistent with the MPD with extension of the
existing sidewalks and pathways.
(7) fencing, Screening, and landscaping to separate the Use from adjoining Uses;
A landscape plan that provides a buffer between buildings and uses on adjacent lots will
be submitted for review by the Commission at the next meeting. Landscaping and
irrigation will be water efficient, utilizing drought tolerant plantings, limited turf area, and
drip irrigation.
(8) Building mass, bulk, and orientation, and the location of Buildings on the Site;
including orientation to Buildings on adjoining Lots;
The North building is oriented at an angle to Royal Street. The South Building is
oriented with the Adjacent Mount Cervin and Stein Ericksen Spa to the west. The site is
broken into three masses in order to match the scale of the surrounding buildings. The
north building contains sixteen units and an ADA unit. The center building contains six
units including lobby and amenities. The south building contains sixteen units
comprised of eight 576 sq ft hotel rooms and eight units ranging from 1800-2400 sq ft.
The Goldener Hirsch Hotel and Residences has five floors of residential units with two
levels of parking structure under the building. Thirty eight (38) units are proposed with a
total of 68,843 residential square feet, not including the 2,190 square foot deed
restricted ADA unit. Setbacks requested are 20 foot front (Royal Street) and 10 foot
front along Sterling Drive, 12 foot west side,15 foot rear setback (south) To the south
there are two existing buildings of a similar size, height, and volumetric, (Mount Cervin
and The Inn at Silver Lake). To the North, there is one building with larger size and
volumetric (The Chateaux). To the East is a single building with smaller volume and
size (The existing Goldener Hirsch Inn). To the west is a building(s) with larger
volumetric and height than the proposed project (The Stein Ericksen Lodge).
(9) usable Open Space;
Both passive and active Open Space is provided in the Deer Valley Master Plan. The
individual lots were not required to provide open space. The site plan includes plaza
areas and a bridge connecting the new building to the existing Silver Lake plaza
provides useable area for circulation and outdoor activities.
(10) signs and lighting;
Signs and lighting must be in conformance with the Park City codes and the Deer Valley
Resort Design Guidelines. Signs require a separate sign permit. Street lights must be
approved by the City Engineer and will be privately maintained.
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(11) physical design and Compatibility with surrounding Structures in mass, scale, style,
design, and architectural detailing;
In the immediate area there are five existing similarly sized multi-story residential
condominium buildings (The Goldener Hirsch Inn, The Stein Ericksen Lodge, Mount
Cervin, The Inn at Silver Lake and The Chateaux. A connection bridge has been
proposed in order to connect the existing property with the proposed expansion. The
applicant is working with the current Silver Lake Village HOA to install pavers and
radiant heat to Sterling Court (private road). The owner is coordinating design elements
and all developments require approval by the Deer Valley Design Review Board. Staff
has reviewed the proposed building for compliance with the Volumetrics. Staff continues
to work with the applicant on the architectural detailing, in particular the larger than
typical amount of glazing proposed.
(12) noise, vibration, odors, steam, or other mechanical factors that might affect people
and Property Off-Site; All uses are inside the residential building and there are no
expected impacts on people or Property Off-Site. Staff will recommend conditions of
approval related to screening of mechanical equipment.
(13) control of delivery and service vehicles, loading and unloading zones, and
Screening of trash pickup Areas;
Service and delivery will be minimal as there is no additional commercial component in
the building. It is anticipated that laundry/maid service will be needed on a weekly basis
throughout the Village and will be accommodated by existing services already used by
the Goldener Hirsch Inn. Trash pickup will be divided from existing locations on Sterling
Court and relocated to a maintenance drive off of Royal Street.
(14) expected Ownership and management of the project as primary residences,
Condominiums, time interval Ownership, Nightly Rental, or commercial tenancies, how
the form of Ownership affects taxing entities; and
The project will be platted as a condominium. Nightly rental is a permitted use within the
RD zoning district. These units will primarily be second homes and managed by the
existing Goldener Hirsch Inn. It is unlikely that many will be full-time residences,
although this possibility is not precluded. The project has a total of 31 lockouts
associated with the 38 units to facilitate the viability of existing hotel operations.
(15) within and adjoining the Site, impacts on Environmentally Sensitive Lands, Slope
retention, and appropriateness of the proposed Structure to the topography of the Site.
There are no Environmentally Sensitive Lands within or adjoining the site. The building
is located on relatively level ground along Royal Street and sloping ground to the south
and west. The site is currently a parking lot with little significant vegetation as it was
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used during construction of Stein Ericksen Residences, The Inn at Silver Lake, The
Chateaux and the Black Bear Lodge.
Department Review
This project has gone through an interdepartmental review. Staff is working with the
applicant to address utility easement issues with the plat. No further issues were
brought up at that time.
Notice
The property was posted and notices mailed to property owners within 300 feet on
December 30, 2015. A legal notice was published in the Park Record on December 26,
2015.
Public Input
The applicant has held two open house meetings, one on November 18, 2015 and a
second on December 2, 2015. Presentations have been given to the following HOA’s;
Silver Lake Village, Stein Ericksen Lodge, Mount Cervin, The Chateaux and Black Bear
Lodge. Staff received several phone calls requesting information about the proposal.
Future Process
Approval of a Conditional Use Permit application constitutes Final Action that may be
appealed to the City Council following appeal procedures found in LMC § 15-1-18.
Final action on the subdivision plat amendment is made by the City Council upon
recommendation by the Planning Commission. A condominium record of survey plat is
required prior to selling individual units.
Summary Recommendations
This is a work session and public hearing on the Goldener Hirsch Hotel and Residences
Conditional Use Permit and plat amendment applications. No action is requested. Staff
recommends continuation to February 10, 2016.
Exhibits
Exhibit A – Applicants Letters and Unit Chart
Exhibit B – Existing Conditions
Exhibit C – Existing Subdivision
Exhibit D – Proposed plat amendment
Exhibit E – Proposed Plans
Exhibit F – Architectural Elevations, perspectives, cross sections
Exhibit G – 11th Amended and Restated Large Scale MPD (aka Deer Valley MPD)
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B
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EXHIBIT E
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Planning Commission
Staff Report
Application #:
Subject:
Author:
Date:
Type of Item:

PL-15-02999
Second Amended Intermountain
Healthcare (IHC) Master Planned Development
Kirsten Whetstone, MS, AICP- Senior Planner
January 13, 2016
Master Planned Development Amendments

Summary Recommendations
Staff recommends Planning Commission review proposed amendments to the
Intermountain Healthcare Master Planned Development (IHC MPD) and conduct a
public hearing. Staff has prepared findings of fact, conclusions of law and conditions of
approval for the Commission’s consideration. Staff recommends approval of these
amendments.
Description
Applicant:
Locations:
Zoning District:
Adjacent Land Uses:
Reason for Review:

IHC Hospital, Inc. represented by Morgan D. Busch
700 and 900 Round Valley Drive
Community Transition (CT) Zoning District
Park City Recreation Complex, USSA training facility, US
Highway 40, and open space.
Master Planned Development amendments require Planning
Commission review, a public hearing, and final action by the
Planning Commission.

Summary of Proposal
On November 10, 2015, Intermountain Healthcare Hospital Inc. submitted an
application to amend the Intermountain Healthcare Master Planned Development (IHC
MPD) (see applicant’s letter- Exhibit A). Requested amendments include the following:
•

•

•

Allow the Peace House facility to be located on Lot 8 of the IHC/USSA
subdivision plat to fulfill a portion of the remaining affordable housing obligation
for the IHC MPD. A Conditional Use Permit (CUP) is required prior to building
permit issuance. A CUP application was submitted for concurrent review with the
MPD Amendment application.
Allow Lot 8 to be subdivided into two lots with the eastern 3.6 acres proposed to
be leased to the Peace House as Lot 8 and the western 6.334 acres to become a
new Lot 12 retained by the Intermountain Healthcare with no density assigned to
it (see proposed subdivision of Lot 8- Exhibit B). A plat amendment application is
required and has not yet been submitted.
Add 50 Unit Equivalents (UE) of density as 50,000 square feet of support medical
offices/clinics to the overall IHC MPD to be located on Lot 1.(Note- this item
was continued for further analysis and discussion with Staff
recommendation to bring it back to the Planning Commission later in 2016.)
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•
•

Make administrative corrections to conditions #16 and #17 of the October 8,
2014, approval of the First Amended IHC MPD (Exhibit C – action letter).
Include a condition of approval requiring recordation of a Development
Agreement to cover all items of the original MPD as well as the First and Second
Amendments.

At the August 26th, October 28th, and November 11th meeting, the Commission reviewed
the pre-MPD application for these amendments, and found, with the exception of the
request for additional density, that the amendments are consistent with the purpose
statements of the Community Transition (CT) Zoning District and the goals of the Park
City General Plan (See Exhibit D- Planning Commission minutes).
Based on input received at the pre-MPD application meetings, the applicant submitted a
complete application for a second amendment to the IHC MPD on November 10, 2015,
consistent with the pre-MPD application, with the exception that the request for
additional density has been tabled for future consideration (See Exhibit A- applicant’s
letter).
On November 10, 2015, an application for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) for the
Peace House was submitted with the MPD Amendment application for concurrent
review. A separate staff report for the Peace House CUP, located at 700 Round Valley
Drive, and proposed on the eastern portion of Lot 8, is included in this packet for
Commission review.
Background
On May 23, 2007, the IHC MPD was approved by the Planning Commission. The MPD
includes an Intermountain Healthcare Hospital with a total of 300,000 square feet (180
Unit Equivalents [UEs]) for hospital uses and a total of 150,000 square feet (150 UEs) of
Support Medical Office space subject to the approved Annexation Agreement recorded
at Summit County on January 23, 2007. (See Exhibits F and H).
On May 23, 2007, the Planning Commission approved a Conditional Use Permit for
Phase I of the IHC MPD which included a 122,000 square foot hospital building (with an
additional 13,000 square feet of constructed, unfinished shell space) with 50,000
square feet of medical offices (18,000 square feet are constructed). Two separate
medical support buildings were also proposed in the initial phase of development,
including the Physician’s Holding building on Lot 7 and the People’s Health Center/
Summit County Health offices building on Lot 10 (25,000 sf each were approved).
These separate buildings have their own CUPs and the buildings are constructed.
On June 30, 2014, applications for the first MPD amendment and a Conditional Use
Permit for the second phase of development at the Park City Medical Center were
submitted. On October 8, 2014, the Planning Commission conducted a public hearing
and approved the First Amended IHC MPD and the Conditional Use Permit.
Construction of the second phase is currently underway (see Exhibit C).
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The IHC Master Planned Development is located on Lots 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and
11 of the Seconded Amended Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical
Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility subdivision plat, with Lot 2 of the
subdivision plat dedicated as open space, Lot 3 (not part of the IHC MPD) is the
location of the USSA Headquarters and Training Center MPD, Lot 4 was the original
location of 28 affordable townhouse units incorporated into the Park City Heights
neighborhood during the Park City Heights MPD approval leaving Lot 4 as an open
space lot, Lot 5 was dedicated and transferred to the City for future recreation uses,
Lots 6 and 8 were approved for medical support, but that density was transferred to Lot
1 with the first MPD amendment. Lot 7 is the location of the Physician Holdings Medical
Office Building, Lot 9 contains a small Questar gas regulating facility, Lot 10 is the
location of the Summit County Health Department and People’s Health Clinic, and Lot
11 is the one acre lot around Lot 9, owned by IHC and not designated as to use or
density (see Exhibit H).
Approved
per IHC MPD
Hospital Uses
On Lot 1

Total Support
Medical Office
Total SF
Breakdown of
Support Uses
Support
Medical Office
on Lot 1
Support
Medical Office
on Lots 7 and
10
Support
Medical Office
on Lots 6 and 8
Total Support
Medical office

Approved per
CUPs and built

300,000 SF

122,000 SF ( with
an additional
13,000 shell
space currently
being finished) for
135,000 sf built

150,000 SF

150,000 SF

450,000 SF

185,000 SF

Approved First
IHC MPD
Amendment

300,000 SF (no
change)

150,000 SF (no
change)
450,000 SF (no
change)

Remaining to be
built

165,000 SF

0 SF
165,000 SF

50,000 SF

100,000 SF

100,000 SF
(additional 50,000
sf on Lot 1 from
Lots 6 and 8)

50,000 SF

Approx. 50,000
SF

Approx. 50,000
SF (no change to
existing buildings)

0

50,000 SF

No CUP

transferred 50,000
SF from Lots 6
and 8 to Lot 1

0

150,000 SF

150,000 SF

150,000 SF

0 SF

0 SF

The Annexation Agreement also included 85,000 SF for the USSA training facility which was not included in the
Hospital MPD. The USSA building was built on Lot 3 and is subject to a separate MPD and CUP.
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Proposed MPD Amendments
Peace House on Lot 8
The Peace House Facility proposed for Lot 8 consists of an emergency shelter for
victims of domestic violence, transitional housing, and support uses consistent with the
mission of the Peace House such as child care, counseling, common kitchen facilities,
training facilities, administrative offices, secured parking, etc.
On June 4, 2015, the Park City Housing Authority approved the facility to be considered
for fulfillment of a portion of the IHC affordable housing obligation and no Unit
Equivalents (UEs) are required for this use per the Housing Resolution and Land
Management Code Section 15-6-8.
The Peace House includes approximately 25,964 sf of emergency shelter and
transitional housing, 8,622 square feet of shelter and housing support uses related to
the Peace House mission, 2,096 square feet of circulation and back of house uses
(mechanical, storage, etc.), and 4,096 square feet. The proposed building also includes
a 4,096 square foot parking structure for a gross building size of approximately 41,000
square feet.
On June 4, 2015 the Park City Housing Authority approved an amended Housing
Mitigation Plan outlining the affordable housing strategy for the IHC MPD and approved
the Peace House as part of that strategy (see Exhibit I).
The June 4, 2015 Housing Authority approval included a condition of approval that
future density increases for the IHC Medical Campus at Park City Medical Center will be
reduced by 10 AUEs or 8,000 square feet to address the issue that a portion of the
Peace House facility is provided as satisfaction of an affordable housing obligation for
the Tanger Outlet expansion through the Summit County approvals.
The June 4, 2015, Housing Authority approval also included a condition that if the
Peace House ceases operation of their program on Lot 8 prior to 50 years from the date
of signing the amended Housing Mitigation Plan agreement, IHC will owe the City 12.5
AUEs.
The Park City Housing Authority is the decision making body responsible for approving
a final revised IHC MPD Affordable Housing Mitigation Plan and for determining the
number of AUEs the Peace House facility will count for. A final Housing Mitigation Plan
will be reviewed by the Park City Housing Authority based on uses, residential units,
and square footages of the final approved Peace House CUP.
No changes are proposed to the overall density for the IHC MPD. A Conditional Use
Permit (CUP) application was submitted with these MPD Amendments for concurrent
review by the Planning Commission for the Peace House facility on Lot 8.
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Subdivision of Lot 8
The applicant requests an amendment to the MPD to allow Lot 8 to be subdivided into
two lots with the eastern 3.6 acres proposed to be leased to the Peace House as Lot 8
and the western 6.334 acres to become a new Lot 12 retained by the Intermountain
Healthcare with no density assigned to it (see proposed subdivision of Lot 8- Exhibit B).
A plat amendment application is required and has not yet been submitted. The
Commission reviewed this request at the pre-MPD hearings and was supportive of the
request.
Amending Conditions #16 and #17 of the October 8, 2014 MPD Amendment approval
The Commission discussed the request to delete Condition #16 and amend Condition
#17 at the August 26th 2015 pre-MPD meeting (see Exhibit D).
Condition #16 was left over from the original MPD approval and states that “prior to
issuance of a building permit for any future phases of construction, the applicant and
Staff shall verify that all items agreed to by the applicant listed in Finding of Fact #21 (of
the original approval), as mitigation for the loss of the use of the planned ball field at the
Park City Recreation Complex, have been completed.” The applicant and Staff verified
that these items were completed and this condition is not necessary and should not be
included in the language of the Development Agreement. At the pre-MPD meetings the
Planning Commission was supportive of this amendment.
Condition #17 required a parking study to be conducted and presented to the
Commission one year after issuance of a certification of occupancy for the next phase
of construction (which is the current construction) and described what the study should
look at. At the August 26th pre-MPD meeting, the Commission discussed the timing of
the parking study and determined that the study was not needed with the Second Phase
of construction but should be included with any application for future construction of the
Medical Center. At the pre-MPD meetings the Planning Commission was supportive of
this amendment.
Staff recommends amending Conditions #16 and #17 of the October 8, 2014 First
Amended IHC MPD as follows:
a) Condition #16 shall be deleted.
b) Condition #17 shall be amended to state the following: The applicant shall submit
a parking study as part of an application for the next Medical Center expansion. The
study shall include qualified transportation professionals recommendations
addressing the potential impact of reduced parking ratios in future phases and a
comprehensive program to increase utilization of underutilized parking areas. Along
with impacts to street intersections out to and including SR-248.
The Community Transition Zone requirements are:
15-2.23-3. LOT AND SITE REQUIREMENTS.
Except as may otherwise be provided in this Code, no Building Permit will be issued for
a Lot unless such Lot has the Area, width and depth as required, and frontage on a
Street shown as a private or Public Street on the Streets Master Plan, or on private
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easement connecting the Lot to a Street shown on the Streets Master Plan. All
Development must comply with the following:
(A) LOT SIZE. There is no minimum Lot size in the CT District.
Complies. The total MPD area is 152 acres. The entire Annexation Area is 157
acres. Lot 8 is 9.934 acres and is proposed to be subdivided into two lots with the
eastern 3.6 acres to become Lot 8 and the western 6.334 acres to become a new Lot
12.
(B) FRONT, REAR AND SIDE YARDS. Unless otherwise further restricted by Frontage
Protection Overlay standards and/or Master Planned Development conditions of
approval, all Structures must be no less than twenty-five feet (25') from the boundary
line of the Lot, district or public Right-of-Way.
Complies. The Peace House facility complies with the 25’ setbacks.
(C) CLEAR VIEW OF INTERSECTION. No visual obstruction in excess of two feet (2')
in height above Road Grade shall be placed on any Corner Lot within the Site Distance
Triangle. A reasonable number of trees may be allowed, if pruned high enough to
permit automobile drivers an unobstructed view. This provision must not require
changes in the Natural Grade on the Site.
Complies. A landscape plan is required with the Conditional Use Permit. Such
plan will be reviewed for compliance with this requirement.
15-2.23-4. DENSITY.
The base Density of the CT District is one (1) unit per twenty (20) acres.
(A) DENSITY BONUS - ONE (1) UNIT/ACRE. The base Density of the CT District may
increase up to one (1) unit per acre provided the following standards are incorporated
through a Master Planned Development.
The annexation provided a density at 2.64 units per acre utilizing the density bonus of
up to three (3) units per acre as outlined below. No changes to the density are proposed
with this MPD Amendment. The MPD meets the criteria in (B) below in addition to the
following eight criteria:
(1) OPEN SPACE. The Master Planned Development shall provide seventy percent
(70%) transfer of open space on the project Site. Complies. No changes to the open
space area are proposed. With the Peace House facility on Lot the open space for
the MPD will be approximately 85%.
(2) FRONTAGE PROTECTION ZONE NO-BUILD SETBACK. The Master Planned
Development shall include a two hundred foot (200') Frontage Protection Zone nobuild Setback measured from the closest edge of the highway Right-of-Way.
Complies. All development is setback more than 200’ from the highway Rightof-Way.
(3) PARKING. Parking for the Master Planned Development is subject to the
requirements set forth in Section 15-3. A minimum of forty percent (40%) of the
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Master Planned Development's required project parking shall be in structured/tiered
parking so as to limit the visibility of Parking Areas and parking lot lighting. The
Planning Commission may consider reducing the forty percent (40%) minimum
structured/tiered parking requirement based on existing Site topography in locating
exterior surface parking to achieve maximum screening of parking from entry
corridor Areas and/or to achieve optimum Site circulation and/or shared parking.
Complies. See discussion on (B) (3) below.
(4) PUBLIC TRANSIT FACILITIES. The Master Planned Development shall include the
Development of a public transit hub facility within the Development Area. The
Planning Commission may consider waiving this requirement if a
Developer/Applicant contributes funding for an existing or proposed transit hub that
is located within a close walking distance from a proposed Development.
Complies. Two transit stops are provided on the property; one near the USSA
intersection and a second close to the hospital. A sidewalk links the transit stop to
nearby buildings, including the proposed Peace House.
(5) ENHANCED PUBLIC BENEFIT DEDICATION. The Master Planned Development
shall provide the inclusion of public recreation facilities and/or land for public and/or
quasi-public institutional Uses reasonably related to the General Plan goals for the
Area, and impacts of the Development activity.
Complies. See discussion on (B) (4) below.
(6) PUBLIC TRAILS AND PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS. The Master Planned
Development shall provide public dedicated pedestrian improvements and enhanced
trail connections to adjacent open space and/or public ways.
Complies. Dedication and construction of public trails was a requirement of the
Annexation Agreement. The dedication of the trails occurred with the amended
subdivision plat. Trails between IHC and the Recreation Complex and to the
adjacent Property Reserve Inc (PRI) property to the north were completed with the
first phase of hospital construction.
(7) SENSITIVE LANDS OVERLAY STANDARDS. The Master Planned Development
shall comply with all requirements set forth in Section 15-2.21 Sensitive Lands
Overlay. Complies. The access road crosses two areas of wetlands that were
mitigated in conformance with the Army Corp of Engineers permit. No sensitive
slopes or ridgelines are identified. The Peace House plans demonstrate that the
building can comply with the required 50’ buffer from delineated wetlands.
(8) AFFORDABLE HOUSING. The Master Planned Development provided an
additional five percent (5%) Affordable Housing commitment beyond that required by
the City's Affordable Housing Resolution in effect at the time of Application. No
additional density is requested at this time and the MPD Amendment is in part to
provide the Peace House on Lot 8 in partial fulfillment of the remaining housing
obligation. Complies. See discussion on (B) (5) below.
(B) DENSITY BONUS - THREE (3) UNITS/ACRE. The base Density of the CT District
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may increase up to three (3) units per acre provided that all Density bonus requirements
set forth in Section 15-2.23(A) Density Bonus - One (1) Unit/Acre are met and the
following additional standards are incorporated into the Master Planned Development.
No changes to density are proposed and these criteria were satisfied with the original
MPD.
(1) OPEN SPACE. The Master Planned Development shall provide eighty percent
(80%) open space on the project site.
Complies. With the Peace House facility as proposed, open space for the MPD
area is approximately 85%.
(2) FRONTAGE PROTECTION ZONE NO-BUILD SETBACK. The Master Planned
Development shall include a three hundred foot (300') Frontage Protection Zone nobuild Setback measured from the closest edge of the highway Right-of-Way. The
Planning Commission may consider allowing encroachments into the three hundred
foot (300') Frontage Protection Zone requirement based on existing Site topography
in locating roads and other infrastructure in order to achieve optimum Site
circulation.
Complies. The Hospital is nearly 2,000 feet from the Frontage Protection zone.
Only the access road is within the 300 foot requirement, as permitted. No changes
are proposed to the existing roads and the proposed Peace House exceeds the 300’
no-build setback from the FPZ.
(3) PARKING. Parking for the Master Planned Development is subject to the
requirements set forth in Section 15-3. A minimum of sixty percent (60%) of the
Master Planned Development's required project parking shall be in structured/tiered
parking so as to limit the visibility of Parking Areas and parking lot lighting. The
Planning Commission may consider reducing the sixty percent (60%) minimum
structured/tiered parking requirement based on existing Site topography in locating
exterior surface parking to achieve maximum screening of parking from entry
corridor Areas and/or to achieve optimum Site circulation and/or shared parking.
Complies. The parking for the Peace House is divided into 3 separated parking
areas. Fifteen spaces are provided in a secure structure, seventeen spaces are in a
southern surface lot setback 150’ from Round Valley Drive and are screened with
berms and vegetation, and twenty five spaces are provided in a northern surface lot
setback approximately sixty feet from Round Valley Drive. This lot will also be
screened on the north and south with berms and vegetation.
(4) ADDITIONAL ENHANCED PUBLIC BENEFIT DEDICATION. The Master Planned
Development shall provide the inclusion of public recreation facilities and/or land for
public and/or quasi-public institutional Uses reasonably related to the General Plan
goals for the Area, and impacts of the Development beyond that provided to achieve
a project Density of up to one (1) unit per acre by a factor reasonably related to the
Density increase sought.
Complies. The Annexation and initial subdivision created a lot (Lot 5) and IHC
dedicated to the City for additional recreation and open space. This lot is adjacent to
the existing Park City Ice Complex. The Medical Support building (25,000 square
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feet), located on Lot 10 was considered a community benefit; for the Peoples Health
Clinic and the Summit County health facility. The MPD Amendment does not change
these provisions, but adds the provision of a ground lease for the Peace House
facility as another public benefit.
(5) AFFORDABLE HOUSING. The Master Planned Development shall provide an
additional five percent (5%) affordable housing commitment beyond that required by
the City's Affordable Housing Resolution in effect at the time of Application. This is
in addition to that provided in Section 15-2.23(A) (8).
Complies. The Annexation Agreement provides for the total requirement of the
Affordable Housing, including the additional five percent (5%) required for the
density bonus and this amendment does not change the Affordable Housing
requirements or density of the MPD. The Peace House facility qualifies to fulfill a
portion of the IHC MPD affordable housing mitigation obligation (See Exhibit I for the
Amended Affordable Housing Mitigation Plan approved by the Park City Housing
Authority on June 4, 2015).
15-2.23-5. MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT.
The maximum zone Building height is twenty eight feet (28') from Existing Grade.
Complies. No building height exceptions are requested for the Peace House CUP.
All Master Planned Developments shall contain the following minimum requirements
in accordance with Section 15-6-5 of the Land Management Code.
(A) DENSITY. The type of Development, number of units and Density permitted on a
given Site will be determined as a result of a Site Suitability Analysis and shall not
exceed the maximum Density in the zone, except as otherwise provided in this section.
The Site shall be looked at in its entirety and the Density located in the most appropriate
locations. Complies. No changes are proposed to the number of units or Density with
these MPD Amendments.
(B) MAXIMUM ALLOWED BUILDING FOOTPRINT FOR MASTER PLANNED
DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THE HR-1 DISTRICT. (Not applicable)
(C) SETBACKS. The minimum Setback around the exterior boundary of an MPD shall
be twenty five feet (25') for Parcels greater than one (1) acre in size. Complies. The
Peace House complies with the 25’ setbacks to property lines.
(D) OPEN SPACE. All Master Planned Developments shall contain a minimum of sixty
percent (60%) open space. Complies. The annexation identified over 80% of the entire
157 acres as open space. The proposed MPD Amendment adds building floor area
within the areas previously disturbed with buildings and/or parking, or proposed to be
disturbed with such uses, and located within the outer loop road of the hospital and
additional development area is not proposed. With the Peace House CUP the open
space is at 85%.
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(E) OFF-STREET PARKING. The number of Off-Street Parking Spaces in each Master
Planned Development shall not be less than the requirements of this Code, except that
the Planning Commission may increase or decrease the required number of Off-Street
Parking Spaces based upon a parking analysis submitted by the Applicant at the time of
MPD submittal. Complies. No changes to required parking spaces are requested.
(F) BUILDING HEIGHT. The height requirements of the Zoning Districts in which an
MPD is located shall apply except that the Planning Commission may consider an
increase in height based upon a Site specific analysis and determination. Complies. No
height increase is proposed for the Peace House.
(G) SITE PLANNING. An MPD shall be designed to take into consideration the
characteristics of the Site upon which it is proposed to be placed. The project should be
designed to fit the Site, not the Site modified to fit the project. Complies. No changes to
the approved MPD site plan are proposed for the Peace House and specific site
planning objectives for the Peace House will be reviewed by the Planning Commission
with the Peace House. The MPD originally had a similarly sized support medical offices
building proposed on Lot 8.
(H) LANDSCAPE AND STREETSCAPE. To the extent possible, existing Significant
Vegetation shall be maintained on Site and protected during construction. Where
landscaping does occur, it should consist primarily of appropriate drought tolerant
species. Lawn or turf will be limited to a maximum of fifty percent (50%) of the Area not
covered by Buildings and other hard surfaces and no more than seventy-five percent
(75%) of the above Area may be irrigated. Landscape and Streetscape will use native
rock and boulders. Plantings will not be mulched with rock. Lighting must meet the
requirements of LMC Chapter 15-5, Architectural Review. Complies. Outside of the
immediate area around the hospital and parking areas the existing vegetation is
undisturbed. A preliminary landscape plan for the Peace House CUP includes native
and drought tolerant plant materials and re-vegetation with appropriate plant materials.
Parking lot lighting will be required to meet the City lighting standards. The final
landscape plan must be approved by Planning Department staff prior to building permit
issuance.
(I) SENSITIVE LANDS COMPLIANCE. All MPD Applications containing any Area within
the Sensitive Areas Overlay Zone will be required to conduct a Sensitive Lands Analysis
and conform to the Sensitive Lands Provisions, as described in LMC Section 15-2.21.
Complies. The Peace House plans demonstrate that they can maintain the required
fifty foot buffer from delineated wetlands on Lot 8 and Staff recommended a condition of
approval that the wetlands be re-delineated and approved by the Army Corp prior to
building permit issuance. A storm water plan is required with the building permit
application.
(J) EMPLOYEE/AFFORDABLE HOUSING. MPD Applications shall include a housing
mitigation plan which must address employee Affordable Housing as required by the
adopted housing resolution in effect at the time of Application. Complies. The
annexation agreement identifies the required affordable housing obligations for the IHC
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MPD. An amended housing mitigation plan was approved by the Park City Housing
Authority on June 4, 2015 (see Exhibit I). The Housing Authority determined that the
Peace House qualifies as fulfilling a portion of the required IHC affordable housing
obligation as it provides emergency and transitional housing and is a qualifying 301 (c)
(3). In addition to the emergency and transition housing and support uses, one
affordable caretakers unit is proposed.
(K) CHILD CARE. A Site designated and planned for a Child Care Center may be
required for all new single and multi-family housing projects if the Planning Commission
determines that the project will create additional demands for Child Care. Complies.
Support child care services for residences and employees are proposed as part of the
residential support uses for the Peace House facility.
Department Review
The project has been reviewed by the Development Review team of City Departments
as well as utility providers.
Notice
On December 30, 2015, the property was posted and notice was mailed to property
owners within 300 feet. On December 26, 2015, legal notice was posted on the City
website and published in the Park Record according to requirements of the Land
Management Code.
Public Input
No public input has been received at the time of this report. A public hearing has been
legally noticed for this meeting and the public or interested parties may provide input at
this meeting.
Alternatives
• The Planning Commission may approve the MPD Amendments as conditioned
and/or amended; or
• The Planning Commission may deny the MPD Amendments and direct staff to
make findings of fact to support this decision; or
• The Planning Commission may continue the discussion and request additional
information on specific items.
Future Process
Approval of this application constitutes Final Action that may be appealed to the City
Council following appeal procedures found in LMC § 15-1-18. Approval of a Conditional
Use Permit for the Peace House facility is required prior to construction. Subdivision of
Lot 8 is not necessary prior to construction and can be proposed at a later date if the
owners desire.
Recommendations
Staff recommends Planning Commission review proposed amendments to the
Intermountain Healthcare Master Planned Development (IHC MPD) and conduct a
public hearing. Staff has prepared findings of fact, conclusions of law and conditions of
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approval for the Commission’s consideration. Staff recommends approval of these
amendments.
Findings of Fact
1. On November 10, 2015, the City received a complete application for an MPD
Amendment for the Intermountain Healthcare Master Planned Development (IHC
MPD).
2. The proposed MPD Amendment includes the following items:
• Allow the Peace House facility to be located on Lot 8 of the IHC/USSA
subdivision plat to fulfill a portion of the remaining affordable housing obligation
for the IHC MPD. A Conditional Use Permit (CUP) is required prior to building
permit issuance. A CUP application was submitted for concurrent review with the
MPD Amendment application.
• Allow Lot 8 to be subdivided into two lots with the eastern 3.6 acres proposed to
be leased to the Peace House as Lot 8 and the western 6.334 acres to become a
new Lot 12 retained by the Intermountain Healthcare with no density assigned to
it. A plat amendment application is required and has not yet been submitted.
• Add 50 Unit Equivalents (UE) of density as 50,000 square feet of support medical
offices/clinics to the overall IHC MPD to be located on Lot 1.(Note- this item
was continued for further analysis and discussion with Staff
recommendation to bring it back to the Planning Commission later in 2016.)
• Make administrative corrections to conditions #16 and #17 of the October 8,
2014, approval of the First Amended IHC MPD.
• Include a condition of approval requiring recordation of a Development
Agreement to cover all items of the original MPD as well as the First and Second
Amendments.
3. The IHC MPD was approved by the Planning Commission on May 23, 2007.
4. A First Amended IHC MPD was approved by the Planning Commission on October
8, 2014, transferring assigned medical support density from Lots 6 and 8 to Lot 1,
along with other amendments related to Phase 2 of the Medical Center construction.
5. The IHC MPD consists of Lots 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 of the Second
Amended Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus / USSA
Headquarters and Training Facility Subdivision (IHC/USSA Subdivision) approved
and recorded at Summit County on November 25, 2008.
6. The property is generally located on Round Valley Drive west of US 40 and east of
Round Valley in the Quinn’s Junction neighborhood of Park City.
7. The approved IHC MPD includes an Intermountain Healthcare Hospital of 300,000
square feet (180 Unit Equivalents) located on Lot 1 and Support Medical Office
space of 150,000 square feet (150 Unit Equivalents) located on Lots 1, 7, and 10.
8. Lot 2 of the IHC/USSA Subdivision plat is dedicated as open space.
9. Lot 3 is not part of the IHC MPD and is the location of the USSA Headquarters and
Training Center MPD.
10. Lot 4 was the original location of 28 affordable, deed restricted townhouse units
incorporated into the Park City Heights neighborhood during the Park City Heights
MPD approval. Lot 4 currently has no designated density and is an open space lot.
11. Lot 5 was dedicated and transferred to the City for future recreation uses.
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12. The density initially designated for Lot 6 was transferred to Lot 1 with the First
Amendment to the MPD.
13. Lot 7 contains the 25,000 sf medical support office density and is also known as
Physician Holdings or MOB (Medical Office Building).
14. The density initially designated for Lot 8 was transferred to Lot 1 with the First
Amendment to the MPD.
15. Lot 9 contains a small Questar gas regulating facility.
16. Lot 10 is the location of the Summit County Health Department and People’s Health
Clinic utilizing 25,000 sf of support medical office density. Summit County has a
ground lease from IHC on this lot.
17. Lot 11 is the one acre lot around Lot 9, owned by IHC and not designated as to use
or density.
18. This MPD amendment is being processed concurrent with a Conditional Use Permit
application submitted for the Peace House proposed to be located on the eastern
portion of Lot 8 with a ground lease to the property from IHC.
19. The Peace House includes approximately 25,964 sf of emergency shelter and
transitional housing, 8,622 square feet of shelter and housing support uses related
to the Peace House mission, 2,096 square feet of circulation and back of house
uses (mechanical, storage, etc.), and 4,096 square feet. The proposed building also
includes a 4,096 square foot parking structure for a gross building size of
approximately 41,000 square feet.
20. On June 4, 2015 the Park City Housing Authority approved an amended Housing
Mitigation Plan outlining the affordable housing strategy for the IHC MPD and
approved the Peace House as part of that strategy.
21. The June 4, 2015 Housing Authority approval included a condition of approval that
future density increases for the IHC Medical Campus at Park City Medical Center
will be reduced by 10 AUEs or 8,000 square feet to address the issue that a portion
of the Peace House facility is provided as satisfaction of an affordable housing
obligation for the Tanger Outlet expansion through the Summit County approvals.
22. The June 4, 2015 Housing Authority approval also included a condition that if the
Peace House ceases operation of their program on Lot 8 prior to 50 years from the
date of signing the amended Housing Mitigation Plan agreement, IHC will owe the
City 12.5 AUEs.
23. The Park City Housing Authority is the decision making body responsible for
approving any amendments to the IHC MPD Affordable Housing Mitigation Plan and
for determining the number of AUEs the Peace House facility will count for. A final
Housing Mitigation Plan will be reviewed by the Park City Housing Authority based
on uses, residential units, and square footages of the final approved Peace House
CUP.
24. The IHC MPD is subject to the IHC/USSA/Burbidge Annexation plat approved by the
Park City Council on December 7, 2006, with an effective date of January 1, 2007.
25. A plat amendment application is required to be submitted for review by the Planning
Commission with final action by the City Council in order to subdivide Lot 8.
26. An Annexation Agreement for this property was recorded on January 23, 2007.
27. The Annexation Agreement is currently the Development Agreement for the MPD
and sets forth maximum building floor areas, development location, and conditions
related to developer-provided amenities on the various lots of the IHC/USSA
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subdivision plat, such as roads, utilities, and trails.
28. The property is located in the Community Transition (CT) Zone.
29. The maximum Building Height in the CT Zone is 28 feet (33 feet with a pitched roof).
The IHC MPD provided height exceptions for the Park City Medical Center on Lot 1.
The remaining lots are subject to the CT Zone Height. No changes to MPD approved
heights are proposed.
30. The proposed Peace House building on Lot 8 complies with the maximum Building
Height of the CT Zone.
31. The setbacks within the CT Zone are twenty five feet (25’) in the front, rear, and
sides. The proposed Peace House building complies with these setback
requirements.
32. There is no minimum lot size in the CT Zone.
33. The base density in the CT Zone is 1 unit per 20 acres. Maximum density allowed in
the CT Zone for non-residential projects is 3 units per acre provided that all Density
bonus requirements set forth in LMC Section 15-2.23 A are met and the additional
standards are incorporated into the Master Planned Development. This MPD
Amendment does not change the allocated density within the IHC MPD.
34. Eighty percent (80%) open space is required for approved density and this MPD
Amendment does not change the total open space within the MPD. With
construction of the Peace House facility the open space for the entire annexation
area will be at approximately 85%.
35. Trails and linkages to trails as shown on the approved IHC MPD comply with the
City’s Master Trail Plan. No changes to the trails or linkages are proposed with this
MPD Amendment.
36. A pre-MPD application for these MPD Amendments was submitted on September
14, 2014 and reviewed by the Planning Commission on April 8th, August 26th,
October 28th, and Nov 11th, 2015. The Planning Commission conducted public
hearings on these dates and made findings that the proposed MPD Amendments
initially comply with the intent of the Park City General Plan and general purposes of
the Community Transition (CT) Zoning District.
37. Green Building requirements are part of the Annexation Agreement and continue to
apply to the Peace House CUP.
38. Administrative corrections to conditions #16 and #17, of the October 8, 2014
approval of the First Amended IHC MPD, are included as part of these MPD
amendments.
39. Condition #16 was left over from the original MPD approval and states that prior to
issuance of a building permit for future phases the applicant and Staff shall verify
that all items agreed to by the applicant (as listed in Finding of Fact #21 of the
original approval), as mitigation for the loss of the use of the planned ball field at the
Park City Recreation Complex, have been completed. The applicant and Staff
verified that these items have been satisfied and this Condition is not necessary and
should not be included in the language of the Development Agreement.
40. Condition #17 states that the applicant shall conduct and present to the Planning
Commission a parking study of the Medical Center site as part of the October 8th
Amendments. The Commission discussed the timing of the study and determined
that the study was not needed with the Second Phase of construction but should be
included with any applications for future construction of the Medical Center.
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41. A condition of approval requiring recordation of a Development Agreement to cover
items of the original MPD as well as the First and Second Amendments is included
as part of this amended MPD.
42. The Analysis section of this staff report is incorporated herein.
Conclusions of Law:
1. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, complies with all the requirements of the
Land Management Code.
2. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, meets the minimum requirements of Section
15-6-5 of the LMC Code.
3. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City General Plan.
4. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, provides the highest value of open space, as
determined by the Planning Commission.
5. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, strengthens and enhances the resort
character of Park City.
6. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, compliments the natural features on the Site
and preserves significant features or vegetation to the extent possible.
7. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, is Compatible in Use, scale and mass with
adjacent Properties, and promotes neighborhood Compatibility.
8. The MPD amendment provides amenities to the community so that there is no net
loss of community amenities.
9. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, is consistent with the employee Affordable
Housing requirements as adopted by the City Council at the time the Application was
filed.
10. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, meets the provisions of the Sensitive Lands
provisions of the Land Management Code. The project has been designed to place
Development on the most Developable Land and least visually obtrusive portions of
the Site.
11. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, promotes the Use of non-vehicular forms of
transportation through design and by providing trail connections.
12. The MPD amendment has been noticed and public hearing held in accordance with
this Code.
Conditions of Approval:
1. All applicable conditions of approval of the IHC/USSA Annexation Agreement shall
apply to this MPD amendment.
2. All applicable conditions of approval of the Intermountain Healthcare Park City
Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility Second Amended
subdivision plat shall apply.
3. Construction of the Peace House facility on Lot 8 shall be subject to an approved
Conditional Use Permit, as well as to all applicable conditions of approval of the
MPD, as amended, the Annexation Agreement, and the Subdivision plat.
4. A Development Agreement specifically for the IHC Master Planned Development, as
amended, shall be ratified by the Planning Commission within 6 months of final
action on the MPD Amendment application.
5. The Development Agreement shall reiterate all applicable requirements of the
Annexation Agreement, as well as zoning requirements related to findings,
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6.

7.

8.

9.

conclusions, and conditions of approval of the MPD, included the approved
amendments.
The Development Agreement shall include an express reservation of the future
legislative power and zoning authority of the City, a copy of the approved MPD plans
and any other plans that are a part of the Planning Commission approval, a
description of all Developer exactions or agreed upon public dedications, an
agreement to pay all specified impact fees; a description of the form of ownership
anticipated for the project; and a list and map of all known Physical Mine Hazards on
the property.
All construction within the IHC MPD is subject to the plat notes and conditions of
approval of the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus/USSA
Headquarters and Training Facility amended subdivision plat recorded at Summit
County on November 25, 2008, as well as conditions of approval of the IHC MPD, as
amended, including amendments to Conditions #16 and #17 of the October 8, 2014
MPD Amendment approval, as described in #8 below.
Conditions #16 and #17 of the October 8, 2014 approval of the First Amended IHC
MPD shall be amended, and reflected in the development agreement, as follows:
a) Condition #16 shall be deleted.
b) Condition #17 shall be amended to state the following: The applicant shall submit
a parking study as part of an application for the next Medical Center expansion. The
study shall include qualified transportation professionals recommendations
addressing the potential impact of reduced parking ratios in future phases and a
comprehensive program to increase utilization of underutilized parking areas. Along
with impacts to street intersections out to and including SR-248.
In order to create a separate lot of record for the Peace House, a plat amendment
application would be required to be submitted to the City.

Exhibits
Exhibit A- Proposed MPD Amendments –applicant’s letters of February 15, 2015 and
November 15, 2015
Exhibit B- Concept subdivision of Lot 8
Exhibit C- Action letter of October 8, 2014 approved First Amended MPD
Exhibit D- Commission minutes of August 26th, October 28th, and Nov 11th, 2015
Exhibit E- Second Amended IHC/USSA Subdivision plat (current subdivision plat)
Exhibit F- Annexation Agreement (not including the exhibits)
Exhibit G- May 23, 2007 approved IHC Master Planned Development (action letter)
Exhibit H- Site plan with Lots and Tables with Density per Lots
Exhibit I – June 4, 2015 Housing Authority Meeting report and minutes
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B
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EXHIBIT C

October 28, 2014

Morgan Busch
36 South State Street, 8th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Tanya Davis
VCBO Architecture
524 South 600 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
NOTICE OF PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION
Application #
Address
Description
Action Taken
Date of Action

PL-13-01932
900 Round Valley Drive
IHC Master Planned Development amendment
Approved with conditions
October 8, 2014

On October 8, 2014, the Park City Planning Commission called a meeting to order, a
quorum was established, a public meeting was held, and the Planning Commission
approved your application based on the following findings of fact, conclusions of law,
and conditions of approval:
Findings of Fact:
1. The Intermountain Healthcare Master Planned Development is located on Lots 1, 2,
6, 7, 8, and 10 of the Subdivision Plat for the Intermountain Healthcare Park City
Medical Campus / USSA Headquarters and Training Facility and includes 127 acres.
Lot 2 (8.492 acres) is dedicated as open space.
2. The Annexation Agreement and proposed Master Planned Development for IHC
includes an Intermountain Healthcare Hospital of 300,000 square feet (180 Unit
Equivalents) and Support Medical Office space of 150,000 square feet (150 Unit
Equivalents).
3. The City agreed that up to 50,000 square feet of the total Support Medical Office
area may be developed within, and in addition to, the 300,000 square foot hospital.
The City also agreed that up to 50,000 square feet may be utilized for public/quasipublic and other institutional uses reasonably related to the Support Medical Office
area.
4. The applicant requests that the 50,000 square feet of Support Medical Office uses
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identified for Lots 6 and 8 be incorporated within the Medical Center building on Lot
1.
5. The applicant requests that a revised phasing plan be approved for the amended
MPD. The amended phasing plan includes phasing of uses (Hospital Uses and
Support Medical Office uses, parking, and affordable housing). The amended
phasing plan was reviewed by the Planning Commission on October 8, 2014.
6. The property is located in the Community Transition (CT) zoning district.
6. The MPD is being processed concurrent with a Conditional Use Permit for the
Second Phase of construction.
7. This property is subject to the IHC/USSA/Burbidge Annexation plat approved by the
Park City Council on December 7, 2006, with an effective date of January 1, 2007.
An Annexation Agreement for this property was recorded on January 23, 2007.
8. The Annexation Agreement is the Development Agreement for the MPD and sets
forth maximum building floor areas, development location, and conditions related to
developer-provided amenities on the various lots of the Intermountain Healthcare
Park City Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility amended
subdivision plat, such as roads, utilities, and trails.
9. A final subdivision plat known as the Subdivision Plat (Amended) for the
Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters and
Training Facility was approved and recorded at Summit County on November 25,
2008.
10. The Master Planned Development and Conditional Use Permit for Phase Two were
submitted for concurrent review and approval.
11. The maximum Building Height in the CT District is 28 feet (33 feet with a pitched
roof).
12. Additional Building Height is requested as part of this MPD amendment to allow the
same height exceptions as were previously approved with the original MPD for
Phase 2 construction. The main entry/clerestory is proposed at 15’-4” over the zone
height with a chimney at 19’-9” over height. No floor area is increased by these
architectural elements. A lobby clerestory (+10’-3”) and pitched mechanical
screening roof (+16’-7”) also are not adding floor area. The two wings that house
inpatient care and medical offices are 12’-9” and 10’-3”, respectively, over zone
height at the highest point. The building could meet zone height if spread out further
on the site. Because of the need in a hospital for exceptional mechanical systems,
particularly air handling, the floor to floor height is 14 feet, as compared to a usual 910 feet floor to floor construction in residential and commercial construction. Phase 2
heights are similar to those granted with the original MPD.
13. Additional building height, as reviewed by the Planning Commission on August 27,
2014 and October 8, 2014, complies with the criteria for additional building height
per LMC Section 15-6-5 (F).
14. The proposed Phase 2 addition is in compliance with the LMC criteria in Chapter 6
regarding additional height that can be granted for a Master Planned Development,
specifically, the façade shifts and building articulation, materials, and details create
architectural interest and break the building into areas of varying height and mass.
Landscaping and setbacks provide mitigation of visual impacts from adjacent
properties.
15. The CT zoning district requires a minimum of 60% of the parking for an MPD to be
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provided in a structured or tiered parking configuration. A parking structure is
proposed in the rear of the hospital and the applicant is requesting the phased
approach for compliance at full build-out continue to apply to this MPD amendment.
The initial phase is for 92 structured spaces and 327 surface spaces (419 total). The
92 structured is only 22 percent of the total in the first phase. Following the second
phase there would be 304 structured or screened spaces (35.2%) and 863 total
spaces. Following the third phase there would be 460 (45%) structured or screened
spaces and 1019 total spaces. At final build-out the phasing calls for 855 (60.5 %)
structured or screened spaces and a total of 1,414 spaces. The Planning
Commission discussed the phase request at the October 8, 2014 meeting. The MPD
amendment changes the phasing of the final structured parking due to construction
phasing of the of the hospital uses to the final phases.
16. The setbacks within the CT zone are twenty five feet (25’) in the front, rear, and
sides. The building complies with these setback requirements.
17. Construction is subject to plat notes and all conditions of approval of the
Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters and
Training Facility amended subdivision plat recorded at Summit County on November
25, 2008 regarding trails, access, and utility easements and
18. Trails and linkages to trails shown on the City’s Master Trail Plan shall be
maintained in accordance with the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical
Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility amended plat and conditions of
the Annexation Agreement.
19. A redundant water system is necessary for the health, safety and welfare of the
development. IHC paid $16,000 per ERU to the City for water within 10 business
days of the original MPD approval in accordance with Section 8 of the Annexation
Agreement. In addition, IHC contributed $800,000 for development of a second,
redundant, source of water as provided in the amended water agreement pursuant
to Section 8 of the Annexation Agreement.
20. A signalized intersection with location and associated improvements to State Route
248 approved by the Utah Department of Transportation was finalized with the
amended subdivision plat. Other traffic mitigation measures and costs associated
with those measures were approved by agreement between parties in accordance
with the annexation agreement and have been completed.
21. As part of the initial IHC MPD the following items were agreed to by the applicant as
mitigation for the loss of the use of a planned ball field at the Park City Recreation
Complex for the access road. These items have been satisfied by the applicant:
a. IHC was required to pay Park City Municipal Corporation $50,000 to
compensate the city for actual costs the city incurred to prepare the
ground for the future ball field.
b. IHC was required to pay Park City Municipal Corporation the actual costs
incurred by the city for a way finding sign at the junction of Round Valley
Drive and the road leading to the recreation complex and the National
Ability Center (F. Gillmor Drive).
c. IHC was required to pay for and construct an 8’ wide paved trail
connection on the recreation complex property. This trail connection will
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connect: the paved trail at the south west corner of the recreation
complex with the paved trail to be built by Intermountain on our property,
adjacent to both USSA and the hospital
d. IHC was required to enter into a shared parking agreement with Park City.
The hospital will share up to 300 parking spaces at full build-out on
weekends for park and ride lots for city events. IHC and the City will work
together to establish a Parking Management and Phasing Plan to manage
the use of these 300 spaces and establish a phasing plan for use of fewer
spaces prior to full build-out. Intermountain would have the ability to
reduce this number through the Management Plan or if both parties agree
in writing based on lack of availability through normal use or ultimate build
out of the Medical Campus. The Plan would include anticipate use
schedule to allow notification of employees when certain lots would not be
available for employee use on weekends. (This plan needs to be
formalized).
e. IHC will replace the storm water detention basin that will be removed
through the construction of the road.
f. IHC will construct a temporary, paved driveway from SR 248 to existing
Gillmor Drive, as it runs east to west at the south west corner of the
recreation parcel, just south of the proposed signalized intersection. This
will facilitate temporary access for the NAC and recreation complex while
the road improvements and infrastructure are being built. Exact location
and design are subject to UDOT and Park City approvals.
g. It is likely that due to the new road alignment, the City will have to modify
the Recreation Subdivision to locate the new Round Valley Drive road
within a platted right-of-way. Should this be necessary, the City will
coordinate necessary drawings and approvals, but Intermountain will be
responsible for the cost of all necessary submittal documents and plats.
The amended subdivision, if necessary, would be required prior to
issuance of full permits for either USSA or the Hospital.
h. IHC will design and construct 30 trailhead parking spaces to the
reasonable satisfaction of the City Engineer on the Park City Recreation
Complex. The exact location will be determined by Park City, but will be in
the general vicinity of the approved plan, adjacent to the new road.
22. The Analysis section of this staff report is incorporated herein.
Conclusions of Law:
1. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, complies with all the requirements of the
Land Management Code.
2. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, meets the minimum requirements of Section
15-6-5 of the LMC Code.
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3. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City General Plan.
4. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, provides the highest value of open space, as
determined by the Planning Commission.
5. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, strengthens and enhances the resort
character of Park City.
6. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, compliments the natural features on the Site
and preserves significant features or vegetation to the extent possible.
7. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, is Compatible in Use, scale and mass with
adjacent Properties, and promotes neighborhood Compatibility.
8. The MPD amendment provides amenities to the community so that there is no net
loss of community amenities.
9. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, is consistent with the employee Affordable
Housing requirements as adopted by the City Council at the time the Application was
filed.
10. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, meets the provisions of the Sensitive Lands
provisions of the Land Management Code. The project has been designed to place
Development on the most Developable Land and least visually obtrusive portions of
the Site.
11. The MPD amendment, as conditioned, promotes the Use of non-vehicular forms of
transportation through design and by providing trail connections.
12. The MPD amendment has been noticed and public hearing held in accordance with
this Code.
Conditions of Approval:
1. All standard conditions of approval apply to this MPD amendment.
2. All applicable conditions of approval of the IHC/USSA Annexation Agreement shall
apply to this MPD amendment.
3. All applicable conditions of approval of the Intermountain Healthcare Park City
Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility amended subdivision
plat shall apply.
4. A final water efficient landscape and irrigation plan that indicates snow storage areas
is required prior to building permit issuance for all construction phases subject to the
MPD amendment.
5. Where landscaping does occur, it should consist primarily of appropriate drought
tolerant species. Lawn or turf will be limited to a maximum of fifty percent (50%) of
the Area not covered by Buildings and other hard surfaces and no more than
seventy-five percent (75%) of the above Area may be irrigated. Landscape and
Streetscape will use native rock and boulders. Plantings will not be mulched with
rock. Lighting must meet the requirements of LMC Chapter 15-5, Architectural
Review.
6. All exterior lights must conform to the City lighting ordinance and shall be submitted
for review and approval with Building Permit plans for construction subject to this
MPD amendment. Parking lot lighting shall be on a timing system to allow for
minimal lighting when the facility is not open. The timing system and building
security lighting shall be indicated on the Building Permit plans and inspected and
approved by staff prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy.
7. All exterior signs require a separate sign permit. Application for a sign permit shall
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be made to the Planning Department prior to installation of any temporary or
permanent signs.
8. Exterior building materials and colors and final design details must be in substantial
compliance with the elevations, color and material details exhibits and photos
reviewed by the Planning Commission on October 8, 2014, match and/or
complement the existing building, and shall be approved by staff prior to building
permit issuance.
9. The final building plans, parking lot details and landscaping, and construction details
for the project shall meet substantial compliance with the drawings reviewed by the
Planning Commission on October 8, 2014. The Planning Department shall review
and approve the final Landscape Plan.
10. Utility and grading plans, including all public improvements, must be approved by the
City Engineer prior to Building Permit issuance. A guarantee for all public
improvements, to be determined by the City Engineer, is required prior to issuance
of a full building permit.
11. A Construction Mitigation Plan must be approved by staff as a condition precedent to
issuance of any building permits.
12. A storm water run-off and drainage plan shall be submitted with the building plans
and approved by the City Engineer prior to issuance of any building permits, to
mitigate impacts on adjacent property. The plan shall follow Park City’s Storm Water
Management Plan and the project shall implement storm water Best Management
Practices.
13. Approval of a fire protection plan for the building shall have been made by the
Building Official prior to any full building permit being issued. The fire protection
component of the plan shall ensure that Park City’s ISO rating is not negatively
affected by construction of the building.
14. A detailed review against the Uniform Building and Fire Codes in use at the time of
building permit submittal is a condition precedent to issuance of full building permit.
15. Trail access shall be maintained to the greatest extent possible during construction
of future phases of the MPD. Any damage to existing paved trails shall be repaired
prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy for each phase of development.
16. Prior to issuance of a building permit for any future phases of construction, the
applicant and Staff shall verify that all items agreed to by the applicant listed in
Findings of Fact # 21, as mitigation for the loss of the use of a planned ball field at
the Park City Recreation Complex, have been completed.
17. One year after issuance of a certificate of occupancy for the next phase of
construction the Applicant shall conduct and present to the Planning Commission, a
parking study of the Medical Center site (parking utilization for various uses, parking
utilization of various lots, use of alternative modes of transportation, etc.). The study
shall include professional recommendations addressing the potential impact of
reduced parking ratios for in future phases and a comprehensive program to
increase utilization of any underutilized parking areas.
18. A Development Agreement specifically for the IHC Master Planned Development, as
amended, shall be ratified by the Planning Commission prior to issuance of a
building permit for the next phase of development. The Agreement shall reiterate all
applicable requirements of the Annexation Agreement, as well as zoning
requirements related to findings, conclusions, and conditions of approval of the
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MPD. The Development Agreement shall include the revised phasing plan for all
future construction and uses, parking, affordable housing, landscaping, and public
improvements. The Development Agreement shall include an express reservation of
the future legislative power and zoning authority of the City, a copy of the approved
MPD plans and any other plans that are a part of the Planning Commission
approval, a description of all Developer exactions or agreed upon public dedications,
an agreement to pay all specified impact fees; a description of the form of ownership
anticipated for the project; and a list and map of all known Physical Mine Hazards on
the property.
19. The applicant agrees to return to the Planning Commission, within six months of this
approval, with a revised affordable housing phasing plan to address options for the
location of the remaining approximately 23.3 AUEs (Affordable Unit Equivalents).
If you have questions regarding your project or the action taken please don’t hesitate to
contact me at (435) 615-5066 or kirsten@parkcity.org.
Sincerely,

Kirsten Whetstone
Senior Planner
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Park City Planning Department, PO Box 1480, Park City, UT 84060
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1.

900 Round Valley Drive – Pre-Master Planned Development review for an
amendment to the IHC Master Planned Development (Application PL-1502695)

Commissioner Worel disclosed that her office is located on the IHC Campus; however, that
would not affect her ability to discuss and vote on this item.
Planner Whetstone reviewed the request for an amendment to the Intermountain
Healthcare MPD. This was a MPD pre-application, which IHC is required to present to the
Planning Commission and the public prior to submitting a formal Master Planned
Development amendment application. Planner Whetstone explained that the Code tasks
the Staff and the Planning Commission with finding that the requested concept is generally
consistent with the zone, the existing Master Plan and Development Agreement, and with
the General Plan. She noted that the IHC Campus is located in the Commercial Transition
(CT) Zone. Planner Whetstone remarked that this pre-application request was being
reviewed under the newly adopted General Plan. The Staff had conducted an analysis for
compliance with the General Plan.
Planner Whetstone noted that the Staff report outlined five amendments; two of which the
Staff was requesting to be continued. The three items for consideration this evening were
1) the Affordable Housing Plan and the question of locating the Peace House on Lot 8; 2)
The subdivision of Lot 8 in to two lots; and 4) Administrative adjustments to conditions and
the Development Agreement. The Staff report contained background information on the
action the Housing Authority took in terms of the Peace House and how it could satisfy a
portion of the remaining affordable housing obligation. Planner Whetstone commented on
the request to subdivide Lot 8, which is where the Peace House is proposed to be located.
It is a large lot and the request is to subdivide Lot 8 into one smaller parcel and one larger
parcel; and to provide a lease on the smaller portion for the Peace House. The last item
for discussion this evening related to the previous Master Planned Development approval
amendment and the Conditional Use Permit that the Planning Commission recently
approved. She noted that currently there is only an Annexation Agreement and they would
like to turn that into a Development Agreement in order to address all of the issues on the
campus.
Planner Whetstone stated that the Staff was requesting continuance on Item 3) a request
for an additional 50,000 square feet of density for the Park City Medical Center for support
medical uses; and 5) the appropriateness of a Park City Fire District station within the
MPD. The Staff needed additional time to research these items and would bring them
th
back to the Planning Commission on September 9 with Findings.
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The Staff recommended that the Planning Commission conduct a public hearing on Items
1, 3 and 4 and discuss these items to determine whether or not there is consistency with
the General Plan.
Morgan Bush, representing IHC, referred to page 101of the Staff report regarding the
Affordable Housing component. He stated that during a meeting last Fall the Planning
Commission requested that IHC do more due diligence and talk about affordable housing
for future phases of expansion on the hospital campus. Mr. Bush reported that since that
meeting they have been working with Peace House to consider locating Peace House on a
portion of the hospital campus. IHC has signed a lease with Peace House for Lot 8. It is a
40 year ground lease with a ten year extension for $1 a year. He explained that the intent
is to use 3.6 acres of Lot 8 on Round Valley Drive, the back loop road that is the fire road
that should not be used by the public. They would like to eventually subdivide that portion
and retain it as part of IHC property.
Mr. Bush stated that IHC went to the Park City Housing Authority to get questions clarified
as to how much affordable housing credit IHC could get for the Peace House. He
understood that because Peace House received $980,000 funding from the County as part
of the Tanger Outlet Mall, that portion of the project could not be used by IHC for
affordable housing because it was already satisfying another affordable housing obligation.
Mr. Bush stated that for the remainder of the project the Housing Authority determined that
there were 12.5 affordable housing units that would be available for IHC to use as part of
their additional affordable housing. Mr. Bush proposed that those 12.5 units be considered
as the next phase of their Affordable Housing; and that it be the only affordable housing
placed on this campus. He emphasized that IHC would not want to provide additional
residential units on-site because it is not consistent with how the campus works.
Mr. Bush stated that the 12.5 units would meet all of the projected need. As the hospital
plans for future expansion in the next three to ten years, they have identified up to 90,000
square feet of additional hospital expansion, and that density already exists under the
annexation agreement. However, the affordable housing needs to be provided before IHC
can proceed with that expansion. Mr. Bush remarked that IHC was proposing that Peace
House be allowed to proceed and be the affordable housing component of the plan for
Phase 2 of the hospital expansion projects. In terms of the remaining affordable
obligations that would be required for full buildout after 2025, IHC has been talking with the
City Sustainability Department regarding the possibility of either participating in an
employee support program for affordable housing, or they would have to purchase units in
another housing project to satisfy those requirements. Therefore, the intent would be that
the remaining 10.8 units of affordable housing associated with the full buildout phase would
be provided off campus. Mr. Bush remarked that this was the affordable housing concept
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they were proposing in fulfillment of the request by the Planning Commission last fall.
Doug Clyde, representing Peace House, stated that he has been involved in developing
the site plan for Peace House. He remarked that it has been a long and cooperative
relationship with IHC that meets the needs of the future of the Peace House. Mr. Clyde
explained that the mission of the Peace House was changing going forward. Peace house
is currently a small 3,000 square foot facility at an undisclosed location. It has been there
over 20 years and it works well for the current need of interrupting violence. Mr. Clyde
stated that the future of organizations like the Peace House is to provide a more complete
facility. The Peace House plan for the IHC campus is to provide a facility that provides not
only a short-term interruption of violence, but to also provide a platform for a transition back
to normal life. Mr. Clyde stated that in addition to the current short-term component where
people stay two weeks to two months, there would also be a larger component of
transitional housing in which they would stay one to two years. Transitional housing and
the associated support elements do more than just interdict immediate violence. It enables
people to put their lives back together.
Mr. Clyde stated that under the proposed plan the emergency shelter portion would move
out and expand, there would be twelve units of transitional housing, and a larger amount of
support, which includes child care, counseling, recreation facilities, staff for the Peace
House, as well as other uses. Mr. Clyde pointed out that it would be a different Peace
House in a 40,000 square foot facility.
Mr. Clyde provided a handout outlining the Mission of Peace House, as well as the
Overview of the Peace House Community Campus. The back page of the handout
contained a site plan for the Peace House. Mr. Clyde explained the process up to this
point. They were now selecting a final architect and getting ready to do hard architecture.
They would be coming back to the Planning Commission with a conditional use permit
application.
Mr. Clyde reviewed the site plan and noted that the space on Lot 8 would give Peace
House a public face. People from the street can learn about who they are and it will be a
place where their Boards could meet. It will be a place to educate the public as well as
protect and transition the victims. Mr. Clyde stated that being in a location with public
access is important, but it is also important to be in a location with safe surroundings. He
noted that a potential fire station is under consideration, which would be another benefit in
terms of safety and security.
Mr. Bush commented on the three conditions from the last MPD meeting. He noted that
Condition #16 states that, “The Staff and the applicant shall verify that all items relating to
the planned ballfield mitigation had been completed”. Mr. Bush stated that it was noted
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during the meeting that it had been completed; however, the Condition did not match what
was discussed in the hearing. He requested that it be corrected for the record.
Mr. Bush noted that Condition #17 states, “The applicant shall conduct and present a
parking study one year after occupancy of the north building”. He recalled that it was
recommended by Staff, but based on their discussion he understood that instead of doing
the parking study now, it should be done in conjunction with the next hospital expansion.
Mr. Bush requested that it be corrected for the record.
Mr. Bush stated that Condition #18 relates to a Development Agreement. IHC supports
having a Development Agreement that incorporates the Annexation Agreement, the MPD
and the two amendments so everything is in one document. It would make it easier for IHC
and the Staff to monitor to make sure they were fulfilling all the obligations that were
agreed to.
Mr. Bush summarized that the items for discussion this evening were the Peace House,
Affordable Housing and the corrections to the Conditions of Approval from October 2014.
Commissioner Worel stated that in looking at the proposed site plan the campus appeared
to be fenced. Mr. Clyde replied that there would be multiple layers of security but there
would be no perimeter fencing.
Commissioner Joyce wanted to know what would happen with the building if for any reason
the Peace House might go away in the future. Mr. Clyde stated that if Peace House were
to fail the facility would default to the landlord, and they would be responsible to continue
using it to fulfill their affordable housing obligation.
Commissioner Joyce questioned why Peace House had chosen this location for transitional
housing when there were no support services in the area other than medical. Mr. Clyde
stated that it was a complicated issue. They want a public face but it still needs to be
sequestered from the general public. It would be impractical to implement the type of
security that Peace House needs inside an urban environment. Transitional housing is a
secure site and no outside visitors are allowed, except under special circumstances. In
many respects they have to blend the need for different levels of security with how to
interface with the public.
Chair Strachan understood that 40,000 square feet was the intended structure. He asked
for the number of total AUs. Mr. Clyde replied that without having a hard number on the
square footage he estimated approximately 20 AUs. There would be 12 transitional studio
units with lockout bedrooms, which would be slightly over 1 UE; and eight emergency
shelter units with lockouts as well. However, the emergency shelter units would not have
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cooking facilities. Chair Strachan clarified that 12 units would go to the Hospital and 8 units
would go to Summit County for a total of 20 AUs. Mr. Clyde answered yes.
Commissioner Joyce noted that the Hospital has been operational for quite a while and the
second phase was fast approaching; however, they have not built any of the 28 affordable
housing units that IHC was putting in Park City Heights to fulfill their obligation. He
understood that part of the delay was tied to delays in Park City Heights. Commissioner
Joyce remarked that a few months ago he heard that some of the Park City Heights units
were starting to be sold, and that the affordable housing units would be sold over the next
five to ten years. Commissioner Joyce found it unacceptable to have a hospital project
with an affordable housing commitment that goes from being built and open for years to
being expanded without seeing one unit of affordable housing. The Peace House would
be the first affordable component primarily because Peace House has a deadline to meet.
Commissioner Joyce understood that the City was doing a lot of work with Affordable
Housing, but he was frustrated with the process. Another example was the obligation for
worker housing for PCMR that was never built. Commissioner Joyce suggested that the
City should begin to require that the affordable housing be built and occupied before a
certificate of occupancy is issued for the remainder of the project.
Mr. Bush recalled that Commissioner Joyce had made this same comment at the October
meeting. He understood that moving forward IHC needs to have the affordable housing
projects or programs in place before they bring plans for any future hospital expansion.
Mr. Bush stated that IHC was committed to working with partners in the community to meet
their affordable housing obligation.
Commissioner Joyce appreciated that Mr. Bush understood his concern. He emphasized
that the problem was not just with the Hospital, and that it was important to establish a
policy that would apply to every project with an affordable housing obligation.
Mr. Erickson reported that he and Planner Whetstone were already looking into the delays
at Park City Heights. He asked Mr. Bush to explain IHC’s agreement with Park City
Heights on building the first set of affordable units. Mr. Morgan stated that it goes back to
the Annexation Agreement and the agreement that was struck as part of the Annexation.
He explained that the IHC Board has said that Intermountain Health Care is not in the
housing business and they should partner with other entities to build the affordable housing
units. Mr. Bush stated that Burbidge and Ivory Development took the responsibility for the
required 44.78 affordable units as part of the Annexation and Sales Agreement for the
land. Therefore, IHC has not been involved in the actual Park City Heights projects. He
noted that Burbidge had to put up a bond as part of the Park City Heights project, and Lot 4
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of the IHC campus was deeded to the City as part of the affordable housing contribution.
That was the extent of what IHC was obligated to do under the Annexation.
Mr. Erickson stated that building the affordable housing required of this project was critical
and it would be resolved before the City allows the next phase of this pre-master plan. He
offered to come back with more specific information for the Planning Commission at the
next meeting. In addition, the Commissioners were welcome to visit the Planning
Department to discuss the matter. Mr. Erickson agreed with Commissioner Joyce’s
suggestion to amend the LMC to build the affordable housing units early in the project; and
he was willing to have that discussion.
Planner Whetstone noted that the Annexation Agreement was included in the Staff report,
and pages 130 and 131contained a section on affordable housing. Planner Whetstone
reported that she was currently working with Rhoda Stauffer, the City Affordable Housing
Specialist, on a training program for the Planning Commission regarding the affordable
housing resolutions and the program itself. She thought it would be helpful for the
Planning Commission to understand the resolutions and all the amendments, and they
would schedule that training as soon as possible. Chair Strachan thought it would be
helpful if Ms. Stauffer could attend the next scheduled meeting with IHC.
Chair Strachan referred to Ms. Stauffer’s report in the Staff report, and noted that the City
Council, as the Housing Authority, was asked whether they supported granting the
exemption of density for the Summit County units with the understanding that any future
density granted would be reduced by those units. He wanted to know how the Housing
Authority had responded. Planner Whetstone replied that the Housing Authority agreed
that if IHC is successful in gaining density, the County units should be taken from that
density. However, it was only their recommendation and the Planning Commission would
make the final decision.
Mr. Clyde pointed out that money from Summit County was building some of the density.
In looking at the global picture, he thought the City might want to take a more generous
view on that issue. The County is spending money to put affordable housing in the City
that would service the City and the County. He suggested that it may be unreasonable to
tell the County that they need to spend money to buy units to transfer in to cover the
affordable housing units the County was building for the City’s benefit. He thought there
might be a more cooperative way to handle the issue.
Mr. Erickson bifurcated the Lot 8 and Peace House issues this evening. The remaining
items would be continued to a future meeting.
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Chair Strachan thought the Lot 8 subdivision was tied to the Summit County units and the
two could not be separated. Mr. Clyde stated that based on the nature of the lease, Peace
House is not dependent on the subdivision of Lot 8. If the subdivision is not approved,
Peace House has the entire lot. Mr. Bush remarked that the only entitlement that Peace
House is required to get for the lease is the MPD amendment making it a permitted use for
affordable housing, and approval of the CUP. Mr. Bush explained that IHC would like to
subdivide Lot 8, but it would not affect the lease with Peace House.
Chair Strachan agreed with Mr. Clyde that the City needs to give a little as well. He was
concerned about double-dipping where IHC would benefit from both the County and the
City’s affordable housing obligations. Chair Strachan was uncomfortable with the language
in the Staff report stating, “Through agreements with other entities and transfer of
development on certain parcels, the housing obligation was reduced by 22.37 AUEs.” He
thought it emphasized Commissioner Joyce’s point about building the affordable units.
Chair Strachan understood the give and take between the City and County, but at the
same time IHC needed to understand that the Planning Commission expected to see built
units. They cannot keep shifting things around and transferring parcels. Chair Strachan
anticipated a problem with the subdivision because it could increase the density.
Mr. Bush clarified that the purpose of the subdivision was to enable them to keep the
required 80% open space on site. It was not planned for development. Planner
Whetstone pointed out that the parcel was mostly wetlands. Mr. Bush reminded the
Commissioners that the density on Lot 8 was transferred last Fall; therefore, there is no
density on Lot 8. The request for additional density for support medical was an item for a
future conversation. Chair Strachan believed the two were intertwined. By giving the
Peace House a generous lease of $1 per year, he assumed that IHC would need to recoup
the money somehow by finding additional square footage on a different piece of the
campus.
Chair Strachan pointed out that this was a pre-MPD and there would be time to have the
necessary in-depth discussions. At this point he could not find anything that would deny
their request, but there was still a lot of work to resolve the issues.
Commissioner Thimm referred to a number of places in the report indicating that the Staff
was seeking commentary. Mr. Erickson stated that if the Commissioners provided
commentary this evening it should focus on Lot 8 and Peace House. He was also
interested in hearing their comments regarding affordable housing. Planner Whetstone
provided some background on deferments and transfers related to the affordable housing
obligation.
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Commissioner Band asked Planner Whetstone to walk through the site plan to orient the
Commissioners to the entire site and the lots. Planner Whetstone did not have a site plan
available, but she reviewed the plat and identified the specific lots and general layout of the
site.
Per the questions on page 102 of the Staff reports, Chair Strachan asked if anyone had
concerns regarding the location of the Peace House. The Commissioners had no issues.
Chair Strachan asked if the Commissioners thought the Peace House was consistent with
the General Plan. Commissioner Thimm supported the use. The Commissioners had no
issues. Based on previous comments, Chair Strachan tabled the questions regarding the
subdivision of Lot 8 to another meeting. The Commissioners concurred.
th
Chair Strachan reviewed the Conditions of Approval of the October 8 , 2014 approval.
Condition #16 addressed the mitigation for the loss of use of the planned ballfield. The
Staff report indicated that the Condition was a carryover from the MPD and that the
applicant had satisfied the Condition as stated in Finding of Fact #21. The Commissioners
were comfortable with the Staff’s response.

Condition #17 related to the parking study. Commissioner Joyce recalled a lengthy
discussion regarding the parking study. The question at that time was whether the
applicant should come back in one year with a traffic study. During that discussion the
Planning Commission determined that nothing would change in a year and a study would
be pointless. He recalled that the Planning Commission decided not to require a parking
study until IHC comes back with a relevant proposal to expand the hospital. IHC would be
required to submit a parking study as part of the application for the next expansion. The
Commissioners had the same recollection.
Mr. Erickson thought they should include a time threshold when they write the Master
Planned Development Agreement and incorporate the Annexation. Mr. Bush suggested
that they tie the parking study to the next Hospital CUP. Commissioner Joyce favored that
approach because it was more in line with their previous decision. The Commissioners
concurred.
Chair Strachan noted that Condition #18 was a Development Agreement question with
affordable housing obligations. He suggested that they table the discussion until they have
the affordable housing discussion at the next meeting. Mr. Bush was not opposed to
tabling the discussion. He remarked that the intent is to have a Development Agreement at
the conclusion of this MPD amendment process. He thought it was better to wait until they
could have a more detailed discussion and talk about all the potential elements of
amending the MPD.
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Chair Strachan asked the Commissioners for their thoughts on the question about locating
a Park City District fire station within the IHC MPD. Commissioner Band stated that she
has been talking to Paul about this for over a year. As a real estate agent she was trying to
help him find a parcel because the District is in desperate need of a fire station. They need
a lot of space, but they also need to be close to roads and intersections. The Fire District
found space on City property but she believed they would rather deal with a private entity if
possible. Commissioner Band personally did not think the fire station should be counted
as density because it is a public service.
Commissioner Thimm agreed that essential public services should be located when and
where they are needed. He noted that part of the question is whether or not the CT zone
allows for a fire station use. His reading of the zone is that it allows public and quasipublic, civic and municipal uses; and he believed that a fire station would fall somewhere
within that category. Commissioner Thimm stated that it would be a conditional use that
would come before the Planning Commission and he would support it. Commissioner
Thimm did not think the area of the fire station should detract from the allowed density that
was approved.
Mr. Erickson believed the density issue required cross discussion with other City
departments and the people who crafted the density equation. The Staff would bring this
back to the Planning Commission for further discussion. Commissioner Band wanted to
know why the Annexation Agreement had a different density number than the MPD. Mr.
Erickson stated that he and the Staff were looking into why that happened. He did not
have an answer this evening, but he hoped to be able to answer that question at a later
date. Another question he would like to be able to answer is how many unit equivalents
are in the Quinn’s Junction area total, and how many have been used up by the hospital in
this particular development. Mr. Erickson remarked that the Staff would research the
background on the UEs and report back to the Planning Commission.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
There were no comments.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
The Commissioners were prepared to make a motion but needed guidance on how to
phrase it.
Based on their discussion, Mr. Erickson suggested that the Planning Commission motion
should be to find that the Pre-MPD application was consistent with the General Plan and
Zoning for the location and use of the Peace House on Lot 8; Administrative adjustments to
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Conditions #16 and #17 in the Development Agreement, but not Condition #18; and for a
Park City fire station generally within the MPD as discussed this evening.
MOTION: Commissioner Joyce made the motion as phrased by the Interim Planning
Director Bruce Erickson, to find that the Pre-MPD application was consistent with the
General Plan and Zoning for the location and use of the Peace House on Lot 8;
Administrative adjustments to Conditions #16 and #17 in the Development Agreement,
but not Condition #18; and for a Park City fire station generally within the MPD as
discussed this evening. Commissioner Band seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
Findings of Fact – Items 1, 2 and 4
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

On February 18, 2015, the City received a completed application for a preApplication for a Master Planned Development amendment located at 750 Round
Valley Drive.
The proposed MPD Amendment includes the following main items:
•
Fulfillment and phasing of the IHC MPD Affordable Housing Obligation
•
Subdivision of Lot 8 into two lots
•
Additional 50 units of density to bring total density to 3 units/acre from the
existing density of 2.64 units/acre (continue to Sept 9)
•
Corrections to conditions of the October 8, 2014 approvals (MPD
Amendment)
•
Amendment to the Development Agreement
•
Consideration of inclusion of a Fire Station within the MPD (Continue to
September 9)
A full MPD application, and a Conditional Use Permit for construction of the Peace
House, will be required to include a site plan, landscaping plan, a phasing plan,
utility and grading plans, traffic and parking study updates, open space calculations,
architectural elevations, view shed studies, sensitive lands analysis, affordable
housing mitigation plan, soils/mine hazard studies as applicable, density analysis,
and other MPD requirements as outlined in LMC Chapter 6, including any additional
items requested by the Planning Commission at the pre- MPD meeting.
The property is zoned Community Transition (CT).
There is no minimum lot size in the CT zone.
The base density in the CT Zone is 1 unit per 20 acres. Maximum density allowed in
the Community Transition (CT) Zoning District for non-residential projects is 3 units
per acre provided that all Density bonus requirements set forth in LMC Section 15-
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7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

2.23A are met and the additional standards are incorporated into the amended
Master Planned Development.
The MPD Amendment includes a proposal to locate the Peace house, with
transitional housing, shelter housing and support services, to the eastern 3.6 acres
of Lot 8 to satisfy 12.5 AUEs of remaining 23.32 AUEs of housing obligation (not
including any additional requirements associated with any approved additional
density). IHC offers the lot for Peace House use at a nominal cost of $1 per year as
a “ground” lease.
The above affordable housing strategy for the Peace House was approved by the
Park City Housing Authority on June 4, 2015.
Access to the property is from Round Valley Drive, a public street.
The property is subject to the IHC/USSA/Burbidge Annexation plat and Annexation
Agreement recorded at Summit County on January 23, 2007.
On May 23, 2007, the Planning Commission approved a Master Planned
Development for the IHC aka Park City Medical Center as well as a Conditional Use
Permit for Phase One. Phase One included a 122,000 square foot hospital building
(with an additional 13,000 square feet of constructed, unfinished shell space) with
50,000 square feet of medical offices. Two separate medical support buildings were
proposed in the initial phase of development, including the Physician’s Holding
building on Lot 7 and the People’s Health Center/ Summit County Health offices
building on Lot 10 (25,000 sf each).
On November 25, 2008, a final subdivision plat known as the Subdivision Plat
(Amended) for the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus/USSA
Headquarters and Training Facility was approved and recorded at Summit County
On October 8, 2014 the Planning Commission approved MPD amendments for
Phase 2 construction. These MPD Amendments transferred 50,000 sf of support
medical clinic uses to Lot 1 from Lots 6 and 8 (25,000 sf each).
A requirement for any Master Planned Development (MPD) (or amendment to an
MPD) is a pre-application public meeting and determination of compliance with the
Park City General Plan and the purpose and uses of the zoning district (CT) in this
case.
The CT zone per LMC Section 15-2.23-2 allows for a variety of uses including
conservation and agriculture activities; different types of housing and alternative
living situations and quarters; trails and trailhead improvements; recreation and
outdoor related uses; public, quasi public, civic, municipal and institutional uses;
hospital and other health related services; athlete training, testing, and related
programs; group care facilities, ancillary support commercial uses; transit facilities
and park and ride lots; small wind energy systems; etc.
It was determined at the time of the annexation and approval of the MPD that the
Intermountain Healthcare Hospital (aka Park City Medical Center) and associated
support medical offices are consistent with the purpose and uses of the zone.
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17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

24.

25.

26.

The proposed Peace House use is consistent with existing uses and is consistent
with the CT Zone and Goals of the General Plan for the Quinn’s Junction
Neighborhood.
The Land Management Code (LMC 15-6-4(B)) describes the pre- Application
process for MPDs and MPD amendments.
The purpose of the pre-application public meeting is to have the applicant present
preliminary concepts and give the public an opportunity to respond to those
concepts prior to submittal of the MPD amendment application.
IHC is located in the Quinn’s Junction neighborhood, as described in the new Park
City General Plan.
The Joint Planning Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area recommend
development patterns of clustered development balanced with preservation of open
space. Public preserved open space and recreation is the predominant existing land
use. Clustered development should be designed to enhance public access through
interconnection of trails, preserve public use and enjoyment of these areas, and
continue to advance these goals along with the preservation of identified view sheds
and passive open space areas. New development should be set back in compliance
with the Entry Corridor Protection Overlay. Sensitive Lands should be considered in
design and protected. Uses contemplated for this neighborhood include institutional
development limited to hospital, educational facilities, recreation, sports training,
arts, cultural heritage, etc.
The proposed MPD amendments are consistent with the intent of the Joint Planning
Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area.
Amendments to the IHC MPD are a compatible use in this neighborhood.
Development is setback from the Entry Corridor to preserve the open view from SR
248. Sensitive wetland areas should be protected and taken into consideration in
design of driveways, parking lots, and buildings, as well as protected from impacts
of proposed uses.
Small Town Goals of the General Plan include protection of undeveloped land;
discourage sprawl, and direct growth inward to strengthen existing neighborhoods.
Alternative modes of transportation are encouraged and the MPD/CUP for the
Peace House will need to describe alternative transportation related to the Peace
House operations and residents.
Quinn’s Junction is identified as a Development Node. The proposed MPD
amendments include uses to provide a public location for the Peace House and
support the existing IHC uses and mission. The housing proposed is short term
transitional housing and emergency shelter housing in support of the Peace House
mission.
There is existing City bus service to the area on an as needed basis and additional
uses will help to validate additional services. Studies of transit and transportation in
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27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.

33.

34.

35.
36.
37.
38.

the Quinn’s area will be important in evaluating the merits of the MPD amendments
and considerations for permanent bus routes in the area.
The IHC and proposed Peace House Lot 8 are located on the City’s trail system and
adjacent to Round Valley open space and medical services.
Natural Setting Goals of the General Plan include conserve a healthy network of
open space for continued access to and respect for the natural setting. Goals also
include energy efficiency and conservation of natural resources.
With the proposed changes the MPD would require a minimum of 80% open space,
excluding all hard surface areas, parking, driveways, and buildings.
The proposed MPD amendments include relocating the existing Peace House to a
location where the mission can be expanded and enhanced.
Green building requirements are part of the existing Annexation Agreement and
would continue to apply to the Peace House facility.
Sense of Community Goals of the General Plan include creation of diversity of
housing, including affordable housing; provision of parks and recreation
opportunities; and provision of world class recreation and infrastructure to host local,
regional, national, and international events while maintaining a balance with the
sense of community.
A primary reason for the proposed MPD amendments is to provide improvements
and enhancements to allow the Peace House to relocate to a public location to
continue to be successful and to carry out their mission. The proposed transitional
housing will complement the shelter.
On April 8, 2015, the Planning Commission opened a public hearing and continued
the item to a date uncertain to allow City Staff to work out issues related to the
affordable housing obligation. No public input was provided at the meeting.
On August 12, 2015 the property was re-posted and letters were mailed to
neighboring property owners per requirements of the Land Management Code.
On August 8, 2015 a legal notice of the public hearing was published in the Park
Record and placed on the Utah public meeting website.
On August 26, 2015, the Planning Commission conducted a public hearing and
discussed the pre-MPD for the IHC MPD amendment.
At the pre-Application public meeting, the Applicant presented the preliminary
concepts for the proposed Master Planned Development. This preliminary review
focused on identifying issues of compliance with the General Plan and zoning
compliance for the proposed MPD.

Conclusions of Law – Items 1, 2 and 4
1.

The proposed MPD Amendments to the Intermountain Healthcare Hospital MPD
initially comply with the intent of the Park City General Plan and general purposes of
the Community Transition (CT) zone.
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

A full MPD application is required to be submitted and reviewed by City Staff with a
recommendation provided to the Planning Commission prior to issuance of any
building permits for construction related to these amendments.
The full MPD application will include typical MPD studies such as an updated
traffic/intersection study, updated utility capacity study (including water, sewer,
gas/electric, communications, etc.), a revised phasing plan, an affordable housing
plan for remaining and new obligation, reports on any additional mine hazard or
soils issues for revised building footprints, open space calculations, updated
sensitive lands and wildlife reports, Frontage Protection Zone setback exhibit,
parking analysis, and public benefits analysis.
A Conditional Use Permit application for construction of any phase of development
within the MPD will be required prior to issuance of a building permit.
Typical CUP requirements include site plan, landscaping plan, phasing of
construction, utility and grading plans, storm water plans, parking and circulation
plans, open space calculations, architectural elevations and visual studies, materials
and colors, specific geotechnical studies, etc.).
The MPD will be reviewed for compliance with the MPD requirements as outlined in
LMC Chapter 6, the Annexation Agreement, the CT zone requirements, as well as
any additional items requested by the Planning Commission at the pre-MPD
meeting.
Finding a Pre-MPD application consistent with the General Plan and general
purposes of the zone, does not indicate approval of the full MPD or subsequent
Conditional Use Permits.
These findings are made prior to the Applicant filing a formal MPD Application.

The Park City Planning Commission Meeting adjourned at 7:10 p.m.

Approved by Planning Commission: ___________________________________________
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12.The applicant does not have the ability to use the main Dwelling Unit or the
Accessory Apartment as a Nightly Rental.

4.

900 Round Valley Drive Pre-Master Planned Development review for proposed
amendments to the IHC Master Planned Development
(Application PL-15-02695)

Commissioner Worel disclosed that her office is located in the Summit County Health
Department Building which is on the IHC Campus, but it would not affect her ability to
discuss this item.
Planner Whetstone reported that this item was a pre-master planned development
application which requires the Planning Commission to review and find initial compliance
with the General Plan. Morgan Bush and Si Hunt, representing Intermountain Healthcare,
were present to explain why they were before the Planning Commission with this request,
and why they believed the initial concept complies with the General Plan. This item was
also noticed for a public hearing. The Staff had prepared draft findings of fact, conclusions
of law and conditions of approval for this pre-MPD application to be considered as part of
the discussion. No action was expected or required this evening. Planner Whetstone
requested that the Planning Commission continue this item to November 11, 2015.
Planner Whetstone reported that the applicants were requesting two amendments. One
was the Subdivision of Lot 8 to split the 9.93 acre lot into a 3.6 acre lot, which would remain
as lot 8, and create an open space lot from the remaining 6.33 acres, which would be Lot
12. Planner Whetstone noted that Lot 8 was anticipated for the Peace House conditional
use permit with a ground lease from IHC. Lot 12 would remain open space.
Planner Whetstone stated that the second request was to increase the density of the MPD.
The applicant was requesting the addition of 50 unit equivalents. It would be 50,000
square feet based on the calculation of 1,000 square feet per unit equivalent for support
medical offices. IHC originally talked about doing a combination with hospital use.
However, a hospital use with this MPD was 1.667 density, which would make the 50 UE
approximately 83,000 square feet. The applicant was no longer pursuing that proposal.
Planner Whetstone noted that IHC was requesting to put the additional density for support
medical on either Lot 1 or Lot 6.
Planner Whetstone stated that prior to submitting for an MPD Amendment, the applicant is
required to submit for a pre-MPD to be reviewed by the Planning Commission. The preMPD process allows for initial discussion and direction before an applicant gets too far into
the design process. However, in this case, IHC was not proposing the actual construction
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but rather an amendment to the actual Annexation and Development Agreements that
governs the MPD. The pre-MPD process requires a review of the MPD and the zoning, as
well as review of the General Plan. Planner Whetstone noted that IHC is in the
Community Transition zone (CT).
Planner Whetstone stated that the Staff looked at the General Plan in terms of the Quinn’s
neighborhood, which identified small town, sense of community and natural setting as
items for discussion.
Planner Whetstone stated that if the Planning Commission finds initial compliance with the
General Plan, the applicant could then submit the MPD Amendment application for a full
review by the Planning Commission and public hearings. Per the Code, if there is not a
finding of general compliance the applicant could amend the concept plan or withdraw it.
The applicant would also have the option to request a General Plan amendment.
Planner Whetstone reported that the January 2007 Annexation Agreement identifies an
allowed density of 2.64 unit equivalents per acre. The Annexation Agreement talks about
the entitlement and requirements and uses and lots. Planner Whetstone noted that the
Hospital is on Lot 1. Lot 2 in the southwest corner is open space. Lot 5 is the 15 acres of
City parcel, which is adjacent to the ice rink and runs on both sides of the street. The
USSA is located to the east of Lot 5 and the Summit County Health Building and the
People’s Health Clinic is located on Lot 10. Lot 8 is to the north.
Planner Whetstone reviewed a table on page 189 of the Staff report that identified the lots,
the lot areas and the densities to give the Planning Commission an idea of how the 415
UEs were achieved. The entire annexation lot area was 157.24 acres. The allocated
densities were broken down by lot. Planner Whetstone noted that dividing the total lot
area calculates to 2.64 UEs per acre. Planner Whetstone presented another table which
showed the hospital uses, the support uses and where they are located. The previous
MPD amendment moved 25 unit equivalents that were on Lot 6 and 25 unit equivalents on
Lot 8 and placed them on Lot 1. Planner Whetstone noted that the 50,000 square feet of
support medical offices was currently being constructed. All of the support medical office
talked about in the MPD was either already constructed or was being constructed. The
hospital has approximately 162,000 square feet or 97 hospital unit equivalents remaining.
Planner Whetstone commented on the Community Transition Zone and noted that the
base zoning is one unit per 20 acres. A bonus density allows up to three units per acre for
non-residential and one unit per acre for residential if approved.
Planner Whetstone reviewed the goals and strategies in the General Plan for the Quinn’s
neighborhood. The General Plan also identifies planning principles for the Quinn’s area.
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Planner Whetstone stated it may require a discussion on whether the General Plan
provides the guidance needed to answer the questions. The primary question is whether
or not adding 50,000 square feet or 50 unit equivalents to the MPD, which would take the
density to the maximum allowed in the CT zone, is consistent with the General Plan. If the
answer is yes, the next question is where it should be located. Planner Whetstone stated
with all of the density allocated to the 2.64 unit equivalents, there was no density allocated
to the 15 acres owned by the City on Lot 5. The agreement specifies that it was dedicated
to the City for recreation and open space. Lot 5 is adjacent to the Ice Rink and there have
been discussions about a second ice sheet or some other recreation facilities. The
question is whether the Planning Commission thinks those types of uses require unit
equivalents. Planner Whetstone recalled discussions in the past regarding the fire station
and noted that a fire station is a public benefit and does not generate revenue.
Planner Whetstone had reviewed the Code for both the CT and the ROS zone and there
was not a requirement for recreation uses to use unit equivalents. The CT zone only talks
about commercial and residential unit equivalents. Planner Whetstone stated that Chapter
6 – Master Planned Developments, talks about unit equivalents for residential and
commercial uses.
Planner Whetstone requested that the Planning Commission discuss whether the General
Plan needed to be amended to provide more guidance on this issue.
Morgan Bush commented on the Lot 8 subdivision and the additional density. He noted
that the trail bifurcated Lot 8. He stated that all of the land that IHC would retain in Lot 12
east of the trail was already delineated as wetlands. The west side of Lot 8 has also been
delineated a wet lands. The rest of Lot 8 was not wetland. Mr. Bush stated that after
further consideration, IHC realized that it was unlikely in the next phase of development
that they would want to go through the Corp of Engineers to mitigate the wetland to make
the west part of the campus buildable, since Lot 6 has not been built on and there were
possibilities on Lot 1. That was the reason for amending the request to ask for additional
density on Lot 1 or Lot 6. Mr. Bush emphasized that IHC has no intention at this time to
build on Lot 8 because of the wetlands issue.
Mr. Bush noted that the Staff report mentioned the idea of the open space being dedicated.
He had not thought about taking that route primarily because in the long term looking to
2050, if they have the need for additional growth and can work out a TDR agreement with
the City, the intent would be to contain most of the development within the system, except
for the hospital. Mr. Bush stated that in the long term IHC may want to come back with a
request for additional density with a TDR to place density on Lot 12. That was the reason
why IHC was not intending to dedicate the open space on Lot 12. Mr. Bush was open to
considerations on the best way to develop the campus.
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Mr. Bush explained that the intent of the subdivision of Lot 8 is to permit Peace House to
have the land they need for their project and retain the remainder of the site.
Mr. Bush stated that the north building maxes out the construction of all the medical
support on campus, but they still have over half of the allotted density for the hospital. The
proposed potential projects for 2018 through 2022 would still only use about half of the
162,000 square feet. Mr. Bush noted that there was still enough hospital density for 2030
and beyond. Initially, they were asking for additional density with maximum flexibility, but
the Staff had asked them to be more specific about what was needed and why and when it
might be needed. Mr. Bush stated that IHC looked at the needs for additional physicians
from now through 2040. The north building will be able to accommodate all current needs
plus all future growth needs up to 2020, which will allow IHC to recruit needed physicians to
the community for another five years. After 2020 they would run out of office space for
physicians.
Mr. Bush remarked that IHC projects the need to add 20 new physicians between 2020
and 2030. As the hospital expands the hospital facilities, there will be a demand for
additional physician office space. Of the 20 needed physicians nine are specialists who
would definitely want to be housed on campus. Seven of the needed physicians are
primary care physicians who could be located on campus or in other locations around the
community. Mr. Bush noted that it would actually depend on which physician groups in the
community want to grow their practices. If they are Intermountain Health Care physicians
they would want to be on campus. Independent primary care physicians could be located
with other practices. Mr. Bush stated that four of the needed physicians are hospital-based
doctors such as ER doctors, radiologists, and pathologists who would be housed within the
hospital and would not need additional medical support space. Mr. Bush remarked that the
need to house the 16 additional physicians between 2020 and 2030 was driving the
discussion on what it would take to acquire additional density for medical support on
campus. The amendment request was amended to focus on the need for the additional
physicians. Mr. Bush reiterated that the time frame would be 2020 through 2030.
Mr. Bush stated that IHC was open to having conversations regarding uses, etc., to make
sure it fits the needs of IHC and not just a blank check to allow further development that
may or may not be consistent with the campus.
Chair Strachan asked why the needs from 2020 to 2030 could not be addressed on Lot 1.
Mr. Bush replied that it could be as one option. He explained that the biggest reason for
going through this process was to hear whether the Planning Commission had
preferences, and to take them into consideration as they work on their application and
revise the site plan.
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Commissioner Worel asked if the physician practices that are housed within the hospital
count as medical support square footage or hospital uses square footage. Mr. Bush
replied that the radiology group has an office in the hospital Radiology Department.
Pathology has their office inside the hospital because they read specimens from the OR.
IHC provides offices for those types of physicians within the hospital space itself. Si Hunt,
representing IHC, clarified that all the other uses would be considered medical support.
Commissioner Worel assumed the large orthopedic room would be medical support. Mr.
Hunt answered yes. Mr. Bush stated that the radiologists, pathologists, ER doctors and
anesthesiologists are the only ones who work in the hospital space and do not need
separate offices.
Commissioner Worel asked if the 50,000 square feet being requested for support medical
offices would come out of the 162,000 square feet for hospital uses. Mr. Bush replied that
they were asking for an additional 50,000 square feet. He stated that based on their
projections they know that all of the 162,000 square feet of hospital space will be used by
2040.
Chair Strachan understood that the additional 50,000 would satisfy the need until 2050.
Mr. Bush answered no because the hospital and physician offices were different needs.
He explained that as healthcare was changing the need for hospital services was slowing
and the need for outpatient physician services was growing faster. Therefore, the original
plan projected to 2040 for the hospital is fine in terms of the approved density. The
shortage was on the medical support side because they had to use the density faster than
anticipated in trying to grow the medical specialties in the community. Mr. Bush noted that
IHC has two hospitals; one in Heber City and one in Park City. Most of the specialists
prefer to practice in Park City. If the density is capped, IHC would have to develop different
strategies and determine which services would be shifted to Heber City and balance the
two campuses on an equal basis. Currently, Park City is the larger hospital and has more
demand for services. Mr. Bush stated that this was their opportunity to have a
conversation with the City to understand what IHC needs to do in order for the community
to feel comfortable having additional density.
Commissioner Thimm thought that 2.64 UEs per acre appeared to be an arbitrary number,
and he asked how that number was reached when the original density bonus was put in
place. He wanted to know why it was not 3.00 UEs if that was what the basic conditions
allow. Planner Whetstone replied that it was a good question and one the Staff has tried to
research without success. They looked through Minutes and the language in the
Annexation Agreement but there is nothing to indicate why the number was 2.64 UEs;
other than the fact that it is stated specifically in the Annexation Agreement.
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Mr. Bush recalled that the 330 UEs that were approved for the hospital were based on
IHC’s best estimate in 2004 as to their long term needs for both the hospital and medical
support. The City was willing to grant what they needed, but they did not want to grant
extra density that might not be needed. When the projections were calculated the density
came out to 2.64 UEs of density. Planner Whetstone pointed out that it also included the
85 unit equivalents for USAA.
Chair Strachan asked Mr. Bush to explain why the medical support could not be within the
162,000 square feet on Lot 1. Mr. Bush stated that the medical support could go on Lot 1,
but if they start using the hospital space for medical support, at some point they would run
out of hospital space.
Planner Whetstone noted that Exhibit J in the Staff report showed the phasing in terms of
already built, being built, and what is proposed for the next phase. Commissioner
Campbell asked if the entire 50,000 square feet could go on Lot 1 or whether it had to be
spread out to Lots 6, 7 8 and 10. He was told that it could all go on Lot 1. Planner
Whetstone asked if the Planning Commission wanted to make that determination now, or if
they wanted the applicants to come back with additional information to show how that
would look.
The Commissioners and Mr. Bush discussed different scenarios for placing the additional
50,000 square feet on and off of Lot 1. Commissioner Band thought the Planning
Commission could decide whether or not it was appropriate to allow the additional 50,000
square feet of density this evening and wait until they could actually see plans to decide
where it should be located. It would also allow the applicant the opportunity to decide what
worked best for their needs and come back with a proposal.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
There were no comments.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
Commissioner Campbell did not think the Planning Commission should micro manage
where IHC puts the 50,000 square feet. They should have the flexibility to put it all on Lot 1
or to spread it out. Commissioner Band pointed out that the Planning Commission might
have a definite opinion about where to locate it once they see the actual proposal. Without
seeing a proposal any determination made this evening would be based on assumption.
Commissioner Band thought the Commissioners should focus on 1) whether to allow the
additional density up to the allowed amount in the zone; and 2) whether it fits within the
General Plan, which calls for clustering. Commissioner Campbell believed there was
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consensus among the Commissioners to keep the density as tight as possible to keep as
much open space as possible.
Chair Strachan stated that if the Planning Commission approved the additional 50,000
square feet and let the applicants decide where to put it, they should not allow it to go on
Lot 5 because it would take all the UEs on Lot 5 and the City would not have the ability to
expand the ice rink.
Assistant City Attorney McLean pointed out that the UEs are associated with the entire
MPD and not individual lots. Chair Strachan read from the Staff report, “If density in terms
of UEs is required for construction of a similarly sized public facility, and this additional
density is granted to the IHC and utilized on Lot 5, then there would be little to no UEs
available form expansion of the hospital and vise-versa.” He interpreted vise-versa to
mean expansion of the City’s public facilities. Planner Whetstone explained her intent
when she wrote the Staff report. If the UEs were used on Lot 5 there would be nothing left
for the Ice Rink. That was one reason for requesting the discussion on whether or not the
General Plan provides enough guidance to say that the City recreation facility requires unit
equivalents. Planner Whetstone stated that locker rooms, circulation, etc. are considered
support uses. Chair Strachan felt that recreation facilities were definitely UEs because
they are an intensive use utilized by the public.
Commissioner Joyce stated that his primary concern was that the CT zone was meant to
be very open and under certain circumstances it allows 3 UEs per acre. He believed that
adding 50,000 square feet would basically max out for the zoning. Commissioner Joyce
noted that Peace House does not count against UEs, but just like the ice rink, the facility
exists and it requires parking, power and other components. In addition, they were talking
about a fire station and a rec center. Commissioner Joyce was less concerned about
meeting the hospital needs and more concerned about solving the whole problem for the
entire space. In his opinion all the uses take up UEs . Without counting IHC, the Peace
House, the Ice Rink and Fire Station would max out the zone. Commissioner Joyce
remarked that the issue was deciding how real is the cap of 3 UEs and whether they were
willing to make exceptions for things that do exist and take up space visually and
physically.
Planner Whetstone stated that the Agreement is very clear that any affordable housing
provided on the site is not counted against the density. That would include Peace House.
However, the Housing Authority specifically said that if additional density was granted, the
density portion of the Peace House related to the Tanger Outlets requirement that was
paid to Summit County and that Summit County provided to Peace House would need to
come out of any additional density that was granted. Planner Whetstone clarified that the
8,000 square feet for Peace House would have to come out of the 50,000 square feet.
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Commissioner Joyce understood that IHC needed an answer for their long term plans, but
he thought the real challenge for the Planning Commission was deciding the long term look
for that space and how much density they were willing to tolerate, as well as what the City
wanted to do with its parcel. Commissioner Joyce was unsure how the Commissioners
could give the applicant a good answer. He asked if the other Commissioners had ideas
on how to proceed.
Assistant City Attorney McLean asked for clarification what would happen to the Peace
House project if the Planning Commission decided not to amend the MPD. Planner
Whetstone replied that even if IHC does not get additional density they would still accept
Peace House because of the overall benefit of counting as affordable housing for the
Basin. Mr. Bush explained that the condition the Housing Authority place stated that if IHC
were granted additional density the UEs would apply. However, if there was no additional
density they would accept the project as is. Ms. McLean asked if the 8,000 square feet
was calculated in the presentation. Mr. Bush stated that the reason for having this
conversation with the Planning Commission was to get clarity so they could begin making
better decisions. If they need to bring in a medical office building project for approval, they
wanted to know what conditions IHC would have to satisfy in order to have a favorable
review.
Commissioner Joyce clarified that if the Planning Commission grants 50,000 square feet
they would actually be giving them 42,000 square feet because the other 8,000 would go to
Peace House. Planner Whetstone pointed out that IHC would still have an affordable
housing obligation after Peace House. Mr. Bush stated that Peace House would take them
through the next phase of hospital construction to 2018 through 2022, but they would still
have to provide additional affordable housing prior to the final hospital expansion.
Planner Whetstone stated that it was a difficult decision but there were options. They
could look at amending their request, amending the zone, or amending the General Plan to
provide more clarity. Chair Strachan stated that amending the General Plan was not a
good option. It is a long process and he would be uncomfortable amending the General
Plan because it was triggered by one specific project.
Commissioner Joyce recommended that they not get bogged down in the details of the
implementation. He thought they should try to define what they wanted as an end result
and how to achieve it.
Commissioner Worel suggested looking at it in terms of open space since the goal is to
have 80% open space. Mr. Bush noted that there is 86% open space with the current plan.
Depending on which option they choose for the additional 50,000 square feet, they would
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submit the proposed site plan for different options with the MPD application and identify the
amount of open space and how they would address the other density bonuses. Mr. Bush
stated that there were five requirements: open space, additional community benefit,
affordable housing, frontage protection. He pointed out that frontage protection would not
apply.
Commissioner Joyce was unsure how the applicant could deal with all the other pieces.
Commissioner Band understood the point Chair Strachan and Commissioner Joyce had
made about existing buildings, but she did not think IHC should have to take something like
the fire station out of their UEs because the fire station is a public benefit. She understood
what they were saying because those building do exist. Commissioner Band pointed out
that Quinn’s is a development node identified as such by the General Plan. If they see that
the community needs a fire station or another field house and ice sheet, the question is
whether they want to keep density with density. Chair Strachan believed those were the
types of structures that warrant the density bonus. He did not think that a highly profitable
organization that does not exclusively provide a public benefit should be entitled to a
density bonus. In his opinion, when there are competing interests such as a public ice rink
versus a for-profit organization like a hospital, the community facilities should win out and
they should get the density bonus.
Commissioner Band believed that hospitals are non-profit. She thought the argument
could be made that having a nice medical campus is a huge benefit to the community.
Chair Strachan remarked that there were competing interests trying to “suck up” the rest of
the UEs, and IHC was coming to them first because they projected farther out than any of
the other interests. If they give it to IHC because they got there first, they might regret that
decision later if something else is needed but the UEs are gone. Commissioner Campbell
pointed out that if that were to occur they would have the option to rezone. Chair Strachan
replied that it was zoned CT for a purpose.
Assistant City Attorney McLean recalled that this was initially IHC’s MPD. She asked if the
City was given that acreage as a benefit of the MPD or whether the City purchased it.
Planner Whetstone stated that the 15 acres was dedicated to the City with the Annexation,
along with Lot 2. Mr. Bush clarified that Lot 2 remained with Intermountain but it was
dedicated as open space. Planner Whetstone remarked that the Annexation Agreement
specifically says that Lot 5 was dedicated to the City for open space and recreation, but
density was never allocated to Lot 5.
Commissioner Campbell struggled with overturning a previous agreement that was made
by a previous Planning Commission. However, he did not believe they were bound by the
2.64 UEs per acre since Mr. Bush had indicated that it was a number calculated on a
projected need. Commissioner Joyce remarked that once they get past the difference
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between 2.63 and 3.00 UEs, they would have maxed out the zone, and now they were
mentioning a zoning change. Chair Strachan pointed out that the next zone up was the GC
commercial zone.
Mr. Bush stated that when IHC originally proposed the hospital the GC zone was the only
zone that would permit a hospital. They did not want to be in the GC zone because it
opened it up to neighbors that are not compatible with a hospital. Mr. Bush remarked that
the CT zone helps protect the hospital’s environment as well as the type of campus they all
want.
Planner Whetstone noted that the density language allowed for future expansion but it was
not specific. Chair Strachan believed the reason for the 2.64 UEs instead of starting with
3.00 UEs was to allow for a density bonus under certain conditions. Commissioner Joyce
pointed out that per the Code, 3.00 UEs is the absolute maximum allowed in the CT zone.
He emphasized that going to 3.00 UEs was the bonus for commercial uses.
Planner Whetstone asked whether a fire station would be considered a commercial use.
Commissioner Thimm thought the issue was intensity of use rather than type of use.
Setting 3.00 UEs as the maximum limits the intensity of use. He agreed with
Commissioner Joyce that if they allow 3.00 UEs, the issue is where to locate the additional
allocation. Commissioner Thimm suggested that there may have been wisdom in setting
the 2.64 number and allowing for additional allocation for other types of uses in the future
as the needs became apparent.
Planner Whetstone noted that PCMR and Deer Valley do not require UEs for their locker
room, ski patrol, ski school, employee rooms, etc. She thought that should also be
considered. Commissioner Band thought it was a good point because those uses exist.
Assistant City Attorney McLean suggested that another discussion point might be whether
the Land Management Code needed to be amended to provide guidance.
Chair Strachan noted that the two questions this evening was whether to subdivide Lot 8
into two lots, and whether or not to grant the additional 50,000 square foot density bonus.
Based on the comments, he believed the answer was yes on the subdivision and no on the
density bonus. He clarified that the density question would be continued for more
discussion because nothing had been concluded and potential Code changes were being
suggested. Chair Strachan stated that a continuation would allow the applicant to come
back with a solid reason as to why IHC needs the additional density over anyone else.
Commissioner Band thought they also needed to have a deeper discussion on UEs and
what should count as a UE. She recalled from the previous meeting that the Planning
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Commission had decided the fire station should not count towards the UEs because it was
a public benefit. Commissioner Joyce had the same recollection. He had searched the
Minutes and their discussion about the fire station being for the public good was reflected,
but the Minutes said nothing about not counting as UEs. Commissioner Band specifically
recalled saying that the UEs should not count for the fire station and that the fire station
was not part of the hospital. Commissioner Worel recalled that discussion as well.
Commissioner Band thought the Commissioners had agreed that the UEs did not count for
the fire station.
Chair Strachan thought it should be a case by case analysis. A fire station does not have a
high intensity of use and the UEs allocated to the fire station could be a lesser number. In
contrast, a locker room and similar facilities have a much higher intensity of use.
Commissioner Band pointed out that currently uses such as locker rooms do not count as
UEs which has already set the precedent. Chair Strachan suggested that the
Commissioners focus their discussion on the application that was before them this evening,
and have a more general discussion at a later time.
Chair Strachan believed the direction to the applicant was that they could not have the
density bonus, at least at this stage. Commissioners Band and Campbell did not think they
had reached that conclusion. Commissioner Band personally felt that the Planning
Commission could not address the density question without first having the UE discussion.
She pointed out that if they determine that a locker room and a fire station are zero UEs,
then possibly a rec center could also be zero UEs. Commissioner Band agreed with
Commissioner Joyce’s comment about maxing out the zone because the uses exist;
however, those uses have not been counted in the past and if they were not counted now,
then IHC could be granted the additional density.
Chair Strachan did not believe they needed to have the UE discussion in the context of this
specific application because they knew for sure that what IHC plans do so with the density
will take the UEs. Assistant City Attorney McLean stated that the Code is unclear and it
could use more clarity in terms of whether those other uses use up UEs. She did not think
it was fair to tell this applicant that the City was putting aside some extra UEs for other
uses that may or may not need UEs. Ms. McLean thought that should be a different
discussion. Chair Strachan pointed out that the Commissioners know for certain that what
IHC plans to do with the density uses UEs. He believed the Planning Commission could
make a decision based on that fact and provide direction to the applicant.
Commissioner Band agreed with Ms. McLean that if they hold back UEs for uses they
anticipate might occur in the future, but those uses do not count as UEs, then they would
have denied this applicant for no reason.
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Assistant City Attorney McLean suggested that Planner Whetstone come back to the
Planning Commission with more history. This is IHC’s MPD and if they bring forth a certain
amount of development, it would not be fair to withhold density for other uses unless it was
part of the initial agreement. Commissioner Joyce noted that the original agreement was
exactly the number of UEs that IHC has. The issue was that IHC was asking for more. If
they build the UEs they were originally allotted, then they should not be allowed anything
more because the additional 50,000 square feet was not part of the agreement.
Commissioner Joyce pointed out that the absolute maximum the zoning could support was
different than the agreement. The Annexation Agreement and the MPD said IHC could
have 2.64 UEs per acre.
Assistant City Attorney stated that the Planning Commission needed to reassess the
request for additional density and review it under the Code. There is a provision in the CT
zone for additional enhanced public benefit dedication. IHC initially gave it as land, but the
provision also talks about the inclusion of public recreation facilities or public and/or quasipublic institutional uses reasonably related to the General Plan Goals. Ms. McLean
remarked that the lack of clarity was whether those enhanced benefits require density,
whether they need to help pay for it, or dedicate land. Unless it was associated with the
other public benefit dedication, she was unsure if the City could step on their MPD and
take the UEs that are potentially still available for the zone.
Commissioner Joyce wanted it clear that the density allowed in the Development
Agreement was done. Therefore, no one was taking anything away from the applicant or
the MPD. The applicant was now asking to open the agreement and get more density.
Chair Strachan agreed, noting that their request was under the auspices of the density
being allowed in the zone. Commissioner Joyce pointed out that there was a maximum
identified in the zone and there were still multiple landowners that might be interested in
wanting more UEs than were part of that Development Agreement. Without changing the
zoning there were still UEs to be given out. Commissioner Band reiterated that those uses
may or may not need UEs. Commissioner Joyce remarked that there was still a pocket of
UEs that were left to give out, but no one has a right to them and no one has earned them.
He acknowledged that some uses may not require UEs and they may have some left over
to give to IHC, but he did not think that should be confused with the fact that IHC, the City
or anyone else has earned the right to have them. He reiterated that the only two
agreements currently in place was the maximum capacity as defined by the CT zone and
the Development Agreement.
Planner Whetstone stated that it was a quandary. The application was submitted in
February and the Staff has been researching and discussing it since then. The applicant
had asked to bring it to the Planning Commission to get their direction. Planner Whetstone
stated that since the agreement was between IHC and the City Council, she asked if the
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Planning Commission thought they should take it to the City Council. Commissioner Band
did not like the vagueness in terms of what does or does not get a UE. She thought Chair
Strachan was correct in saying that the Planning Commission was not prepared to provide
direction on the additional density this evening. She personally would like clarity to
understand what they were looking at.
Commissioner Joyce agreed that the Planning Commission needed more clarity before
making a final decision, but he thought it was a Planning Commission issue and they
should work with the Planning Department to get it clarified. If the clarification regarding
UEs requires a change to the LMC for more specificity, then the Planning Commission
should propose it. He did not believe they needed to involve the City Council.
Commissioner Band did not disagree with Commissioner Joyce; however, since the City
Council sets the direction she thought it might be beneficial to have them weigh in on the
matter.
Planner Whetstone pointed out that if they choose to amend the LMC, it would go to the
City Council before it was adopted.
Commissioner Joyce understood that the rush was for the Peace House. He asked Mr.
Bush if IHC was in sudden need of the additional density, or whether it would be
reasonable to split the subdivision from the density question. Mr. Bush replied that IHC
took the opportunity to come before the Planning Commission because Peace House
helped get it on the agenda. In talking with the City, IHC also wanted clarity so they could
make their decisions. Mr. Bush acknowledged that in order to keep Peace House on
schedule, IHC may have to split the issues. However, if that were to occur, IHC would like
a game plan for getting answers to address the potential growth scenario for the hospital.
Mr. Bush stated that there was no pressing need for IHC to have the density question
answered within the next 90 days, but they wanted to make sure it will be heard so they
can understand the ground rules and can make good decisions in their planning process.
Commissioner Phillips thought it was good that IHC was forcing the Planning Commission
to think long and hard about this and to have that discussion. Mr. Bush stated that clarity
would help everyone get the great campus they all desire and it would be a win for
everybody.
Commissioner Campbell was willing to give some density in exchange for IHC giving
something back to the City. He was not suggesting granting the entire 50,000 square feet,
but possibly some additional density for a benefit. Commissioner Campbell asked if there
was agreement among the Commissioners for that direction. Having been on the applicant
side of the table he understood the frustration of leaving without having something to work
with. Commissioner Campbell thought it was important to give the applicant some direction
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on what the Planning Commission might be willing to do if the City gets something in
return.
Assistant City Attorney McLean noted that this MPD was different because when it was
initially annexed there was just a Development Agreement and the MPD was related to that
agreement. Planner Whetstone stated that the MPD came in later and went before the
Planning Commission.
Commissioner Thimm agreed that there might be some ratio of UEs for other users. He
also agreed that some portion of the requested additional density could be given to IHC but
he was interested in knowing the gives and gets.
Commissioner Joyce was not ready to give any additional density without knowing what
else might come along that would need the UEs. He liked what IHC was proposing and he
thought it would be nice to build out on the campus. However, in his mind they need to
consider what the City wants to do with its land. Until he has the answers he was not
prepared to say how much density he would even be willing to give. Commissioner Joyce
felt that IHC deserved an answer and he believed there were things that could be done
quickly to resolve some of the issues. He thought it was important to understand the rules
of how UEs can be used in different ways or whether it needs to be standardized.
Chair Strachan agreed with Commissioner Joyce, with the exception that he was not
willing to give any additional density. He felt confident that the City would eventually need
that land for something and he was not willing to give away the UEs.
Commissioner Worel agreed, but she liked the idea of looking at the overall space and
determining the use for the entire parcel and not just individual lots. Commissioner Worel
believed the UE discussion was necessary so they could apply it not only to what the City
might want to do, but also what IHC was doing. She pointed out that they might find they
do not need all the UEs once they determine which uses are not a UE. Commissioner
Worel favored the idea of having an overall view of what people would like to see happen
with that land.
Commissioner Phillips stated that he was not in the position of giving much until they know
what they could afford to give.
Commissioner Band stated that she would be inclined to give the additional density if she
understood UEs and knew whether or not a fire station or an ice sheet would count as a
UE. Commissioner Band would like to see IHC expand their campus, but until she
understands UEs, she did not believe there was anything to give.
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Commissioner Phillips stated that he also has the desire to see IHC get what they want
because ultimately it would create a better campus and a better hospital for future
generations.
Mr. Bush appreciated the opportunity to listen to their discussion. It helps IHC understand
the issues so they can be a participant with the City in trying to find the right answers. He
had learned a lot this evening in terms of how to grow and develop because he better
understood the concerns and the issues. Mr. Bush remarked that IHC wanted to continue
being a good partner with the City in figuring out a win-win scenario for making Quinn’s an
icon for how development should occur. Mr. Bush appreciated their time and candor.
Chair Strachan expressed appreciation to Mr. Bush for their cooperation in working with the
City. Commissioner Worel suggested that everyone with an interest in that area should be
at the table to have that discussion. She asked if there was a process for bringing
everyone together. Chair Strachan replied that the City was the only other landowner and
they needed to work with IHC to determine everyone’s needs. He thought it was important
to have representatives from several City departments involved to talk about how to divide
up the UEs based on long term projections. Planner Whetstone noted that there was
already a task for the ice sheet comprised of staff from different departments.
Commissioner Joyce commented on the importance of defining what counts as a UE.
Commissioner Band agreed that it was the number one priority. Commissioner Joyce was
concerned that it would still be obscure because it was not defined in the Code. He asked
Mr. Bush to continue to use their application to push for a solution.
Commissioner Joyce thought the process should start with the Staff coming back to the
Planning Commission with a discussion about UEs, and the Planning Commission could
take action to define them correctly. Once that is done, the next step would be for the City
to project what they plan for the future because that information is critical in the context of
UEs. Commissioner Joyce noted that Mr. Bush had mentioned the possibility of TDRs, but
he could see reasons why TDRs may or may not be an option. Commissioner Joyce
stated that if they were trying to do strategic planning for the City and IHC, as well as the
Planning Commission’s strategic plan for that property, they need to think about whether it
is a TDR zone. If the answer is if it maxes out the zoning, then it would not be a TDR zone.
Commissioner Band had researched TDRs several years ago and she recalled that there
is a density bonus that goes over and above the hard cap in areas designated as a TDR
receiving zone. However, the bonus is only from the TDRs and up to a certain point.
Commissioner Band explained how she thought they could potentially create a market for
TDRs.
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Commissioner Worel believed TDRs should be a future discussion. She was more
interested in addressing the current issue of UEs. Commissioner Worel suggested a dual
track and directing the Staff to come up with a list of who from the City needed to be at the
table to participate in that discussion. Commissioner Joyce thought Director Erickson
should talk with Diane Foster and let them decide who needed to be involved.
Commissioner Band suggested that Ann Laurent, the new Community Development
Director, should also be involved. Chair Strachan pointed out that Director Erickson had to
leave the meeting early and Ms. Laurent was present and heard their comments.
Commissioners Band and Joyce emphasized that the Planning Commission needed to
discuss and make a determination on the UEs before bringing others into the conversation.
Assistant City Attorney McLean summarized that the direction was for the Staff to come
back with a work session to discuss UEs in the CT zone compared to other zones, with the
potential of clarifying the CT zone to specify what uses UEs and what do not. Ms. McLean
pointed out that the Code already excludes certain uses from UEs, such as affordable
housing. Planner Whetstone noted that on-site affordable housing is always exempt from
UEs.
Planner Whetstone stated that IHC could submit an application to amend their MPD to
allow the Peace House on Lot 8 and the Staff would revise the Findings specific to Lot 8
and exclude not the density. They could keep the pre-application open for the density or
they could close it and submit a new one once the UE question has been resolved.
Mr. Bush wanted to make sure the density question would not drop from the agenda and
that there was a plan to keep it moving forward.
MOTION: Commissioner Joyce moved to CONTINUE the MPD pre-application for 900
Round Valley Drive to November 11, 2015; and that the Planning Commission finds initial
compliance with the General Plan for the subdivision for Lot 8. Commissioner Campbell
seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.

The Park City Planning Commission Meeting adjourned at 9:15 p.m.

Approved by Planning Commission: ___________________________________________
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use of the subject site but rather for public general use.
7. Modified 13-D sprinklers will be required for new construction by the Chief Building
Official at the time of review of the building permit submittal and shall be noted on
the final Mylar prior to recordation.
4.

1893 Prospector Avenue – Ratification of a Development Agreement for the
Central Park City Condominiums Master Planned Development
(Application PL-15-02698)

Planner Kirsten Whetstone requested that the Planning Commission review the Central
Park City Condominiums Master Planned Development Agreement and consider ratifying
this agreement to memorialize the MPD that was approved on July 8, 2015. The MPD was
for 11 residential dwelling units within the 110,000 square feet building. The project is
located at 1893 Prospector Avenue. Two affordable units are included in the total to meet
the applicant’s obligation under the Housing Resolution.
The Staff recommended that the Planning Commission approve the Development
Agreement. The final form of the Development Agreement would be approved by the City
Attorney.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
There were no comments.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
MOTION: Commissioner Band moved to Ratify the Development Agreement to
memorialize the MPD approval granted by the Planning Commission on July 8, 2015 for
1893 Prospector Avenue. Commissioner Joyce seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
5.

900 Round Valley Drive-Pre-Master Planned Development review for proposed
amendments to the IHC Master Planned Development
(Application PL-15-02695)

Planner Whetstone stated that at the last meeting the Planning Commission made a
motion to continue the discussion regarding the density issue of the pre-MPD. In a
separate motion the Planning Commission found that the pre-MPD complied with the
General Plan. However, the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Conditions of
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Approval that the Staff had drafted for the last meeting also included the density. Planner
Whetstone had revised the Findings, Conclusions and Conditions specific to the motion
that the subdivision of Lot 8 was consistent with the General Plan.
The Staff recommended that the Planning Commission conduct a public hearing and
consider approving the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Conditions of Approval
outlined in the Staff report to memorialize the finding made at the October 28th meeting that
the subdivision of Lot 8 was initially consistent with the General Plan and the CT Zone
requirements as conditioned.
Director Erickson noted that the Staff was also requesting that the Planning Commission
continue the discussion on the additional density to December 9th.
Morgan Bush, representing the applicant, stated that based on a request by the Planning
Commission IHC had submitted the MPD application for the Peace House. He reported
that IHC Management has approved delaying the MPD application for density until they
work through the pre-MPD process.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
There were no comments.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
Commissioner Thimm recalled a lengthy discussion regarding the 2.64 units per acre that
were granted with the overall project. However, the Staff report was now talking about 3.0
units per acre. He asked if there was a reason why it was not consistent.
Director Erickson stated that it was one reason for requesting a continuance. He explained
that basically the underlying zone density with public benefits would allow up to three units
per acre. The current applied MPD approval was for 2.64 units; however, the applicant has
the right to try to provide additional public benefits to allow 3.0 units per acre. Mr. Erickson
remarked that since the Staff was still reviewing that information the density issue was
bifurcated from the Peace House, which does not require unit equivalents by resolution of
the Housing Authority.
MOTION: Commissioner Joyce moved to Ratify the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law
and Conditions of Approval that memorialize the motion made on October 28th, 2015 that
the request to subdivide Lot 8 is in initial compliance with the General Plan and CT Zone
requirements. Commissioner Phillips seconded the motion.
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VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
MOTION: Commissioner Worel moved to CONTINUE to December 9, 2105 the PreMaster Planned Development discussion and public hearing regarding a request to add 15
UEs of support medical office use to the Intermountain Healthcare Master Planned
Development. Commissioner Phillips seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
Commissioner Joyce recalled in the previous discussion talking about City uses of the
potential UEs and IHC uses. He noted that their discussion did not include the Ski and
Snowboard Association, the Summit County Health Building or other property owners who
potentially may want to expand. Director Erickson stated that those facilities were included
in the Staff discussions in terms of deciding whether or not unit equivalents are the correct
currency of measure for that MPD; and if they are correct, whether to adjust the zoning to
allow more unit equivalents in the CT zone or make some other adjustment to the LMC.
Mr. Erickson pointed out that it was a complex process and it was one of three alternatives
they were considering.
Findings of Fact - Subdivision of Lot 8
1. On September 21, 2015, the City received a revised application for a PreMaster Planned Development application for amendments to the IHC Master
Planned Development to subdivide Lot 8 into two lots, Lot 8 would become 3.6
acres to provide a separate lot for the Peace House and Lot 12, created from the
remaining 6.33 acres, would be dedicated as an open space lot, preserving
wetlands and open space within the MPD.
2. The property is zoned Community Transition- Master Planned Development (CTMPD).
3. There is no minimum lot size in the CT zone.
4. Access to the property and to Lot 8 is from Round Valley Drive, a public street.
5. The property is subject to the IHC/USSA/Burbidge Annexation plat and
Annexation Agreement recorded at Summit County on January 23, 2007.
6. On May 23, 2007, the Planning Commission approved a Master Planned Development
for the IHC aka Park City Medical Center as well as a
Conditional Use Permit for Phase One construction.
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7. On November 25, 2008, a final subdivision plat known as the Subdivision
Plat (Amended) for the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical
Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility was approved and
recorded at Summit County.
8. On October 8, 2014, the Planning Commission approved MPD amendments for
Phase 2 construction. These MPD Amendments transferred 50,000 sf of support
medical office uses to Lot 1 from Lots 6 and 8 (25,000 sf each).
9. An amendment to the IHC Master Planned Development (MPD) requires
a Pre-MPD application and review for initial compliance with the Park City
General Plan and the purpose and uses of the CT Zoning District as
described in Land Management Code (LMC 15-6-4(B)).
10.The CT zoning district, per LMC Section 15-2.23-2, allows for a variety of
uses including conservation and agriculture activities; different types of
housing and alternative living situations and quarters; trails and trailhead
improvements; recreation and outdoor related uses; public, quasi-public,
civic, municipal and institutional uses; hospital and other health related
services; athlete training, testing, and related programs; group care
facilities, ancillary support commercial uses; transit facilities and park and
ride lots; small wind energy systems; etc.
11.The purpose of the pre-application public meeting is to have the applicant
present preliminary concepts and give the public an opportunity to
respond to those concepts prior to submittal of the MPD amendment
application.
12.IHC is located in the Quinn’s Junction neighborhood, as described in the
Park City General Plan.
13. The Joint Planning Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area recommend
development patterns of clustered development balanced with
preservation of open space. Public preserved open space and recreation
is the predominant existing land use. Clustered development should be
designed to enhance public access through interconnection of trails,
preserve public use and enjoyment of these areas, and continue to
advance these goals along with the preservation of identified view sheds
and passive open space areas. New development should be set back in
compliance with the Entry Corridor Protection Overlay. Sensitive Lands
should be considered in design and protected. Sensitive wetland areas
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should be protected and taken into consideration in design of driveways,
parking lots, and buildings, as well as protected from impacts of proposed
uses.
14.Uses contemplated in the Joint Planning Principles for this neighborhood
include institutional development limited to hospital, educational facilities,
recreation, sports training, arts, cultural heritage, etc.
15.The proposed MPD amendments are consistent with the intent of the
Joint Planning Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area and are a
compatible use in this neighborhood as the development will be located
on existing lots, setback from the Entry Corridor to preserve the open
view from SR 248, and the impacts of parking and traffic can be mitigated
requirements of the CT zone, pedestrian connections can be
maintained and enhanced by providing additional trails and open space,
and the architectural character can be maintained with authentic materials
and building design required to be compatible with the existing buildings.

per

16.Small Town Goals of the General Plan include protection of undeveloped
land; discourage sprawl, and direct growth inward to strengthen existing
neighborhoods. Alternative modes of transportation are encouraged.
17.Quinn’s Junction is identified as a Development Node. The proposed
MPD amendments include uses to ensure that the Medical Campus can
continue to serve the needs of the community into the future.
18.There is existing City bus service to the area on an as needed basis and
additional uses will help to validate additional services as a benefit for all
of the uses in the area. Studies of transit and transportation in the Quinn’s
area will be important in evaluating the merits of the MPD amendments
and considerations for permanent bus routes in the area.
19.The Medical Campus is located on the City’s trail system and adjacent to
Round Valley open space.
20.Natural Setting Goals of the General Plan include conserving a healthy
network of open space for continued access to and respect for the natural
setting. Goals also include energy efficiency and conservation of natural
resources.
21.Green building requirements are part of the existing Annexation
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Agreement.
22.On August 26, 2015, the Planning Commission conducted a public
hearing and discussed the pre-MPD application and took action on the
request to locate the Peace House on the eastern portion of Lot 8 as
partial fulfillment of the affordable housing obligation for the Medical
Campus.
23.On August 26, 2015, The Commission continued discussion on the proposed
amendments regarding the subdivision of Lot 8 and the request for additional
density.
24.On September 21, 2015, the applicant submitted a revised application
regarding the subdivision of Lot 8, stating that Lot 12 would be an open space
lot, and requested the 50 UE of density be restricted to Support Medical Uses
to be located only on Lots 1 and 6.
25.On October 10, 2015, a legal notice of the public hearing was published in the
Park Record and placed on the Utah public meeting website.
26.On October 14, 2015, the property was re-posted and letters were mailed to
neighboring property owners per requirements of the Land Management
Code.
27.On October 28, 2015, the Planning Commission found the proposal to
subdivide Lot 8 per the revised application, to be in preliminary compliance
with the General Plan. The Commission continued the density issue to November 11,
2015.
Conclusions of Law - Subdivision of Lot 8
1. The proposed MPD Amendments to the Intermountain Healthcare Hospital MPD
initially comply with the intent of the Park City General Plan and general purposes of the
Community Transition (CT) zone.
2. These findings are made prior to the Applicant filing a formal MPD Application.
3. The proposed MPD amendments are consistent with the intent of the Joint
Planning Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area and are a compatible use in this
neighborhood.
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4. Finding a Pre-MPD application consistent with the General Plan and general
purposes of the zone, does not indicate approval of the full MPD or subsequent
Conditional Use Permits.
Conditions of Approval - Subdivision of Lot 8
1. The full MPD and Conditional Use Permit applications are required to be
submitted for review and approval by the Planning Commission prior to issuance
of any building permits for construction related to the Peace House on Lot 8.
2. The MPD will be reviewed for compliance with the MPD requirements as
outlined in LMC Chapter 6, the Annexation Agreement, the CT zone
requirements, as well as any additional items requested by the Planning
Commission at the pre-MPD meeting.
3. The plat amendment to subdivide Lot 8 will include Lot 12 as a platted open
space lot.
6.

Sign Code changes to increase clarity, bring the Code into compliance with
recent US Supreme Court decisions and provide for developed recreation area
freestanding signs.

Planning Technician, Makena Hawley, reported that in July 2015 the Planning Department
began research to make changes and clarifications to Title 12, the Park City Sign Code.
Since then the US Supreme Court Decision with Reed v Gilbert presented the need for
cities to amend their sign codes in order to bring them into compliance to support neutral
content based regulations.
Ms. Hawley stated that the Planning Commission was tasked with three separate
recommendations this evening. The first is a recommendation to amend Title 12 to bring it
into compliance with the Supreme Court decision. The second is a recommendation for
amendments Chapters 2 and 9 creating greater allowances for free-standing signs in
developed recreation areas. The third is a recommendation for amendments through Title
12 making minor changes for clarity and style.
Ms. Hawley introduced Assistant City Attorney Tricia Lake and Law Clerk Aaron Benson
who would be giving a presentation this evening. The Staff recommended that the
Planning Commission conduct a public hearing and forward a positive recommendation to
the City Council.
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16.

Per the Annexation agreement and subject to any such deed restrictions, the City
shall have the right of first refusal to purchase the USSA property and facilities in the
event that, as an authorized assignee of the Petition, USSA sells and/or relocates
from such property.

17.

The Planning Commission approval of the MPD/CUP shall be put into the form of a
Development agreement prior to issuance of a full building permit.

18.

The amended Subdivision plat must be approved prior to full building permit.

19.

Any change in sue to a non-community-based nonprofit organization may require
that the deferred Employee/Affordable Housing requirements be met by the owner
of the USSA Property as contemplated under the Affordable Housing Guidelines and
Standards Resolution 10-06.

20.

Trash enclosures will be provided for all trash receptacles and adequately screened.
Materials will be architecturally compatible with the building.

21.

The pedestrian walkway between the bus stop and the parking lot as shown on the
site plan will be provided prior to the issuance of a final certificate of occupancy.

22.

IHC Conditional Use Permit and Master Planned Development

Commissioner Pettit recused herself from this item.
Planner Robinson requested that the Planning Commission review the CUP and the MPD
separately and take two separate actions. He suggested that they begin with the MPD
application.
Planner Robinson reported on changes to the findings of facts and conditions of approval.
Finding of Fact #15 was modified to read, “The amended subdivision plat must be approved
prior to full building permit. Excavation and footings and foundation may proceed prior to
approval of the amended subdivision plat.”
Planner Robinson noted that the applicant submitted amended building elevations after
previous direction from the Planning Commission. Planner Robinson stated that IHC owns
lots one and two of the current subdivision plat, which currently includes 132.2 acres. That
size will be slightly reduced with the amended subdivision plat.
The Staff report provided detail on the MPD criteria for the Community Transition Zone,
and outlined their findings for compliance. He believed this answered some of the
questions raised during the USSA discussion. He commented on the original road layout
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with a signalized intersection at Highway 248, as required by the annexation agreement.
The annexation agreement required the details to be addressed with the MPD; however,
the City Attorney has agreed to postpone that to the subdivision. Planner Robinson stated
that the subdivision originally scheduled for this evening will be continued. He noted that
one of the fields at the complex would be lost with the realignment of the intersection and
the road improvements.
Planner Robinson commented on a letter from IHC that is memorialized in Condition of
Approval #17, outlining mitigation for the loss of the planned ballfield at the Recreation
Complex, as well as other mitigation requirements from the annexation agreement,
particularly redundancy water for the hospital. Planner Robinson stated that the City will
be putting in that water line with a contribution from IHC. He noted that a hard surface trail
will be constructed on site by IHC with a contribution from USSA. The annexation
agreement called for construction of the trail and dedication to the City as a public trail.
Planner Robinson modified Condition of Approval #9 by striking “...issuance of a full
building permit and/or prior to...” from the last sentence. The revised sentence would read,
“A guarantee for all pubic improvements, including trails and required landscaping, is
required prior to recordation of the final subdivision plat.”
Morgan Bush, representing the applicant, stated that the City had asked IHC to put
together a site plan that includes the annexation area to be developed, as well as the
recreation complex. They felt it was beneficial to have a master plan that takes in the
entire Quinn’s area and not just one particular piece. Mr. Bush remarked that they tried to
address all the issues related to the USSA, the impacts on the fields complex, and the IHC
MPD.
Mr. Bush reviewed the site plan and the intersection that UDOT has approved. He outlined
the direction Round Valley Drive would take to enter into the IHC campus and access the
USSA facility. He indicated the area behind the Ice Sheet that would be dedicated as City
streets. Mr. Bush identified the two planned bus stops with shelters and the facilities they
would serve. He commented on the trails and pointed out the proposed trail on IHC
property. Mr. Bush stated that there will be paved trails from the furthest north point on the
campus to the existing Rail Trail system in the City. He noted that they are still working
with City Staff on the exact trail location.
Commissioner Sletten asked if the trails were memorialized in the conditions of approval.
Planner Robinson replied that they were addressed as a bullet point under Condition of
Approval #17.
Mr. Bush commented on the shared parking. He noted that IHC had proposed to share
110 spaces based on the initial discussion. The City wanted 310 spaces based on the full
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build out. They still need to work out the agreements but their concept is to make two lots
available to the City on weekends.
Commissioner Wintzer asked if the parking issue was based on final build out. Mr. Bush
replied that the 300 spaces would be at final build out. He explained that they only have
397 total spaces and they intend to work out the exact numbers for phasing with the City.
Mr. Bush believed it was in the best interest of everyone to maximize the appropriate use of
that resource.
Chair Pro Tem Barth re-opened the public hearing.
Carol Potter, representing Mountain Trails Foundation, stated that she spoke with Michael
Barille at the County about connecting trails from IHC to Trail Side. She wanted the
Planning Commission to know that the County supports this idea.

Chair Pro Tem Barth asked Ms. Potter if Mountain Trails could work with the trails system
as proposed. Ms. Potter answered yes. Planner Robinson remarked that a second trail,
which is memorialized in Condition of Approval #14, goes from IHC to the north to the PRI
church owned property. Once a development resolution is reached for that property and a
plan is submitted to the County, the second phase trail will be constructed following that
resolution.
Chair Pro Tem Barth closed the public hearing.
Commissioner Russack asked about a bus stop to service the fields and the ice sheet.
Planner Robinson stated that currently there is no bus service to the fields, except for on
demand service. He expected that transit service will be started to that area once
everything is built out. City Engineer, Eric DeHaan, noted that the parking lot next to the
ice sheet is designed to accommodate bus circulation and drop off at the door of the ice
sheet. It takes the critical mass to justify bus service and he did not anticipate that would
happen until the other facilities are on line.
Commissioner Russack asked if the existing entrance is eliminated with the new road
scheme.
Mr. DeHaan replied that the current entrance would be eliminated.
Commissioner Russack asked Mr. Bush if zone lighting would be considered for the parking
lots at IHC; similar to what was suggested for USSA. Mr. Bush replied that a condition of
approval requires a parking plan that includes timing of lighting to be approved by City
Staff.
Commissioner Wintzer remarked that this project has been a pleasant process and he has
enjoyed working with the applicants.
They always responded to the Planning
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Commissions’ comments and concerns and came back every time with the right
information. Commissioner Sletten concurred.
MOTION: Commissioner Sletten moved to APPROVE the Intermountain Healthcare
Hospital master planned development, based on the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,
and Conditions of Approval contained in the Staff report and amended as follows: Finding
of Fact #15, “The amended subdivision plat must be approved prior to full building permit.
Excavation and footings and foundation may proceed prior to approval of the amended
subdivision plat.” Condition of Approval #9, the last sentence is modified to read, “A
guarantee for all public improvements, including trails and required landscaping, is required
prior to recordation of the final subdivision plat.” Commissioner Wintzer seconded the
motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
Findings of Fact- IHC MPD

Commissioner Pettit was recused.

1.

The Intermountain Healthcare Master Planned Development is located on Lots 1
and 2 of the Subdivision Plat for the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical
Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility and includes 132.2 acres. The
amended Subdivision Plat currently proposes lot area of 107.5 acres for the two lots.

2.

The Annexation Agreement and proposed Master Planned Development for IHC
includes an Intermountain Healthcare Hospital of 300,000 square feet (180 Unit
Equivalents) and Support Medical Office space of 150,000 square feet (150 unit
equivalents).

3.

The City agreed that up to 50,000 square feet of the total Support Medical Office
area may be developed within, and in addition to, the 300,000 square foot hospital.
The City also agreed that up to 50,000 square feet may be utilized for public/quasi
public and other institutional uses reasonably related to the Support Medical Office
area.

4.

The property is located in the Community Transition (CT) zoning district.

5.

The MPD is being processed concurrent with a Conditional Use Permit. No
additional conditional use permit are required prior to issuance of building permits for
the proposed uses. A change of use, from that described by this application may
require a separate conditional use permit.

6.

This property is subject t o the IHC/USSA/Burbidge Annexation plat approved by the
Park City Council on December 7, 2006, with an effective date of January 1, 2007.
An Annexation Agreement for this property was recorded on January 23, 2007.
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7.

The Annexation Agreement sets forth maximum building floor areas, development
location, and conditions related to developer-provided amenities on the various lots
of the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters and
Training Facility amended subdivision plat, such as roads, utilities, and trails.

8.

A final subdivision plat known as the Subdivision Plat (Amended) for the
Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters ad
Training Facility is currently being reviewed by the Planning Commission and City
Council. The Master Planned Development and Conditional Use Permit were
submitted for concurrent review and approval.

9.

The maximum building height in the CT District is 28 feet (33 feet with a pitched
roof).

10.

The main entry/clerestory is proposed at 15'-4" over the zone height with a chimney
at 19'-9" over height. No floor area is increased by these architectural elements. A
lobby clerestory (+10'-3") and pitched mechanical screening roof (+16'-7") also are
not adding floor area. The two wings that house inpatient care and medical offices
are 12'-9" and 10'-3", respectively, over zone height at the highest point.

11.

Additional building height, as reviewed by the Planning Commission on May 23,
2007, complies with the criteria for additional building height per LMC Section 15-65(F).

12.

The Planning Commission reviewed a visual analysis and discussed the additional
building height and finds the proposed building is in compliance with the LMC
Criteria in Chapter 6 regarding additional height that can be granted for a Master
Planned Development, specifically, the facade shifts and building articulation,
materials, and details create architectural interest and break the building into areas
of varying height and mass. Landscaping and setbacks provide mitigation of visual
impacts from adjacent properties.

13.

The CT zoning district requires a minimum of 60% of the parking for an MPD to be
provided in a structured or tiered parking configuration. A parking structure is
proposed in the rear of the hospital and the applicant is requesting a phased
approach for compliance at full build-out. The initial phase is for 92 structured
spaces and 327 surface spaces (419 total). The 92 structured is only 22 percent of
the total in the first phase. The Planning Commission discussed the phase request
at the March 28 meeting and found the phasing plan acceptable.

14.

The setbacks within the CT zone are twenty five feet (25') in the front, rear, and
sides. The building complies with these setback requirements.
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15.

The amended subdivision plat must be approved prior to full building permit.
Excavation and footings and foundation may proceed prior to approval of the
amended subdivision plat.

16.

Trails and linkages to trails shown on the City’s Master Trail Plan shall be
constructed in accordance with the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical
Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility amended plat and conditions of
the Annexation Agreement.

17.

A redundance water system is necessary for the health, safety and welfare of the
development.

18.

A signalized intersection with location and associated improvements to State Route
248 approved by the Utah Department of Transportation will be finalized with the
amended subdivision plat. Other traffic mitigation measures and costs associated
with those measures must be approved by agreement between parties in
accordance with the annexation agreement.

19.

The Analysis section of this staff report is incorporated herein.

Conclusions of Law - IHC MPD
1.

The MPD, as conditioned, complies with all the requirements of the Land
Management Code.

2.

Th MPD, as conditioned, meets the minimum requirements of Section 15-6-5 of this
Code.

3.

The MPD, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City General Plan.

4.

The MPD, as conditioned, provides the highest value of open space, as determined
by the Planning Commission.

5.

The MPD, as conditioned, strengthens and enhances the resort character of Park
City.

6.

The MPD, as conditioned, compliments the natural features on the site and
preserves significant features or vegetation to the extent possible.

7.

Th MPD, as conditioned, is compatible in use, scale, and mass with adjacent
properties, and promotes neighborhood compatibility.
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8.

The MPD provides amenities to the community so that there is no net loss of
community amenities.

9.

The MPD, as conditioned, is consistent with the employee Affordable Housing
requirements as adopted by the City Council at the time the application was filed.

10.

The MPD, as conditioned, meets the provisions of the Sensitive Lands provision of
the Land Management Code.
The project has been designed to place
Development on the most Developable Land and least visually obtrusive portions of
the site.

11.

The MPD, as conditioned, promotes the use of non-vehicular forms of transportation
through design and by providing trail connections.

12.

The MPD has been noticed and public hearing held in accordance with this Code.

Conditions of Approval - IHC MPD
1.

All standard conditions of approval apply to this MPD.

2.

All applicable conditions of approval of the IHC/USSA Annexation shall apply to this
MPD.

3.

All applicable conditions of approval of the Intermountain Healthcare Park City
Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility amended subdivision
plat shall apply.

4.

A final water efficient landscape and irrigation plan that indicates snow storage
areas is required prior to building permit issuance.

5.

All exterior lights must conform to the City lighting ordinance and shall be in
substantial conformance with the plans reviewed by the Commission on May 23,
2007. Parking lot lighting shall be on a timing system to allow for minimal lighting
when the facility is not open. The timing system and building security lighting shall
be approved by Staff prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy.

6.

All exterior signs require a separate sign permit. Application for a sign permit shall
be made to the Planning Department prior to installation of any temporary or
permanent signs.
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7.

Exterior building materials and colors and final design details must be in substantial
compliance with the elevations, color, and material details exhibits and photos
reviewed by the Planning Commission on May 23, 2007.

8.

The final building plans, parking lot details and landscaping, and construction details
for the project shall meet substantial compliance with the drawings reviewed by the
Planning Commission on May 23, 2007.

9.

Utility and grading plans, including all public improvements and trails, must be
approved by the City Engineer prior to Building Permit issuance. A guarantee for all
public improvements, including trails and required landscaping, is required prior to
recordation of the final subdivision plat.

10.

The Construction Mitigation Plan must be approved by Staff as a condition
precedent to issuance of any building permits. The plan shall be consistent with the
plan reviewed by the Planning Commission on May 23, 2007.

11.

A storm water run-off and drainage plan shall be submitted with the building plans
and approved prior to issuance of any building permits, to mitigate impacts n
adjacent wetlands. The plan shall follow Park City’s Storm Water Management
Plan and the project shall implement storm water Best Management Practices.

12.

Approval of a fire protection plan for the building shall have been made by the
Building Official prior to any full building permit being issued. The fire protection
component of the plan shall ensure that Park City’s ISO rating is not negatively
affected by construction of the building.

13.

A detailed review against the Uniform Building and Fire Codes in use at the time of
building permit submittal is a condition precedent to issuance of full building permit.

14.

The trail connections to the Park City Recreation Complex as required by the
Annexation Agreement and conditions of approval of the final subdivision plat shall
be constructed prior to issuance of a final certificate of occupancy for the building.
The public dedication of the trails will occur with the amended subdivision
concurrently being reviewed by the City. Construction and paving of the trail
between IHC and the Recreation Complex will occur with the first phase of hospital
construction. The second phase trail will be constructed with the resolution of the
development potential (construction or open space/trails) of the adjacent PRI
property to the north.

15.

IHC will pay $16,000 per ERU to the City for water within 10 business days of this
MPD approval in accordance with Section 8 of the Annexation Agreement. In
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addition, IHC will contribute $899,000 for development of a second, redundant,
source of water as provided in the amended water agreement pursuant to Section 8
of the Annexation Agreement.
16.

IHC will bear the cost of traffic mitigation measures as provided in the Annexation
Agreement in an amount to be agreed prior to the approval of the amended
subdivision plat.

17.

The following items are agreed to by the applicant as mitigation for the loss of the
use of a planned ballfield at the Park City Recreation Complex:
- IHC will pay Park City Municipal Corporation $50,000 to compensate the City for
actual costs the City incurred to prepare the ground for the future ball field.
- IHC will pay Park City Municipal Corporation the actual costs incurred by the city
for a way finding sign at the Junction of Round Valley Drive and the road leading to
the recreation complex and the National Ability Center (F. Gillmor Drive).
- IHC will pay for and construct an 8' wide paved trail connection on the recreation
complex property. This trail connection will connect: the paved trail at the southwest
corner of the recreation complex with the paved trail to be built by Intermountain on
our property, adjacent to both USSA and the hospital.
- IHC will enter into a shared parking agreement with Park City. The hospital will
share up to 300 parking spaces a t full build-out on weekends for park and ride lots
for city events.
IHC and the City will work together to establish a Parking
Management and Phasing Plan to manage the use of these 300 spaces and
establish a phasing plan for use of fewer spaces prior to full build-out.
Intermountain would have the ability to reduce this number through the Management
Plan or if both parties agree in writing based on lack of availability through normal
use or ultimate build out of the Medical Campus. The Plan would include anticipate
use schedule to allow notification of employees when certain lots would not be
available for employee use on weekends.
- IHC will replace the storm water detention basin that will be removed through the
construction of the road.
- IHC will construct a temporary, paved driveway from SR248 to existing Gillmor
Drive, as it runs east to west at the south west corner of the recreation parcel, just
south of the proposed signalized intersection. This will facilitate temporary access
for the NAC and recreation complex while the road improvements and infrastructure
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are being built.
approvals.

Exact location and design are subject to UDOT and Park City

- It is likely that due to the new road alignment, the City will have to modify the
Recreation Subdivision to locate the new Round Valley Drive road within a platted
right-of-way. Should this be necessary, the City will coordinate necessary drawings
and approvals, but Intermountain will be responsible for the cost of all necessary
submittal documents and plats. The amended subdivision, if necessary, would be
required prior to issuance of full permits for either USSA or the Hospital.
- IHC will design and construct 30 trailhead parking spaces to the reasonable
satisfaction of the City Engineer on the Park City Recreation Complex. The exact
location will be determined by Park City, but will be in the general vicinity of the
approved plan, adjacent to the new road.
6.

IHC - Conditional Use Permit

Commissioner Pettit recused herself from this item.
Planner Robinson commented on additional findings and conditions related to Phase 1 of
the building, its size and use, and the parking. He indicated one change in Condition of
Approval #9 to specifically name the roads. The first sentence was modified to read, “The
applicant, at its expense, will install a signalized intersection on SR 248 and improvements
to SR 248, Round Valley Drive, and Florence Gilmore Way as reasonably required by the
City Engineer”. The remainder of Condition #9 stayed as written.
Chair Pro Tem Barth re-opened the public hearing.
There was no comments.
Chair Pro Tem Barth closed the public hearing.
MOTION: Commissioner Sletten moved to APPROVE the Intermountain Healthcare
Hospital conditional use permit based on the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Conditions of Approval contained in the Staff report with the amendment to Condition #9 as
stated by Planner Robinson. Commissioner Wintzer seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.

Commissioner Pettit was recused.

Findings of Fact - IHC - CUP
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FILM STUDIO

EXHIBIT H
Table 1
Density of IHC
MPD
Hospital Uses
On Lot 1

Total Support
Medical Offices
on Lots 1, 6, 7, 8,
and 10

Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 9,
and 11

Total Includes
Hospital Uses/
Support Medical
Office on Lots 1,
6, 7, 8 and 10 and
USSA on Lot 3

Table 2
Medical Support
Offices on Lot 1

Support Medical
office Lots 7 and
10
Support Medical
office Lot 6

Support Medical
office Lot 8

Approved per IHC
st
MPD and 1
Amendment
300,000 SF
(square feet)
(180 UE)*

Approved and built or under
construction

Remaining to be built
(includes possible SF if
MPD is amended)

137,800 SF
(82.68 UE)

162,200 SF (97.32 UE)

150,000 SF
(150 UE)
(68,000 SF existing with
82,000 SF under construction.)

0 SF
***
to 50,000 SF (50 UE)

85,000 SF (85 UE) for USSA
Center of Excellence on Lot 3
28 affordable units on Lot 4 transferred to Park City Heights
and under construction.

0 SF- (UE needed for for
a public recreation
facility?)

287,800 SF
(232.68 UE)

162,200 SF (97.32 UE) of
Hospital Uses
0-50,000 SF (50 UE)
Support Medical Office
Uses***

100,000 SF
(100 UE)

100,000 SF
(100 UE)

0 SF
to 50,000 SF (50 UE) ***

50,000 SF
(50 UE)

50,000 SF
(50 UE)

0 SF

25,000 SF
(25 UE)
transferred to Lot 1
st
with 1 MPD
Amendment)

0 SF

0 SF
to 50,000 SF (50 UE) ***

25,000 SF
(25 UE)
transferred to Lot 1
st
with 1 MPD
Amendment)

0 SF

0 SF (Peace House UE
for portion of Summit
CO affordable units)

150,000 SF
(150 UE)**

85 Unit Equivalents
identified for Lot 3,
28 affordable units
on Lot 4,
0 UE identified for
Lots 2, 5, 9, and 11
535,000 SF
(415 UE)
450,000 SF
(330 UE) plus
85,000 SF (85 UE)

*1 UE= 1666.67 sf of hospital use per the annexation agreement.
**1 UE= 1,000 sf of Support Medical Office Use.
*** Subject to approval of MPD Amendment for additional 50 UE as 50,000 sf of Support Medical Office
Uses.
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The overall density of the Annexation area is 2.64 UE per acre for the allocated Unit
Equivalents identified in the Annexation Agreement. There are a total of 415 UE
specified on the 157.243 acres of the entire Annexation area. If an additional 50,000 sf
(50 UE) of Support Medical Office Uses are approved, then the overall density would be
2.957 UE per acre (465 UE on 157.243 acres). Hospital Use at 50 UE would result in
83,333.5 sf; however this use is no longer being requested. Density is discussed in
greater detail in the Analysis section below.
Density Allocation of Annexation/MPD
Table 3
Lot #
Lot Area (acres)
1
99.06
2
8.49
3
5.0
4

5.0

5

15.0

6

3.04

7

3.40

8

9.93

9

0.17

Density (UE)
280
n/a (open space)
85
n/a (was affordable
housing parcel)
n/a (open space
and recreation
uses)
0 (25 were
transferred to Lot 1)
25
0 (25 were
transferred to Lot 1)
n/a

10

3.09

25

0.95
4.11
157.24

n/a
n/a
415 UE

11
Roads
TOTAL

Ownership
IHC
IHC
USSA
PCMC
PCMC
IHC
IHC/MOB
IHC
Questar
IHC (Summit
CO/Peoples Health)
IHC
PCMC- ROW

Proposed MPD Amendments
1. Subdivision of Lot 8
The applicant is requesting an MPD amendment to allow a subdivision of the existing
9.934 Lot 8 into two lots (Exhibit F). Lot 8 is located directly north of the Summit County
Health Department Building. The 3.6 acre eastern portion of Lot 8 would remain as Lot
8 and a new Lot 12 would be created from the remaining 6.334 acres. IHC would retain
ownership of Lot 12 as a dedicated open space lot and Lot 8 would be encumbered with
a ground lease for the Peace House. The western portion (Lot 12) is primarily wetlands
and wetlands buffer. There is no minimum lot size in the CT zone and setback
requirements of the zone can be met. A formal plat amendment application is necessary
to split the existing lot into 2 lots, with review and recommendation by Planning
Commission and final action by the City Council. The applicant has revised the preMPD application to stipulate that Lot 12 would be deeded as an open space Lot as an
additional public benefit for the MPD.
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EXHIBIT I

Park City
Housing Authority
Staff Report
Subject:
Author:
Department:
Date:
Type of Item:

Approval of Amended Affordable Housing Mitigation Plan for
The Medical Campus at Park City Medical Center
Rhoda Stauffer
Sustainability
June 4, 2015
Administrative

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Housing Authority
conduct a public hearing, discuss and approve the IHC Affordable Housing Mitigation
Plan Approval – Exhibit B.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Intermountain Healthcare (IHC) has a housing obligation
balance of 23.32 Affordable Unit Equivalents (AUEs) from the original Annexation
Agreement and are proposing that up to 12.5 of them be fulfilled through a land-lease
agreement with Peace House for a new multi-purpose housing and shelter campus.
Council in its role as Park City Housing Authority has the authority to approve Housing
Mitigation Plans for housing obligations resulting from MPDs and Annexation
Agreements.
Definitions of Acronyms used in this Report:
AUE = Affordable Unit Equivalent
IHC = Intermountain Healthcare
MPD = Master Planned Development
SF = Square Feet
BACKGROUND:
As a result of an Annexation Agreement recorded on January 23, 2007, the Applicant
incurred a housing obligation totaling to 90.47 AUEs. To date, no units have been
completed; however 44.78 AUEs will be fulfilled in the construction of 28 townhomes in
the Park City Heights development which is scheduled to break ground in the next
month. Through agreements with other entities, and transfer of development on certain
parcels, the housing obligation was also reduced by 22.37 AUEs resulting in the current
balance owed of 23.32 AUEs.
A partial plan for the balance– 23.32 AUEs – is in the attached Affordable Housing
Mitigation Plan (Exhibit “A”).
To date, all the build-out on the Medical Campus incurs
a housing obligation of 43.7 AUEs which means that the 44.78 AUEs included in the
Park City Heights project fulfills all existing IHC development. Approvals here are
sought for future development.
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IHC Housing Obligation numbers
1. Hospital (300,000 sf)
2. USSA (85,000 sf)
3. Support Medical (150,000 sf)
Reductions/Waivers/Deferrals
Deferral of USSA obligation
Transfer to SC for Health Building
Transfer to Physician's Holding

Balance of IHC Housing Obligation

Annexation Agreement
44.78
10.71
34.98
90.47
10.71
5.83
5.83
22.37
68.1

Fulfillment Strategies
Park City Heights (28 townhomes -1600 to 2000 sf)

44.78

Total proposed
Balance owed

44.78
23.32

The Applicant’s Housing Obligation is based in Housing Resolution 17-99 which defines
an AUE as a two-bedroom unit of 800 square feet.
The Applicant has signed a 40-year lease (with two possible 5-year extensions) with
Peace House at the cost of one dollar annually, for just over three buildable acres in Lot
8 of their campus. Lot 8 was originally designated for construction of a medical support
building. Peace House is planning to build a campus that includes 12 transitional
housing units, 7,200 s.f. of shelter space, one 800 s.f. employee apartment and 7,000
s.f. of office and administrative space. Peace House is also scheduled to be the
beneficiary of a Summit County–based housing and community amenity obligation in
the form of an in-lieu fee. An expansion of retail space at the Tanger Outlet Center
resulted in a Housing Obligation that is equal to 10 AUEs along with obligations for trails
and transportation amenities which totals to $960,000. The 10 AUEs will not be
counted as part of IHC’s fulfillment of City housing obligations.
ANALYSIS:
Several policy issues are associated with the Applicant’s proposal as outlined below. :
1. Housing Resolution 17-99
Although established in more recent Housing Resolutions, Resolution 17-99 (attached
as Exhibit “D”) does not address the option of constructing transitional housing or
emergency shelters in fulfillment of affordable housing obligations. In order to assist
organizations such as Peace House, the option was added to subsequent Housing
Resolutions beginning in 2007. In the spirit of the intent of later Housing Resolutions
establishing support of the concept, Staff recommends that this be approved. Is the
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Housing Authority in support of utilizing the provision from later Housing
Resolutions to consider transitional housing and emergency shelter construction
a viable option for fulfillment of housing obligations?
2. Term of Affordability and Term of Land Lease
Housing Resolution 17-99 requires a minimum of 40 years for the term of affordability
with the preference for program existence and/or affordability in perpetuity. The current
Housing Resolution (02-15) requires an initial 40 year term with consecutive ten (10)
year terms unless the City determines, based on independent housing needs
assessment, that the unit/program is no longer needed. The Applicant has signed a
40-year lease with the option for two five-year extensions. Staff recommends approval
since the lease term meets the 17-99 Housing Resolution and is only slightly different
from the current Housing Resolution.
Does the Housing Authority accept the
Applicant’s request to limit the term of affordability to the terms established in
the lease agreement? If not, what term would be acceptable to the Housing
Authority?
3. Density Calculations
In accordance with Housing Resolution 17-99, the units that fulfill the Applicant’s
housing obligation do not count towards density. However, the Peace House campus
will benefit from a housing obligation incurred by the expansion of the Tanger Outlets in
2014. In an agreement with Summit County, the new campus planned by Peace House
will fulfill the Tanger Outlet housing obligation (10 units) if the following occurs:
a. Secure property by 2015 (fulfilled by a lease agreement with IHC signed in
February of this year);
b. Entitlements for construction by March of 2016; and
c. Construction begun by March of 2017.
In exchange, Peace House will receive the in-lieu fee of $960,000 (combination of 10
AUEs and other community amenity obligations from Tanger Outlet Center) to build
their campus. In a recent revision to the MPD for the Medical Campus, IHC moved all
density off Lot 8. The Applicant is now requesting that Council grant an exemption for
the County housing density in consideration of the higher community purpose
addressed by a new Peace House campus. The Applicant has also indicated that they
will be returning to the Planning Commission with another request to amend the MPD
and request maximum density be assigned to IHC for potential future development.
Staff is concerned about the precedent this may establish of eroding density guidelines
allowing not only affordable housing waivers and then layering density from other
jurisdictions as well. Staff recommends that in future considerations, if additional
density is granted, the total be reduced by the density required for the Summit County
units (10 AUEs equaling 8,000 square feet). Staff does not recommend that the
administrative and support space be counted in density due to the need for it in support
of the overall program. Is the Housing Authority supportive of granting the
exemption of density for the Summit County units with the understanding that
any future density granted will be reduced by these units?
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IHC will return with a plan for fulfillment of the remaining balance of AUEs – 11.82 AUEs
– at a future date. Discussions have begun on the potential for partnering with the City
to establish a loan pool for down-payment assistance or partnership with other local
developers for construction of units. Staff is recommending that these discussions
continue in order to bring a more refined proposal to the Housing Authority at a future
time.
Department Review:
This report was reviewed by the Community Affairs Manager, the City Attorney and the
City Manager.
Alternatives:
A. Approve Staff’s Recommendation: The IHC Affordable Housing Mitigation
Plan Approval – Exhibit B – is approved including Staff’s recommended
conditions of approval and plans for the new Peace House campus can move
forward. This is Staff’s Recommendation.
B. Deny: Denying the proposal and requesting that the agreement be revised will
add time to the process that may jeopardize the Peace House project due to
time constraints placed by the County in order to release the in-lieu fees to the
project.
C. Modify: Modification could add time to the process and could jeopardize the
Peace House project due to time constraints placed by the County in order to
release the in-lieu fees to the project.
D. Continue the Item: Modification could add time to the process and could
jeopardize the Peace House project due to time constraints placed by the
County in order to release the in-lieu fees to the project.
E.

Do Nothing: Same result as B above – denial of the request.

Significant Impacts:

Which Desired
Outcomes might the
Recommended
Action Impact?

Assessment of
Overall Impact on
Council Priority
(Quality of Life
Impact)

+

World Class MultiSeasonal Resort
Destination

Preserving & Enhancing
the Natural Environment

(Economic Impact)

(Environmental Impact)

Balance betw een tourism
and local quality of lif e

+

An Inclusive Community of
Diverse Economic &
Cultural Opportunities

Responsive, CuttingEdge & Effective
Government

(Social Equity Impact)

(+/-) (Select Desired Outcome)

Reduced municipal,
business and community
carbon f ootprints
(+/-) (Select Desired Outcome)

+

Residents live and w ork
locally

+

Streamlined and f lexible
operating processes

(+/-) (Select Desired Outcome)

(+/-) (Select Desired Outcome)

(+/-) (Select Desired Outcome)

(+/-) (Select Desired Outcome)

(+/-) (Select Desired Outcome)

(+/-) (Select Desired Outcome)

Very Positive

Positive

Very Positive

Positive

Ï

×

Ï

×

Comments: Allowing the Applicant to work with the Peace House provides a highly valuable resource to the community.
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Funding Source: There is no funding source needed for this item.

Consequences of not taking the recommended action: The Applicant won’t be able
to fulfill their affordable housing obligation and the Peace House could lose a valuable
resource in the development of a new campus for their program.

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Housing Authority
conduct a public hearing, discuss and approve the attached IHC Affordable Housing
Mitigation Plan approval – Exhibit B.
Attachments:

Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:
Exhibit C:
Exhibit D:

Affordable Housing Mitigation Plan submitted by IHC
Draft Housing Plan Approval
Excerpt from Annexation Agreement for IHC’s PC Medical Campus
Housing Resolution 17-99
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EXHIBIT A
PARK CITY MEDICAL CENTER
MEDICAL CAMPUS
HOUSING MITIGATION PLAN
PARK CITY HOUSING AUTHORITY
MAY 13, 2015
Background
The annexation agreement between Park City and Intermountain Healthcare included the
elements of affordable housing that needed to be provided as part of the development of
the annexation area. The base employee affordable housing associated with the hospital
at full build out was 44.78 units. This part of the affordable housing obligation was to be
satisfied by the donation of Lot 4 of the subdivision to Park City, and the construction of
the units. These units were eventually relocated from Lot 4 and included in the Park City
Heights project.
The affordable housing obligation for Lot 7 was assumed by Physician Holdings when
they purchased that lot from Intermountain. The affordable housing obligation for Lot 10
was assumed by Summit County when Lot 10 and its density were ground leased to
Summit County for the Public Health/People’s Health Building.
The Planning Commission approved an MPD amendment for the Park City Medical
Center on October 8, 2014. This MPD amendment was made to facilitate the building of
a Medical Support Building attached to the hospital. This project brought the affordable
housing of all construction on campus to 43.7 affordable housing units, nearly matching
the Park City Heights units.
There is an additional 23.3 units of affordable housing, part of the annexation agreement.
Additional affordable housing needs to be provided before the occupancy of unbuilt
density on the campus. One of the conditions of approval by the Planning Commission
was for Intermountain Healthcare to return to the Planning Commission with a revised
affordable housing phasing plan to address options for the location of the remaining
approximately 23.3 affordable housing units associated with the MPD.
Current Proposal
Intermountain Healthcare is working with Peace House to develop a new shelter.
Intermountain has entered into a ground lease with Peace House to provide the location
for the shelter on part of lot 8 of the subdivision at a cost of $1 per year. Peace House is
planning to build a facility with transitional housing, shelter housing and support
services. The total project would be about 25,000 square feet. Part of the funding for the
Peace House project is coming from Summit County to fulfill other affordable housing
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requirements. Peace House’s agreement with Summit County requires them to start
construction by March 1, 2017.
The remainder of transitional housing, the shelter housing, and employee housing
components of the Peace House project would qualify as affordable housing for
Intermountain Healthcare future phases on the Medical Campus. It is estimated that the
Intermountain portion of the transitional housing is 2 affordable housing units, the shelter
housing is 8.75 affordable housing units, and the employee housing is 1 affordable
housing unit. The Peace House project would meet all of Intermountain’s affordable
housing for the next phase of campus development (9.5 affordable housing units),
currently planned for 2019 to 2025. The project also would provide 2.3 affordable
housing units to address the obligation of the full build out phase of density approved in
the annexation agreement.
Intermountain Healthcare and Peace House are proposing that the new shelter be
considered as an affordable housing project. However, before the project can move
forward there are some policy issues that the Housing Authority needs to provide
direction.
Issue 1
The annexation agreement was written under the 17-99 affordable housing resolution.
That version of the resolution did not specifically include transitional housing as a
permitted type of affordable housing. In later versions of the affordable housing
resolution the Housing Authority did include transitional housing projects as permitted
uses. Intermountain Healthcare and Peace House recommend that the Housing Authority
approve this project as a permitted use under the 17-99 resolution.
Issue 2
The ground lease between Intermountain Healthcare and Peace House has an initial term
of 40 years. In addition, Peace House has 2 extensions of 5 years each at their discretion.
Intermountain and Peace House recommend that the Housing Authority approve the term
of the ground lease as acceptable for affordable housing purposes.
Issue 3
The annexation agreement states that affordable housing to mitigate the development on
the hospital campus may be located there without additional density being required.
Therefore the portion of the Peace House project associated with the Intermountain
Healthcare affordable housing requirement is exempt from density requirements for the
CT zone. The issue relates to the portion of Peace House that is associated with Summit
County affordable housing. Is the Housing Authority willing to grant an exemption from
density for the county portion of the project? Intermountain Healthcare and Peace House
are recommending that this exemption be granted.
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Issue 4
There is an administrative space component to the project. This space is support for the
Peace House’s mission. Since support space is space that does not exist independent of
the primary purpose, Intermountain and Peace House recommend that the administrative
space be considered as support to affordable housing and therefore exempt for density
purposes.
Future Affordable Housing
The remaining affordable housing obligation of 11.5 affordable housing units is tied to
the full build out phase of the campus development after 2025. Intermountain’s plan for
any remaining affordable housing AUEs would be to have these units developed offcampus. One option under consideration is to participate with Park City Municipal
Corporation if the city develops a shared equity program or other affordable housing
assistance program for employees. The second option would be to participate with a
private housing development off campus.
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Exhibit B
Draft Approval for Affordable Housing Mitigation Plan
The Medical Campus at Park City Medical Center
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL FOR AN
AMENDED AFFORDABLE HOUSING MITIGATION PLAN FOR THE MEDICAL
CAMPUS AT PARK CITY MEDICAL CENTER
WHEREAS, the owners of the Medical Campus at Park City Medical Center
located on Round Valley Drive have a total housing obligation of 90.47 AUEs
established within the Annexation Agreement recorded January 23, 2007;
WHEREAS, 44.78 AUEs are fulfilled through development of 28 townhomes
within the Park City Heights development and 22.37 AUEs are deferred or transferred
through land deals, a total of 23.32 AUEs remain to be fulfilled; and
WHEREAS, the owner submitted a proposed updated housing mitigation plan on
May 13, 2015 requesting that a land lease with Peace House be considered as
fulfillment of 12.5 AUEs;
NOW, THEREFORE, the Housing Authority of Park City, Utah hereby approves
the Housing Mitigation Plan as follows:
SECTION 1. APPROVAL. The above recitals are hereby incorporated as
findings of fact. The Housing Mitigation Plan submitted by the Owner is approved
subject to the following Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Conditions of
Approval.
Findings of Fact:
1. The original Annexation Agreement was recorded January 23, 2007.
2. The Housing Authority approved an overall housing obligation equal to 90.47
AUEs in accordance with Housing Resolution 17-99.
3. Construction of 28 affordable townhomes within the Park City Heights
development will fulfill 44.78 AUEs.
4. Deferral of units resulting from the construction of the USSA facility equals 10.47
AUEs.
5. Transfer of development rights for one 25,000 square foot medical support
building to Summit County for the Health Department and People’s Health Clinic
equals 5.83 AUEs.
6. Transfer of development rights for one 25,000 square foot medical support
building to Physicians Holdings, LLC equals 5.83 AUEs.
7. To date, a balance of 23.32 AUEs remains to be fulfilled.
8. The Owner proposes to lease land to the Peace House for a campus that
includes a minimum of the following: 12 transitional housing units of 800 square
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feet or larger, 7,200 square feet or more of shelter space, and one employee
apartment of a minimum of 800 square feet.
9. The Peace House campus equals a total of 22.5 AUEs of which 10 are in
fulfillment of a Summit County housing obligation and therefore removed from the
calculation resulting in 12.5 AUEs to count towards the balance remaining in the
Owner’s housing obligation.
10. The provision of shelter and transitional housing is not offered as an option for
fulfillment in Housing Resolution 17-99.
11. The Owner’s lease agreement with Peace House is a slight deviation from the
current requirements for terms of affordability however they meet the terms
required in Housing Resolution 17-99.
12. Lot 8 on which the Peace House campus will be constructed retains no density.
Conclusions of Law:
1. IHC’s updated Housing Mitigation Plan requests several exceptions to Housing
Resolution 17-99.
2. The Owner will fulfill 12.5 AUEs with this Approval.
3. The Owner will have a balance of 11.82 AUEs still to be fulfilled following the
completion of this plan.
Conditions of Approval:
1. Future density increases for the IHC Medical Campus at Park City Medical
Center will be reduced by 10 AUEs or 8,000 square feet.

SECTION 2. EFFECTIVE DATE. This approval shall take effect upon adoption and
execution.
PASSED AND ADOPTED this ___day of ___________ 20__.
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION

_________________________________
Jack Thomas, MAYOR
Attest:
_____________________________
Marci Heil, City Recorder

Approved as to Form:
____________________________
Mark Harrington, City Attorney
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PARK CITY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SUMMIT COUNTY, UTAH
June 4, 2015
Page |9
conclusions of law,
and conditions of approval in a form approved by
the city attorney to June 18, 2015
Council member Simpson seconded
Approved unanimously
8. Consideration of the 327 Woodside Amended Subdivision Pursuant to Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law and Conditions of Approval in a Form Approved by the City Attorney.
Mayor Thomas opened the public hearing. No comments were heard. Mayor Thomas closed the
public hearing.
Council member Simpson moved to continue consideration of the 327 Woodside amended
subdivision pursuant to findings of fact, conclusions of law and conditions of approval in a form
approved by the city attorney
Council member Henney seconded
Approved unanimously
VI.

ADJOURNMENT INTO HOUSING AUTHORITY MEETING
Council member Simpson moved to adjourn
Council member Henney seconded
Approved unanimously

VII.

HOUSING AUTHORITY MEETING
1. Roll Call - Mayor Jack Thomas called the meeting of the Housing Authority to order at approximately
6:57 p.m. at the Marsac Municipal Building on Thursday, June 4, 2015. Members in attendance were
Jack Thomas, Andy Beerman, Dick Peek, Liza Simpson, Tim Henney and Cindy Matsumoto. Staff
members present were Diane Foster, City Manager; Matt Dias, Assistant City Manager; Mark
Harrington, City Attorney; Marci Heil, City Recorder; Karen Anderson; Rhoda Stauffer, Sustainability
2. Consideration of the IHC Housing Plan

Rhoda Stauffer, Sustainability; Morgan Bush, IHC; Doug Clyde, Peace House; and Cy Hut, Park City Medical
Center, joined Council to discuss the IHC Housing plan policy decisions to include: term of land lease, density
considerations and shelter and transitional housing fulfillments to meet the housing obligation.
The land lease for Peace House is for 40 years at $1 per year with 5 year extensions. Stauffer outlined that there
was a change to findings of fact number 8 to read “totaling to 9,600 square feet or more.” Council member
Matsumoto asked, when the lease is up, does the hospital still fulfill the housing requirement. Morgan states
yes, it's an ongoing requirement. Council member Simpson asked why have two 5-year leases instead of
one 10-year lease. Bush explains this is a standard IHC lease agreement but the option lies with Peace
House, not IHC.

Regarding the density calculation, Stauffer explains Staff recommends that if future density is granted to the
hospital for future development, we deduct the Summit County units from that density calculation.
Lastly, if Council approves the plat of approval, Staff recommends changes Item 8 to "the owner proposes to
lease land to the Peace House for a campus that includes a minimum of 12 transitional housing units totaling
to 9,600 square feet or more, 7200 square feet or more of shelter space and one employee apartment of a
minimum of 800 square feet" to allow Peace House more flexibility with the size of their units. Council
member Beerman
asks ifPacket
Summit
County
explains
Planning Commission
January
13, 2016is on board with the transaction, to which Stauffer
Page
257 of 406they
have already worked everything out on their end.

PARK CITY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SUMMIT COUNTY, UTAH
June 4, 2015
P a g e | 10
Mayor Thomas opened for public hearing. No comments made. Mayor Thomas closed the public hearing.

Board member Peek moved to approve the IHC
Housing Plan with amended language
Board member Beerman seconded
Approved unanimously
Simpson moved to adjourn. Beerman seconded. Approved.
Approved unanimously as amended to include the change to findings of fact number 8
3. Adjournment
Board member Simpson moved to adjourn
Board member Beerman seconded
Approved unanimously
CLOSED SESSION MEMORANDUM
The City Council met in a closed session at approximately 1 : 0 0 p .m. Members in attendance were Mayor
Jack Thomas, Andy Beerman, Dick Peek, Cindy Matsumoto and Tim Henney. Staff members present were;
Diane Foster, City Manager; Mark Harrington, City Attorney; Matt Dias, Assistant City Manager. Council
member Henney moved to close the meeting to discuss Property, Litigation and Personnel. Council
member Simpson seconded. Motion carried.

The meeting for which these minutes were prepared was noticed by posting at least 24 hours in advance and by
delivery to the news media two days prior to the meeting.
Prepared by Karen Anderson, Deputy City Recorder
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Planning Commission
Staff Report
Application #s:
Subject:
Author:
Date:
Type of Item:

PL-15-03000
Peace House Conditional Use Permit
Kirsten Whetstone, MS, AICP- Senior Planner
January 13, 2016
Administrative

Summary Recommendation
Staff recommends the Planning Commission discuss the Conditional Use Permit (CUP)
application for the Peace House and conduct a public hearing. Staff has prepared
findings of fact, conclusions of law and conditions of approval for the Commission’s
consideration.
Description
Applicant:

Location:
Zoning District:
Surrounding Land Uses:

Reason for Review:

Peace House, Inc., represented by Doug Clyde and
Intermountain Healthcare Health Services, Inc. (IHC),
represented by Morgan Busch
700 Round Valley Drive
Community Transition (CT)
IHC Park City Medical Clinic, Summit County Health
Department and People’s Health clinic, USSA Training
Facility, Physician Holdings Medical offices, Quinn’s
Recreation and Park City Ice Rink complex, US 40, and
open space and public trails.
Final action on a Conditional Use Permit application is made
by the Planning Commission following a public hearing.

Summary of Proposal
This application is a request for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) for new construction of
a shelter for victims of domestic violence with administrative offices, support uses, and
emergency and transitional housing. The CUP is located on Lot 8 of the Second
Amended Intermountain Health Care Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters and
Training Facility. Lot 8 contains a total of 9.934 acres (Exhibits A, B, C, E, F and G). The
Peace House facility is proposed on the eastern approximately 3.6 acres of Lot 8.
Background
On May 23, 2007, the Planning Commission approved a Master Planned Development
(MPD) for the Park City Medical Center (aka IHC MPD). A Conditional Use Permit
(CUP) for Phase 1 of the IHC MPD was also approved on May 23, 2007. The Phase 1
CUP included a 122,000 square foot hospital building (with an additional 13,000 square
feet of constructed, unfinished shell space) with 50,000 square feet of medical offices
(18,000 square feet are constructed). The IHC MPD and subsequent CUPs are subject
to the Annexation Agreement, recorded at Summit County on January 23, 2007.
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The annexation property was zoned into the Community Transition (CT) Zoning District
and platted with the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus/USSA
Headquarters and Training Facility subdivision plat. The subdivision plat was amended
twice since the original approval. The Second Amended Intermountain Healthcare Park
City Medical Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility subdivision plat
(IHC/USSA plat) was recorded at Summit County on November 25, 2008.
The IHC MPD consists of Lots 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 of the IHC/USSA plat. Lot
1 of the subdivision plat is the location of the Park City Medical Clinic, Lot 2 is dedicated
as open space as part of the MPD. Lot 3 is the location of the USSA Headquarters and
Training Center MPD and is not part of the IHC MPD. Lot 4 was originally designated
for 28 townhouse affordable units that were incorporated into the Park City Heights
MPD. Lot 5 was transferred to the City for future recreation uses. Lots 6 and 8 were
originally designated for 25,000 sf of support medical offices each, which were
transferred to Lot 1 with the First Amended IHC MPD. Lot 9 contains a small Questar
gas regulating facility, and Lot 11 is the one acre lot around Lot 9, owned by IHC and
not designated as to use or density. Lot 7 was developed by Physician Holdings, Inc. for
medical support offices (aka Medical Office Building or MOB) and Lot 10 was developed
by Summit County for the Summit County Health Department and People’s Health
Clinic.
On February 18, 2015 IHC submitted a pre-MPD application for various amendments to
the IHC MPD. On June 18, 2015 a revised pre-MPD application was submitted with a
specific request for consideration of the Peace House facility to be located on Lot 8 as
fulfillment of the affordable housing requirements for the next phase of construction of
the IHC Park City Medical Center. The revised pre-MPD application was reviewed by
the Planning Commission on August 26, 2015. The Planning Commission made a
finding that the proposed MPD amendments specific to the Peace House on Lot 8 were
generally consistent with the purpose statements of the CT Zoning District and the goals
and objectives of the General Plan.
On November 10, 2015, applications for a second amendment to the IHC MPD
(consistent with the pre-MPD application reviewed on August 26th) and the Conditional
Use Permit for the Peace House on a portion of Lot 8 were submitted. The applications
were considered complete on November 10, 2015.
Staff’s recommendation to approve this CUP for the Peace House is based on
discussion of the pre-MPD applications as well as anticipated approval of the proposed
IHC MPD amendments allowing the Peace House on Lot 8. Lot 8 was initially identified
as the location of 25,000 sf of support medical offices with the IHC MPD approvals. The
first amended MPD transferred the 25 UE of support medical offices to Lot 1 leaving Lot
8 without density. The Second MPD Amendment clarifies that Lot 8 may be the site of
the Peace House as fulfillment of the on-site affordable housing obligation.
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Analysis
The City shall not issue a Conditional Use permit unless the Planning Commission
concludes that:
(1) the Application complies with all requirements of this LMC;
(2) the Use will be Compatible with surrounding Structures in Use, scale, mass and
circulation;
(3) the Use is consistent with the Park City General Plan, as amended; and
(4) the effects of any differences in Use or scale have been mitigated through careful
planning.
The Planning Department and/or Planning Commission must review each of the
following items when considering whether or not the proposed Conditional Use Permit
application, as conditioned, mitigates impacts of and addresses the following items:
(1) size and location of the Site;
Lot 8 consists of 9.934 acres. The Peace House will have a ground lease from IHC (as
property owner) on approximately 3.6 acres. IHC has requested an MPD Amendment to
allow Lot 8 to be subdivided into two separate lots however a plat amendment to create
the two lots of record has not yet been submitted. If Lot 8 is subdivided the Conditional
Use will not be impacted, provided that the new lot lines allow required setbacks and
provide necessary utility and access easements. The proposed 3.6 acres is of sufficient
size to accommodate the proposed use and parking.
The property is located at 700 Round Valley Drive. Round Valley Drive is a public street
that is accessed from State Route 248, near its intersection with US 40. The two story
structure contains a total of approximately 37,600 square feet, excluding the structured
parking. Included within this structure are eight emergency housing units (352 sf to 482
sf), twelve transitional housing units (615 sf to 770 sf), a 460 sf advocates apartment,
communal kitchen and dining areas, communal laundry area, a childcare area, client
support meeting and classroom areas, and administrative offices. The site is of
sufficient size for the proposed building and uses.
On June 4, 2015, the City’s Housing Authority approved the Peace House facility,
including the emergency and transitional housing uses as well as the support uses, to
satisfy affordable housing mitigation requirements for the IHC MPD.
The Peace House facility does not require the use of Unit Equivalents because the
Peace House facility satisfies the affordable housing requirements on-site for the MPD
per LMC Section 15-6-8. The IHC Annexation and MPD is subject to the 17-99 Housing
Resolution, however the Housing Authority invoked the language of the current
Housing Resolution Section 8 (G) (4) that includes a provision to allow emergency
shelters for victims of domestic violence that provide emergency and transitional
housing, as well as required support uses associated with a federally recognized 501 (c
)(3), such as the Peace House, to satisfy affordable housing requirements, if
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specifically approved by the City. The Housing Authority also did not require the use of
UEs for the support uses within the Peace House facility. No unmitigated impacts.
(2) traffic considerations including capacity of the existing Streets in the Area;
The site is served by Round Valley Drive via State Route 248 and a public road through
the Park City Recreation Complex. The Annexation Agreement identified a limit of the
total cost of Traffic Mitigation Measures at $10 Million. The applicant constructed road
improvements and the signalized intersection with SR 248. Two bus shelters were also
constructed on site, one within 300 feet of this property, to accommodate dial a ride bus
service until full service is warranted. Traffic mitigation required with the Annexation
Agreement and satisfied prior to Phase 1 of the MPD, is sufficient for the proposed
Peace House uses. No unmitigated impacts.
.
(3) utility capacity;
Utilities are available to serve the project. A final utility, storm water, and grading plan
will be required prior to Building Permit issuance to coordinate location of utilities on the
site. No unmitigated impacts.
(4) emergency vehicle Access;
Emergency vehicle access to the site is directly from Round Valley Drive. Round Valley
Drive loops through the IHC MPD site with a second emergency access point
connecting to Gilmore Way near the Ice Rink. The loop is gated at the ice rink allowing
only emergency vehicles to drive the entire loop. No unmitigated impacts.
(5) location and amount of off-Street parking;
Twelve (12) structured and secure parking spaces are proposed within the main level
garage and two surface parking lots provide twenty-five (25) and seventeen (17)
additional spaces. The north lot serves as visitor and employee parking while the
structured parking and secured south lot serves as resident and as additional employee
parking. A total of 54 spaces are provided. As a mixed use building with some overlap
of parking demand Staff has determined that approximately 50 spaces are required by
the Land Management Code. Adequate parking is provided for the proposed residential
units and support uses. No unmitigated impacts.
(6) internal vehicular and pedestrian circulation system;
A public road (Round Valley Drive) provides access to the site from SR 248. Sidewalks
and paved public trails exist to connect the site to the Park City Recreation Complex,
medical clinics, hospital, bus shelters, and trails within the Round Valley open space
area. A six foot wide walkway is proposed to connect the front entrance to the public
sidewalk. No unmitigated impacts.
(7) fencing, Screening, and landscaping to separate the Use from adjoining Uses;
Existing vegetation is mostly sage brush, grasses, and wetland sedges. Proposed
landscaping is proposed to minimize the use of turf grass and use appropriate, drought
tolerant plant materials to re-vegetate disturbed areas. Wetland areas and the fifty foot
(50’) buffer area around them will remain undisturbed. A water efficient irrigation
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system is required as a Condition of Approval to be reviewed with the final landscape
plan prior to issuance of a building permit. The conceptual landscape plan has
significant landscaping around the building and parking lots. Additional berming and
landscaping is required on the final landscape plan in order to adequately screen
parking areas from Round Valley Drive. No unmitigated impacts.
(8) Building mass, bulk, and orientation, and the location of Buildings on the Site;
including orientation to Buildings on adjoining Lots;
The proposed Peace House building is approximately 40,778 gross square feet
including enclosed parking. The building consists of 25,964 sf of emergency shelter
housing and transitional housing, 8,622 sf of support uses specific to Peace House
mission, 2,096 sf of circulation and back of house (mechanical, storage, etc.) uses, and
4,096 sf of structured parking. The two story building complies with the zone height of
28’ and setbacks of 25’, as well as requirements for horizontal and vertical building
articulation and is compatible in orientation to Buildings on adjoining Lots with the “L”
shaped design oriented to allow the enclosed courtyard/play area a sunny southeastern
exposure. No unmitigated impacts.
(9) usable Open Space;
The IHC annexation identified over 80% of the entire 157 acres (annexation area) as
open space. Most of the open space will be left in native vegetation or restored with
native materials; however, trails are provided through the site to adjoin with existing
neighboring trails. The building footprint and parking comprise approximately 40,220 sf.
Approximately 118,000 square feet (75%) of the total 3.63 acre site (158,193 square
foot) remains undeveloped. The proposed CUP does not decrease required open space
within the MPD area as construction is proposed within an anticipated development lot.
No unmitigated impacts.
(10) signs and lighting;
Signs and lighting are required to meet the Park City Land Management Code and will
be reviewed and verified prior to issuance of a building permit. A separate sign
application is required prior to installation of exterior signs. Parking lot lighting is
proposed that meets the standards of the lighting section of the Off-Street Parking
chapter of the Land Management Code (15-3-3(C)) and the IHC Master Planned
Development. Final compliance with the City’s Lighting Ordinance will be verified at the
time of building permit plan review and prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy.
Security lighting is an important element of this CUP and Staff recommends a condition
of approval that a security lighting plan be submitted for review prior to issuance of a
Building Permit. No unmitigated impacts.
(11) physical design and Compatibility with surrounding Structures in mass, scale, style,
design, and architectural detailing;
Buildings in the general neighborhood, such as the NAC buildings, the Park City Ice
Rink, the Park City Medical Clinic, and the proposed USSA building are relatively large
buildings, generally three stories or more in elevation. The building more closely relates
to the smaller buildings, such as the Summit County Health Department to the south
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and the Medical Office Building to the north. A variety of styles is represented within the
medical campus neighborhood. The proposed building is two stories and compatible in
style, design, and architectural detailing. The use of metal panels, stucco accents,
Hardi-board, timbers/stone at the entry, sloped roof, and various textured CMU block
sections break up the building facades. The building is well articulated in terms of
massing both vertically and horizontally and complies with LMC Section 15-5-8. See
Exhibits B, F, and G for plans, materials, and perspectives. No unmitigated impacts.
(12) noise, vibration, odors, steam, or other mechanical factors that might affect people
and Property Off-Site;
No disturbing mechanical factors, such as noise, vibration, odors, steam, or dust are
anticipated after construction is complete. Dry utility infrastructure must be located on
the property prior to building permit issuance to ensure that utility companies verify that
area provided for their facilities are viable and that exposed meters and boxes can be
screened with landscaping. No unmitigated impacts.
(13) control of delivery and service vehicles, loading and unloading zones, and
Screening of trash pickup Areas;
Delivery, trash, and service vehicles will access the building on the south side entry and
parking lot. A secure delivery door is located near the secured enclosed parking
structure. Special consideration will be made for delivery vehicles to access the secure
area. Client pick-up and drop-off will occur at the front entry from the north parking lot,
which is also the entry point for most of the employees and support staff. The trash
dumpsters are located in a screened area within the south parking lot. No unmitigated
impacts.
(14) expected Ownership and management of the project as primary residences,
Condominiums, time interval Ownership, Nightly Rental, or commercial tenancies, how
the form of Ownership affects taxing entities; and
Peace House, Inc. is funding the building and will occupy the facility as owners,
however there will be a ground lease to IHC for the property, as IHC will continue to
own the land. No unmitigated impacts.
(15) within and adjoining the Site, impacts on Environmentally Sensitive Lands, Slope
retention, and appropriateness of the proposed Structure to the topography of the Site.
There are no Environmentally Sensitive slopes or ridge lands. There are delineated
wetlands on a portion of Lot 8 to the north and west of the proposed building site. The
plans indicate compliance with the 50’ required buffer setback from wetlands. The
affordable housing resolution requires all new construction or substantial rehabilitation
projects that satisfy affordable housing requirements to demonstrate that it meets the
NAHB Green Standards or a LEED Certificate level. All appliances and products,
including light bulbs shall be Energy Star qualifying products. See Exhibit E for Green
Building concept. No unmitigated impacts.
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Department Review
The project has been reviewed by the Planning, Building, Engineering and Legal
departments as well as the utility providers. Issues raised during the review process
have been addressed with plan revisions and/or by conditions of approval.
Notice
On December 23, 2015, the property was posted and notice was mailed to property
owners within 300 feet. Legal notice was published in the Park Record on December
26, 2015.
Public Input
No public input has been received by the time of this report.
Alternatives
•
•
•

The Planning Commission may approve the application for the Peace House
CUP as conditioned and/or amended; or
The Planning Commission may deny the CUP application and direct staff to
make findings of fact to support this decision; or
The Planning Commission may continue the discussion and request additional
information on specific items.

Future Process
Approval of this application constitutes Final Action that may be appealed to the City
Council following appeal procedures found in LMC § 15-1-18.
Summary Recommendations
Staff recommends the Planning Commission discuss the Conditional Use Permit (CUP)
application for the Peace House and conduct a public hearing. Staff has prepared
findings of fact, conclusions of law and conditions of approval for the Commission’s
consideration.
Findings of Fact:
1. This Conditional Use Permit is for the Peace House facility proposed on a 3.6 acre
portion of Lot 8 of the Second Amended Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical
Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility Subdivision plat approved by the
City Council and recorded at Summit County on November 25, 2008.
2. Lot 8 includes a total lot area of approximately 9.934 acres. Peace House has
recently entered into a 50 year ground lease from IHC on the eastern 3.6 acres of
Lot 8.
3. The property is subject to the Amended Intermountain Healthcare Master Planned
Development (IHC MPD), originally approved on December 7, 2006 and amended in
2014 to transfer support medical office uses from Lots 6 and 8 to Lot 1.
4. On February 18, 2015, IHC submitted a pre-MPD application for various
amendments to the IHC MPD. On June 18, 2015 a revised pre-MPD application was
submitted with a specific request for consideration of the Peace House facility to be
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located on Lot 8 as fulfillment of the affordable housing requirements for the next
phase of construction of the IHC Park City Medical Center.
5. The revised pre-MPD application was reviewed by the Planning Commission on
August 26, 2015 and the Planning Commission made a finding that the proposed
MPD amendments specific to the Peace House on Lot 8 were generally consistent
with the purpose statements of the CT Zoning District and the goals and objectives
of the General Plan.
6. On November 10, 2015, applications for a second amendment to the IHC MPD and
this Conditional Use Permit for the Peace House on a portion of Lot 8 were
submitted to the Planning Department.
7. The applications were considered complete on November 10, 2015.
8. The property is located in the CT Zoning District.
9. The property is currently undeveloped and consists of native grasses and low
vegetation with an area of delineated wetlands located to the north and west of the
proposed building.
10. The wetlands delineation was done more than five years ago and will need to
updated, re-delineated and re-submitted to the Corp.
11. The proposed Peace House facility consists of approximately 37,600 square feet of
new construction for an emergency shelter for victims of domestic violence; including
emergency and transitional housing, support uses (day care, counseling, training,
common kitchen and living areas, laundry, storage, and administrative offices), and
twelve structured parking spaces. An additional 42 surface parking spaces in two
separated lots are proposed. An enclosed landscaped courtyard is proposed for
outdoor activities.
12. As a mixed use building the Land Management Code requires in the range of 45-50
parking spaces. A total of 54 spaces are proposed.
13. The building is two stories and at the tallest point is 27’10” above existing grade and
complies with the 28’ height restrictions of the CT Zoning District. The proposed
building complies with required horizontal and vertical articulation.
14. The proposed mass and scale of the building, as well as the architectural design,
materials, and colors are consistent with adjacent buildings in the surrounding area.
15. Adjacent to the north is the two story Physician Holdings support medical offices and
clinic building and adjacent to the south is the two story Summit County Public
Health and People’s Health Clinic building.
16. The proposed building is setback more than 25’ from all property lines and complies
with the minimum 25’ setbacks from property lines required by the CT Zoning
District. The building and parking area comply with the required 50’ setbacks from
delineated wetlands located to the north and west of the proposed building.
17. Access to the site is from Round Valley Drive, an existing public street that intersects
with State Road 248 at a signalized intersection approximately a half mile to the
south.
18. Two driveway entrances are proposed for the facility. The southern driveway is
proposed as a shared driveway with Summit County Health. This driveway currently
exists and is proposed to become a secured access to the structured and secured
surface parking. A northern driveway, separated by approximately 300’ from the
southern driveway, provides access to the main parking area and building’s front
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entrance. An access easement agreement is required prior to using the shared
driveway.
19. There are existing sidewalks along the street frontage as well as interconnecting
paved trails throughout the subdivision. The site plan proposes a 6’ sidewalk
connecting the front entrance to the existing sidewalk on Round Valley Drive.
20. The proposed Conditional Use Permit is consistent with the Second Amended IHC
MPD that identifies Lot 8 as an approved location for the Peace House as an
emergency shelter with emergency and transitional housing, as well as support
uses, to satisfy a portion of the remaining IHC MPD affordable housing obligation.
21. On June 4, 2015, the City’s Housing Authority approved the amended IHC MPD
Housing Mitigation plan allowing the Peace House facility, including housing and
support uses, to satisfy affordable housing mitigation requirements for the IHC MPD.
22. The Peace House facility does not require the use of Unit Equivalents because the
Peace House facility satisfies the affordable housing requirements on-site for the
MPD per LMC Section 15-6-8.
23. The Analysis section of this staff report is incorporated herein.
Conclusions of Law:
1. The CUP, as conditioned, is consistent with the IHC Master Planned Development,
as amended, and the Park City Land Management Code.
2. The CUP, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City General Plan.
3. The proposed use, as conditioned, is compatible with the surrounding structures in
use, scale, mass and circulation.
4. The effects of any differences in use or scale have been mitigated through careful
planning.
Conditions of Approval:
1. All standard conditions of approval apply to this Conditional Use Permit.
2. A final landscape plan shall be submitted with the building permit application. The
Planning Department shall review and approve the final landscape plan prior to
issuance of a building permit. The plan shall include water efficient landscaping and
irrigation, snow storage areas, defensible space requirements, and additional
berming and landscaping to screen parking and security walls from Round Valley
Drive.
3. All exterior lighting, including parking lot lighting, must comply with the City’s lighting
requirements as outlined in LMC Chapter 5. Final compliance with the City’s lighting
requirements will be verified at the time of building permit plan review and prior to
issuance of a certificate of occupancy.
4. A security lighting plan shall be submitted with the building permit application for
Planning Department review and approval.
5. All exterior signs require a sign permit, approved by the Planning and Building
Departments, prior to installation.
6. The final building plans (site and landscape plans, building design, articulation,
materials, colors, and design details) shall be in substantial compliance with the
plans and drawings reviewed by the Planning Commission on January 13, 2016.
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7. Final utility, storm water, and grading plans must be approved by the City Engineer
prior to Building Permit issuance.
8. The Park City Housing Authority has the final authority to approve the IHC Housing
Mitigation Plan and to determine how the Peace House Facility fulfills affordable
housing obligations required by the IHC Annexation and Amended IHC Master
Planned Development.
9. The wetlands delineation shall be updated and re-submitted to the Corp for approval
prior to issuance of a building permit.
10. Dry utility infrastructure must be located on the property and shown on the building
plans prior to building permit issuance to ensure that utility companies verify that the
area provided for their facilities are viable and that exposed meters and boxes can
be screened with landscaping.
11. Terms of the ground lease shall include a time frame of 40 years or longer and shall
stipulate that any future changes to the use of the building or property will require a
Conditional Use Permit and may, depending upon the use, require an amendment to
the IHC MPD Housing Mitigation Plan and the provision of additional affordable
housing.
12. The applicant shall demonstrate at the time of Building Permit application that the
building plans and construction meets the NAHB Green Standards or a LEED
Certificate level. All appliances and products, including light bulbs shall be Energy
Star qualifying products.
13. The access easement agreement for the shared driveway with Summit County
Health Department shall be recorded at Summit County prior to issuance of a
certificate of occupancy for the Peace House.

Exhibits
Exhibit A- Applicant’s Letter
Exhibit B- Proposed CUP plans
Exhibit C- IHC/USSA Amended Subdivision plat
Exhibit D- Standard Conditions of Approval
Exhibit E- Green Building Intent
Exhibit F- Materials description
Exhibit G- Rendering
Note- see IHC MPD Amendment Staff Report in this packet for additional related
exhibits.
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EXHIBIT A
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P.O. Box 561
5258 N. New Lane
Oakley, UT 84055

Mountain Resort Consulting Services, LLC

















6HSWHPEHU

3URMHFW'HVFULSWLRQ
)RU
7KH3HDFH+RXVH&RPPXQLW\&DPSXV
1RYHPEHU

2YHUYLHZ

([LVWLQJ)DFXOW\

7KH3HDFH+RXVHFXUUHQWO\RSHUDWHVLQVLGHWKH&LW\/LPLWVRI3DUN&LW\LQD
IDFLOLW\RIURXJKO\VTIWSOXVJDUDJHVSDFHZKLFKLVXVHGDVVWRUDJH7KH
IDFLOLW\ZDVEXLOWWZHQW\\HDUVDJRRQODQGGRQDWHGE\'HHU9DOOH\,WKDVEHHQ
VHUYLFLQJVKRUWVWD\YLFWLPVRIGRPHVWLFYLROHQFHHYHUVLQFH7KHH[LVWLQJIDFLOLW\
LVHVVHQWLDOO\DVLQJOHIDPLO\GZHOOLQJXVHGWRKRXVHPXOWLSOHUHVLGHQWVZLWK
VKDUHGIDFLOLWLHVVXFKDVNLWFKHQODXQGU\VWRUDJHDQGFRPPXQDOOLYLQJURRP

7KHUHVLGHQWVRIWKH3HDFH+RXVHDUHFRQVLGHUHGWUDXPDYLFWLPVWKHVHUYLFHV
RIIHUHGDUHFDWHJRUL]HGDV³WUDXPDLQIRUPHG´DQGWKHIDFLOLW\LVDQ³(PHUJHQF\´
VKHOWHU7KHFXUUHQWPLVVLRQRIWKHVKHOWHULVRQHRILQWHUGLFWLQJYLROHQFHRQDQ
LPPHGLDWHQHHGEDVLV7KHSHRSOHKRXVHGLQWKHVKHOWHUDUHGRQHVRRQDVKRUW
WHUPEDVLV7KHSHRSOHVHUYHGE\WKLVHPHUJHQF\VKHOWHUKDYHQHHGVWKDWDUH
DQDORJRXVWRSHRSOHZLWKRXWKHDOWKLQVXUDQFHZKRPXVWZDLWXQWLODQLOOQHVV
EHFRPHVDQHPHUJHQF\EHIRUHWKH\FDQUHFHLYHKHOS$VDUHVXOWDQGDVD
FRQWLQXDWLRQRIWKLVDQDORJ\WKHXVHUVRIWKLVIDFLOLW\DUHDOPRVWDOZD\VUHSHDW
YLVLWRUV

7KH6WDIIDQGRXWUHDFKRIILFHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKH6KHOWHUDUHORFDWHGLQD
VHSDUDWHIDFLOLW\$GPLQLVWUDWLRQDQGVRPHYLFWLPVHUYLFHVDUHSURYLGHGIURP
WKHVHRIILFHV7KHORFDWLRQRIWKHH[LVWLQJVKHOWHULVQRWDPDWWHURISXEOLF
NQRZOHGJHIRUVHFXULW\SXUSRVHV

7KHVKHOWHUKDVJHQHUDOO\EHHQDWFDSDFLW\IRUPRVWRILWVH[LVWHQFHDQGWXUQV
DZD\YLFWLPVFRQWLQXRXVO\IRUODFNRIVSDFH7KLVSUREOHPLVH[DFHUEDWHGZKHQLW
FRPHVWRODUJHIDPLOLHV7KHVKHOWHULVVWDIIHGDURXQGWKHFORFNE\3HDFH+RXVH
SHUVRQQHO:KLOHWKHVKHOWHUDWWHPSWVWRRIIHUFRXQVHOLQJDQGSURYLGHOLQNVWR
JRYHUQPHQWVHUYLFHVWKHVHVHUYLFHVDUHJHQHUDOO\LQDGHTXDWHWRLQGXFH
PHDQLQJIXOFKDQJHLQWKHYLFWLPV¶OLYHVRQDORQJWHUPEDVLV



Mountain Resort Consulting Services, LLC
Douglas Clyde its Managing Member
Phone: 435-333-8001 - Fax: 435-333-8002 - email: dclyde@allwest.net
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3URSRVHG)DFLOLW\

7KH3URMHFWDVSURSRVHGLVDQHZDQGVLJQLILFDQWO\H[SDQGHGIDFLOLW\ERWKLQIRUP
DQGIXQFWLRQ7KHQHZIDFLOLWLHVZLOOH[SDQGLWVUROHWRSURYLGHIRUPRUHKROLVWLFFDUH
IRUYLFWLPVRIGRPHVWLFYLROHQFHWKURXJKWKHIROORZLQJIDFLOLWLHV

 3URYLGHH[SDQGHGVKRUWWHUPKRXVLQJLQDWRWDORIHLJKW(PHUJHQF\6KHOWHUXQLWV
ZLWKPXOWLSOHEHGURRPVZLWKLQHDFKXQLWDQGDFRPPRQNLWFKHQ
 3URYLGHQHZ7UDQVLWLRQDO+RXVLQJXQLWVIRUSHRSOHZKRKDYHWHUPLQDWHGWKHLU
YLROHQWUHODWLRQVKLSVDQGQHHGWRUHEXLOGWKHLUOLYHVDVHPDQFLSDWHGLQGLYLGXDOVRU
IDPLOLHV
 &RPELQHDOOWKHUDS\WUDLQLQJFKLOGFDUHDQGVXSSRUWIDFLOLWLHVIRUDOOUHVLGHQWVLQ
RQHORFDWLRQ
 $OORZIRURXWSDWLHQWXVHVIRUSHRSOHWUDQVLWLRQLQJLQRURXWRIWKHIDFLOLW\
 3URYLGH6WDIILQJIDFLOLWLHVIRUSXEOLFRXWUHDFK

7KHRYHUDOOSXUSRVHRIWKLVH[SDQVLRQLVQRWVLPSO\DODUJHUIDFLOLW\RILQFUHDVHG
FDSDFLW\EXWUDWKHUDWUDQVLWLRQWRDFRPSUHKHQVLYHFDUHIDFLOLW\5DWKHUWKDQVLPSO\
LQWHUUXSWLQJYLROHQFHWKHQHZIDFLOLW\ZLOOFRQFHQWUDWHRQFKDQJLQJSHRSOH¶VOLYHVVR
WKDWWKH\FDQOHDYHWKHF\FOHRIYLROHQFH

)DFLOLW\'HVFULSWLRQ

%XLOGLQJDQG8VHV

7KHQHZIDFLOLW\LVDSSUR[LPDWHO\VTIHHW H[FOXVLYHRISDUNLQJ FRPSRVHG
SULPDULO\RIUHVLGHQWLDOXVHVDQG6XSSRUWIDFLOLWLHVIRUWKRVHUHVLGHQWV7KHSURMHFW
LVFRPSRVHGRIHLJKW(PHUJHQF\VKHOWHUXQLWVWKDWFDQKRXVHXSWR
DSSUR[LPDWHO\SHRSOHZKHQIXOO\XWLOL]HG,QDGGLWLRQWKHUHZLOOEH
7UDQVLWLRQDO+RXVLQJXQLWVWKDWZLOOKDYHDWRWDOFDSDFLW\RIURXJKO\SHRSOH
(DFK(PHUJHQF\RU7UDQVLWLRQDOXQLWZLOOFRQWDLQRQO\RQHIDPLO\$YLFWLPV¶
DGYRFDWHVVOHHSLQJIDFLOLW\DQGRIILFHDUHLQDGGLWLRQWRWKHVHXQLWV
&RQVHTXHQWO\WKHWRWDOQLJKWO\UHVLGHQFHLVLQWKHUDQJHRISHRSOHDWRQHWLPH

6XSSRUW)DFLOLWLHV

7KH7UDQVLWLRQDQG(PHUJHQF\KRXVLQJUHTXLUHVVXSSRUWIDFLOLWLHVVXFKDVFKLOG
FDUHFRPPRQNLWFKHQODXQGU\DQGVWRUDJH$GGLWLRQDO6XSSRUWLVSURYLGHGLQWKH
IRUPVRIFRXQVHOLQJWUDLQLQJH[HUFLVHDQGFRPPRQOLYLQJDUHD3HUVRQQHOWR
VWDIIWKHVHIXQFWLRQVZLOOEHRIILFHGRQVLWH7KHVH6XSSRUWIDFLOLWLHVDUHLQDOO
VHQVHVFRQVLGHUHG³6XSSRUW´DVGHILQHGLQWKH/0&

%XLOGLQJ2FFXSDQF\DQG&RQVWUXFWLRQ

7KHUHVLGHQWLDOXVHVDUHRI5DQG5LQEXLOGLQJFODVVLILFDWLRQZLWKWKH
UHPDLQGHURIWKHVSDFH RIILFHPHHWLQJURRPVHWF EHLQJW\SH% RIILFH 7KH
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EXLOGLQJZLOOEHRIW\SH,9FRQVWUXFWLRQ7KHPDWHULDOFKRLFHVLQVXODWLRQYDOXHV
+9$&DQGUHODWHGLWHPVZLOOEHGHVLJQHGWRDPD[LPXPOHYHORQHQHUJ\
FRQVHUYDWLRQWRWKHJUHDWHVWH[WHQWSUDFWLFDO'HWDLOVRIWKHEXLOGLQJHQHUJ\
GHVLJQDQGGXUDEOHVXVWDLQDEOHPDWHULDOVDUHSURYLGHGLQDVHSDUDWHPHPRIURP
WKH3URMHFW¶VDUFKLWHFW


3DUNLQJDQG7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ

7KH3URMHFW¶VSDUNLQJLVSULPDULO\IRU6WDIIDQGUHVLGHQWV3DUNLQJZLOOEHGLYLGHGLQWR
WKUHHORFDWLRQVFRQVLVWLQJRIVWDOOVRIHQFORVHGSDUNLQJDQGWZRVHSDUDWHVXUIDFHORWV
7KHHQFORVHGSDUNLQJDQGWKHVXUIDFHORWWRWKHVRXWK UHDU RIWKHEXLOGLQJDUHVHFXUH
SDUNLQJIRUUHVLGHQWVDQGOLPLWHG6WDII7KHSDUNLQJLQWKHIURQWRIWKHEXLOGLQJZLOOEH
XVHGE\6WDIIRXWSDWLHQWVHUYLFHVDQGVRPHOLPLWHGSXEOLFLQWHUDFWLRQZLWK6WDIIDQG
YLVLWRUVWRWKHUHVLGHQWV

7UDQVSRUWDWLRQWRWKHVLWHLVE\SULYDWHDXWRDQGRQGHPDQGWUDQVLW$QH[LVWLQJEXV
VKHOWHULVORFDWHGRQWKHDGMDFHQWORWRFFXSLHGE\WKH&RXQW\+HDOWK&OLQLF:LWKWKH
GHYHORSPHQWRIWKLVIDFLOLW\DQGLQFRQMXQFWLRQZLWKWKH&RXQW\&OLQLFWKH3HRSOH¶V+HDWK
&OLQLF866$WKH1$&WKH3DUN&LW\UHFUHDWLRQDOIDFLOLWLHVDQGWKHRWKHUPHGLFDO
VHUYLFHVLQWKH,+&FRPSRXQGWKHRSSRUWXQLW\IRUUHJXODUO\VFKHGXOHGWUDQVLWLVRSWLPDO
JLYHQWKHFOXVWHULQJ

3DUNLQJGHPDQGLVJHQHUDOO\GULYHQE\6WDIIDQGUHVLGHQWV7KHUHVLGHQWLDOFRPSRQHQWRI
WKLVGHPDQGLVZHOONQRZQDQGLVRQDYHUDJHOHVVWKDQRQHFDUSHUIDPLO\)RUWKH
SXUSRVHVRI6WDIIGHPDQGDW\SLFDOUDWHRISHRSOHSHUFDUZRXOGEHFRQVLGHUHG
QRUPDO,QDGGLWLRQLWLVDQWLFLSDWHGGXULQJWKHSHDNGHPDQGSHULRGWKDWDVPDQ\DV
LQGLYLGXDOVPD\EHYLVLWLQJWKHIDFLOLW\HLWKHUDVYROXQWHHUVRURXWSDWLHQWV$FRQVHUYDWLYH
HVWLPDWHIRUWKHODWWHUXVHVZRXOGEHDQDYHUDJHRIaSHRSOHSHUFDUJLYHQWKDWWKH\
QRUPDOO\FRQWDLQIDPLO\PHPEHUVDVZHOO:LWKDOORIWKHVHIDFWRUVFRQVLGHUHGWKHWRWDO
SDUNLQJGHPDQGLVHVWLPDWHGWRUDQJHEHWZHHQDQGVSDFHV:KLOHSDUNLQJLV
VHJUHJDWHGIRUUHVLGHQWV6WDIIZLOOEHDOORZHGWRXVHHLWKHUVHFXUHGSDUNLQJRUSXEOLF
SDUNLQJ(YHQLQJXVHVRIWKHIDFLOLW\PD\LQFOXGHXSWRSHRSOHIRURXWSDWLHQWVHUYLFHV
FRXQVHOLQJDQGHGXFDWLRQ EXWZLOOQRWEHFRLQFLGHQWZLWKSHDNGD\WLPHXVHV+HQFHWKH
FRPLQJOHGSDUNLQJVKRXOGUHVXOWLQWKHW\SLFDOHIILFLHQFLHVREVHUYHGLQPXOWLXVHSDUNLQJ
$SUHFLVHFRXQWRI&RGHUHODWHGSDUNLQJLVWRVRPHGHJUHHDPDWWHURILQWHUSUHWDWLRQDV
$+XQLWVDUHSDUNHGRQDRQHVWDOOSHUEHGURRPUDWHZKLFKLVQRWLQDQ\ZD\FRPSDUDEOH
WRWKHW\SHRIRFFXSDQF\LQWKLVIDFLOLW\7KHSDUNLQJIRURIILFHXVHVE\FRGHZRXOGOLNHO\
EHSHUWKRXVDQGRIQHWOHDVDEOH:KLOHPXOWLSOHDQGFRPSOH[DQDO\VHVRIWKHSDUNLQJ
SHUWKH/0&LVSRVVLEOHLQJHQHUDOLWZRXOGEHDQXPEHULQH[FHVVRIVWDOOV,QWKH
FDVHRIWKHXVHVZLWKLQWKLVIDFLOLW\WKHQXPEHURIHPSOR\HHVUHVLGHQWVDQGSHRSOHSHU
FDUZRXOGSURGXFHQXPEHUVVXEVWDQWLDOO\OHVVWKDQWKHSRVVLEOH/0&UHTXLUHPHQWV$V
WKHSURMHFWKDVVXIILFLHQWODQGIRUDEXQGDQWSDUNLQJDPLQLPDOLVWDSSURDFKLVSURSRVHGDW
WKHRQVHW0RUHSDUNLQJFDQEHDGGHGLIUHTXLUHGLQWKHIXWXUH
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6KDUHG'ULYHZD\

7KHIDFLOLW\ZLOOKDYHWZRHQWUDQFHVDQGWZRVHSDUDWHSDUNLQJIDFLOLWLHVDVQRWHGDERYH
7KHEDFNRIKRXVHSDUNLQJZLOOEHVHFXUHGE\JDWHVDQGPRQLWRUHGE\FDPHUDV$VWKLV
HQWUDQFHLVDGMDFHQWZLWKWKH&RXQW\+HDOWKIDFLOLW\ZHKDYHGLVFXVVHGXVLQJDFRPPRQ
GULYHZD\$VWKH&RXQW\KDVVLPLODUFRQFHUQVRYHUVHFXULW\ZLWKWKHLURZQIDFLOLW\LWLV
OLNHO\WKDWZHZLOOVKDUHDFRPPRQDQGVHFXUHGGULYHZD\

6HFXULW\

7KHRYHUDOOVHFXULW\SODQIRUWKHIDFLOLW\LVPXOWLOD\HUHGDQGSURYLGHVGLIIHUHQWOHYHOVRI
VHFXULW\IRUWKHUDQJHRIH[SRVXUHVWKDWDUHHQFRXQWHUHGZLWKLQWKHSRSXODWLRQRIWKH
IDFLOLW\$FRPSOHWHGGLVFXVVLRQRIWKLVLVQRWDSSURSULDWHIRUDSXEOLFGRFXPHQW


(QWLWOHPHQWV

7KHSURMHFWLVFRPSRVHGRIWUDQVLHQWDQGSHUPDQHQWUHVLGHQFHVDOORIZKLFKDUH
FRQVLGHUHG$IIRUGDEOH+RXVLQJ $+ XQLWVDVSHUWKH/0&7KHVXSSRUWIDFLOLWLHV
DUHLQWHJUDOWRWKHUHVLGHQWLDOXVHVDORQJZLWKWKH6WDIIRIILFHV:KLOHVRPHVPDOO
DPRXQWRIXVHVFRXOGEHFRQVWUXHGDVQRWLQWHJUDOWR6XSSRUWWKH\DWD
PLQLPXPDUHDVXEVHWRIWKH6XSSRUWXVHVDQGDUHOLNHO\QRWGLVFHUQDEOHLQDQ\
PHDQLQJIXOZD\

$IIRUGDEOH+RXVH8QLW(QWLWOHPHQWV

7KH3URMHFW¶V$+XQLWVDUHWREHDVVLJQHGWRWKH,+&$+UHTXLUHPHQWV7KH
H[LVWLQJ3HDFH+RXVHIDFLOLW\LVQRWDSDUWRIDQ\RWKHUSURMHFW¶V$+UHTXLUHPHQW
DQGWKDWH[LVWLQJXVDJHZLOOWHUPLQDWHZKHQWKHQHZIDFLOLW\LVEXLOW0RQLHVIRUWKH
SURMHFWZLOOEHLQSDUWIXQGHGE\GRQDWLRQVWKHOHDVHIURP,+& \HDU DQGDQ
H[LVWLQJJUDQWE\WKH&RXQW\WKDWLVVXEMHFWWRDFRQWUDFWEHWZHHQWKH&RXQW\DQG
3HDFH+RXVH7KH&RXQW\PRQLHVWKDWDUHWREHXVHGE\WKH3HDFH+RXVHDUH
QRWDVVRFLDWHGZLWKDVSHFLILFUHTXLUHPHQWWRVXSSO\$+XQLWVDQGDUHWKHUHIRUH
IUHHWREHDVVLJQHGWRPLWLJDWLRQZLWKDQ\SURMHFWDVORQJDVWKHPRQLHVDUHXVHG
E\WKH3HDFH+RXVHDVSUHVFULEHGE\WKDWFRQWUDFW7KH,+&$+UHTXLUHPHQWLV
EDVHGRQVTIWSHU$+8
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EXHIBIT D
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
STANDARD PROJECT CONDITIONS
1.

The applicant is responsible for compliance with all conditions of approval.

2.

The proposed project is approved as indicated on the final approved plans,
except as modified by additional conditions imposed by the Planning
Commission at the time of the hearing. The proposed project shall be in
accordance with all adopted codes and ordinances; including, but not necessarily
limited to: the Land Management Code (including Chapter 5, Architectural
Review); International Building, Fire and related Codes (including ADA
compliance); the Park City Design Standards, Construction Specifications, and
Standard Drawings (including any required snow storage easements); and any
other standards and regulations adopted by the City Engineer and all boards,
commissions, agencies, and officials of the City of Park City.

3.

A building permit shall be secured for any new construction or modifications to
structures, including interior modifications, authorized by this permit.

4.

All construction shall be completed according to the approved plans on which
building permits are issued. Approved plans include all site improvements shown
on the approved site plan. Site improvements shall include all roads, sidewalks,
curbs, gutters, drains, drainage works, grading, walls, landscaping, lighting,
planting, paving, paths, trails, public necessity signs (such as required stop
signs), and similar improvements, as shown on the set of plans on which final
approval and building permits are based.

5.

All modifications to plans as specified by conditions of approval and all final
design details, such as materials, colors, windows, doors, trim dimensions, and
exterior lighting shall be submitted to and approved by the Planning Department,
Planning Commission, or Historic Preservation Board prior to issuance of any
building permits. Any modifications to approved plans after the issuance of a
building permit must be specifically requested and approved by the Planning
Department, Planning Commission and/or Historic Preservation Board in writing
prior to execution.

6.

Final grading, drainage, utility, erosion control and re-vegetation plans shall be
reviewed and approved by the City Engineer prior to commencing construction.
Limits of disturbance boundaries and fencing shall be reviewed and approved by
the Planning, Building, and Engineering Departments. Limits of disturbance
fencing shall be installed, inspected, and approved prior to building permit
issuance.

7.

An existing conditions survey identifying existing grade shall be conducted by the
applicant and submitted to the Planning and Building Departments prior to
issuance of a footing and foundation permit. This survey shall be used to assist
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the Planning Department in determining existing grade for measurement of
building heights, as defined by the Land Management Code.
8.

A Construction Mitigation Plan (CMP), submitted to and approved by the
Planning, Building, and Engineering Departments, is required prior to any
construction. A CMP shall address the following, including but not necessarily
limited to: construction staging, phasing, storage of materials, circulation,
parking, lights, signs, dust, noise, hours of operation, re-vegetation of disturbed
areas, service and delivery, trash pick-up, re-use of construction materials, and
disposal of excavated materials. Construction staging areas shall be clearly
defined and placed so as to minimize site disturbance. The CMP shall include a
landscape plan for re-vegetation of all areas disturbed during construction,
including but not limited to: identification of existing vegetation and replacement
of significant vegetation or trees removed during construction.

9.

Any removal of existing building materials or features on historic buildings shall
be approved and coordinated by the Planning Department according to the LMC,
prior to removal.

10.

The applicant and/or contractor shall field verify all existing conditions on historic
buildings and match replacement elements and materials according to the
approved plans. Any discrepancies found between approved plans, replacement
features and existing elements must be reported to the Planning Department for
further direction, prior to construction.

11.

Final landscape plans, when required, shall be reviewed and approved by the
Planning Department prior to issuance of building permits. Landscaping shall be
completely installed prior to occupancy, or an acceptable guarantee, in
accordance with the Land Management Code, shall be posted in lieu thereof. A
landscaping agreement or covenant may be required to ensure landscaping is
maintained as per the approved plans.

12.

All proposed public improvements, such as streets, curb and gutter, sidewalks,
utilities, lighting, trails, etc. are subject to review and approval by the City
Engineer in accordance with current Park City Design Standards, Construction
Specifications and Standard Drawings. All improvements shall be installed or
sufficient guarantees, as determined by the City Engineer, posted prior to
occupancy.

13.

The Snyderville Basin Water Reclamation District shall review and approve the
sewer plans, prior to issuance of any building plans. A Line Extension
Agreement with the Snyderville Basin Water Reclamation District shall be signed
and executed prior to building permit issuance. Evidence of compliance with the
District's fee requirements shall be presented at the time of building permit
issuance.
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14.

The planning and infrastructure review and approval is transferable with the title
to the underlying property so that an approved project may be conveyed or
assigned by the applicant to others without losing the approval. The permit
cannot be transferred off the site on which the approval was granted.

15.

When applicable, access on state highways shall be reviewed and approved by
the State Highway Permits Officer. This does not imply that project access
locations can be changed without Planning Commission approval.

16.

Vesting of all permits and approvals terminates upon the expiration of the
approval as defined in the Land Management Code, or upon termination of the
permit.

17.

No signs, permanent or temporary, may be constructed on a site or building
without a sign permit, approved by the Planning and Building Departments. All
multi-tenant buildings require an approved Master Sign Plan prior to submitting
individual sign permits.

18.

All exterior lights must be in conformance with the applicable Lighting section of
the Land Management Code. Prior to purchase and installation, it is
recommended that exterior lights be reviewed by the Planning Department.

19.

All projects located within the Soils Ordinance Boundary require a Soil Mitigation
Plan to be submitted and approved by the Building and Planning departments
prior to the issuance of a Building permit.

September 2012
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EXHIBIT E
GREEN BUILDING STRATEGIES
FOR THE

NEW PEACE HOUSE FACILITY
PARK CITY, UT
It is the intent of Peace House that its new building be as environmentally responsible
as it can feasibly be. Peace House thinks that their new facility should set an example
of the level of green building that can - and should - be achieved in Park City.
During the design process the design team has referenced the standards set by the
USGBC in LEED v4. Accordingly, the new facility for Peace House will incorporate
many of the latest green building strategies, systems and materials. The primary, largescale green components are described below. A checklist for LEED compliance is also
included.
The basic green design concept for the building is rather simple:
Make the building envelope as super-insulated and airtight as possible: heat and cool
the building with a high-performance and energy-efficient HVAC system; reduce
electrical loads as much as possible.
The major building elements of Peace House that work together to achieve this are as
follows:
Envelope:
• Super-insulated exterior walls with continuous insulation
• Super-insulated roof system
• High-performance fiberglass windows
• Air barrier building wrap
HVAC System:
• Ground-source heat pump (GSHP) - operating efficiency exceeds 300% - powering a
highly-efficient Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) heating and air conditioning system
Electrical System:
• LED lighting and energy-efficient electric motors
• Provisions for future installation of roof-mounted photovoltaic (PV) system

Page 1 of 3
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Additional green building elements incorporated into the Peace House design are listed
below. They are noted in order of their appearance in the LEED documentation
protocol. (Please note that the Peace House project is not seeking LEED certification).
For the sake of simplicity and to allow us to focus on the most important green building
element not all LEED point items are listed:
Location and Transportation:
• Protection of wetlands
• Access to mass transit
• Bicycle facilities - bike racks, showers, changing rooms
• Green vehicle parking and plug-in’s
Sustainable Sites:
• Rainwater catchment and re-use
• Heat island reduction - cool roofing materials
• Light pollution reduction - complying exterior light fixtures
Water Efficiency:
• Reduction of outdoor water use - xeriscaping and native plants
• Indoor water use reduction - low flow fixtures and water metering
Energy and Atmosphere:
• Optimize energy performance - see above for HVAC system description
• Advanced energy metering to track HVAC performance and adjust for efficiency
• Green power and carbon offsets - Rocky Mountain Power Blue Sky enrollment or
future PV system installation
Materials and Resources:
• Storage and collection of recyclables during building operation
• Construction waste recycling
• Maximize use of regionally-sourced construction materials
Indoor Environmental Quality
• Use materials that do not degrade indoor air quality - i.e. non-VOC and low VOC
• Thermal comfort - provide occupants with operable windows and localized control of
heating and cooling
• Daylight - excellent daylighting is provided to most areas of the building
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LEED v4 for BD+C: New Construction and Major Renovation
Project Checklist
Y

?

0

Credit

Integrative Process

0 Location and Transportation
0

Credit

1
16

7

16
1

Y
Y

0

Prereq

Materials and Resources

Credit

0

Credit

High Priority Site

2

3

Credit

0

Credit

Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses

5

1

Credit

Credit

Access to Quality Transit

5

1

Credit
Credit

Bicycle Facilities
Reduced Parking Footprint

1
1

1
1

Credit

Green Vehicles

1

1
1
0
1

13
0

0

LEED for Neighborhood Development Location
Sensitive Land Protection

1

10

Peace House - Park City, UT

N

?
4

Project Name:
Date: 1/8/16

0 Sustainable Sites

Prereq

0

Required
Required

Building Life-Cycle Impact Reduction
Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Environmental Product
Declarations

5

Credit

Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials

2

Credit

Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Material Ingredients
Construction and Demolition Waste Management

2
2

Credit

0

13

Storage and Collection of Recyclables
Construction and Demolition Waste Management Planning

2

Indoor Environmental Quality

16

10

Y

Prereq

Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance

Required

Y

Prereq

Construction Activity Pollution Prevention

Required

Y

Prereq

Environmental Tobacco Smoke Control

Required

1

Credit

Site Assessment

1

1

Credit

Enhanced Indoor Air Quality Strategies

2

2
1

Credit

2
1

3
1

Credit

Credit

Site Development - Protect or Restore Habitat
Open Space

Credit

Low-Emitting Materials
Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan

3
1

3
2

Credit

Rainwater Management

3

1

Credit

Indoor Air Quality Assessment

2

Credit

Heat Island Reduction

2

1

Credit

Thermal Comfort

1

1

Credit

Light Pollution Reduction

1

1

Credit

Interior Lighting

2

Credit

11

3
1

Credit

Daylight
Quality Views

3
1

1

Credit

Acoustic Performance

1

4

0

0 Water Efficiency

Y
Y

Prereq

Outdoor Water Use Reduction

Required

Prereq

Indoor Water Use Reduction

Required

Y
2

Prereq

Building-Level Water Metering
Outdoor Water Use Reduction

Required
2

2
1

Credit

Innovation

5

1

Credit

6
2

1

Credit

LEED Accredited Professional

1

Credit

Indoor Water Use Reduction
Cooling Tower Water Use

Credit

Water Metering

1

1

Credit

0
1

0

3

0

0

1

20

0

0 Energy and Atmosphere

1
1

1
1

Credit

Required
Required

Building-Level Energy Metering
Fundamental Refrigerant Management

1

Credit

Enhanced Commissioning

14
1

Credit
Credit

Optimize Energy Performance
Advanced Energy Metering

Credit

Demand Response

2

Credit

Renewable Energy Production

3

Credit

Enhanced Refrigerant Management
Green Power and Carbon Offsets

1
2

Credit

Regional Priority: Specific Credit
Regional Priority: Specific Credit

Required
Required

Prereq

1
1

1
1

Fundamental Commissioning and Verification
Minimum Energy Performance

Prereq

0

Regional Priority: Specific Credit
Regional Priority: Specific Credit

Credit

Y
Y

2
0

4

Credit

1

Prereq
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6

3

Credit

0

6

Regional Priority

33

Y
Y

Prereq

Innovation

TOTALS

Possible Points:

110

Certified: 40 to 49 points, Silver: 50 to 59 points, Gold: 60 to 79 points, Platinum: 80 to 110

18
1

1
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EXHIBIT F
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